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1. SENSORS, MATERIALS, AND DEVICES

1.1. Sensor Characteristics

In man-made devices, where the information is transmitted
and processed in electrical form through the transport of elec-
trons, a sensor is defined as a device that receives a signal
or a stimulus and responds with an electrical signal [1]. The
stimulus is the quantity, physical property, or condition that
is sensed as an input signal. Since a sensor does not func-

tion by itself, it is always a part of a data acquisition system.
Thus, a sensor responds to the stimulus and converts it into
an electrical signal which is compatible with electronic cir-
cuits. The sensor’s output signal may be in a form of voltage,
current, or charge. An ideal or theoretical output-stimulus re-
lationship exists for every sensor that is characterized by the
so-called transfer function. This function establishes depen-
dence between the electrical signal S produced by the sen-
sor, and the stimulus s: S = f (s). The transfer function
may be a simple linear connection or a nonlinear dependence,
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that determines the most important characteristics of a sen-
sor:

(i) In the general case of a nonlinear function, the sensitiv-
ity is defined as the slope b = dS(s0)/ds at any particular input
value s0, and is not a fixed number as for a linear relationship:
S = α + bs.

(ii) Full scale output is the algebraic difference between the
electrical output signals measured with maximum input stimu-
lus and the lowest input stimulus applied.

(iii) Accuracy errors arising from hysteresis, that is a devia-
tion of the sensor’s output at a specified point of the input signal
when it is approached from the opposite direction, and nonlin-
earity, which is the maximum deviation of a real transfer func-
tion from the approximation straight line.

(iv) Inherent noise, which arises within the sensor’s circuit
no matter how well it was designed, produces systematic dis-
tortions of the output signal. Such distortions are related to the
sensor’s transfer function. The noise signals can, generally, be
described by an equivalent circuit that contains two additional
generators. One is a voltage noise generator en and the other
is a current noise generator in. One contribution to the sensor
noise is thermal resistance noise (also called Johnson noise),
which is always present in resistive devices as a voltage noise.
This noise source contributes a background to the voltage spec-
tral density, which is representative of noise power, considered
equal to SV = 4kBT R�f (in units of volts squared per Hertz),
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, R is
the total resistance of the sensor, and �f is the bandwidth, in
Hertz, over which the measurement is made.

From the physical point of view, a sensor is a converter of
generally nonelectrical effects into electrical signals. Often sev-
eral transformation steps are required before the electric out-
put signal can be generated. These steps involve changes of
types of energy where the final step must produce an electri-
cal signal of desirable format. Since there are several physical
effects which cause generation of electrical signals in response
to nonelectrical influences, sensor classification schemes range
from very simple to the complex. Thus, depending of what it
measures (stimulus), what its specifications are, what physical
phenomenon it is sensitive to, what conversion mechanism is
employed, what material it is fabricated from, and what is its
field of application, a broad and representative classification
scheme [1] can be constructed. Magnetic memories and sen-
sors are one of the oldest, yet one of the most widely used,
solid-state devices. Already at an annual sale of about 40 bil-
lion dollars, the market is still growing rapidly thanks to ever-
increasing demands in data storage and to new applications of
magnetic devices in the field of sensors.

1.2. All-Metal Thin-Film Magnetoresistive Sensors

Today’s computers and their precursors are based on an idea
known as stored program electronic computer, which relies on
electronic logic gates and memory. The speed of computers has
doubled every three years, a trend known as Moore’s law. Thus,

the number of circuits that fits on a chip doubles while the price
remains the same every year and a half. That trend has been
driven by the steady shrinking of the size of microcircuits, as
defined by the smallest feature size, or linewidth. However, be-
sides the computing power of the microprocessors, the perfor-
mance of a computer depends on faster random-access memo-
ries (RAM) and denser magnetic storage of information as well.
In 1993, the cost of one megabyte of storage capacity was about
one dollar, a dramatic decrease from 104 dollars per megabyte
in 1956 when IBM first introduced the disk-drive technology.
In 1998, the cost of one megabyte had decreased further, to
less than five cents. The rapid areal density increase and the
stunning price–performance improvement have transformed the
disk drive into the ubiquitous storage workhorse for computers
of all sizes.

IBM innovations in the technology of magnetic hard-disk
drives have driven up storage density at a phenomenal rate,
now approaching 60% per year [2]. This increase is comparable
to the growth in semiconductor industry described by Moore’s
law. The areal density—the number of discrete bits of infor-
mation that can be squeezed onto a square inch of disk real
estate—has been increased at a pattern of magnetic fields that
magnetized bits on a circular track directly below on the spin-
ning disk. To read back the data, the head was placed above
the track. As the bits spun beneath the head, the sweep of their
magnetic fields generated opposing voltages in the head. Since
the detectable magnetic flux (stimulus) from a bit decreases as
the bit gets smaller, a scaling approach to increased density
requires reducing the read–write head’s dimensions while in-
creasing its sensitivity. To sustain such progress, the technology
of recording-head fabrication will need to continue to advance
at a rapid pace.

In 1969, the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, invented a
method for making the wire coils by the same photolithographic
thin-film techniques used to make semiconductor chips [3].
That method led to very small and sensitive read heads that IBM
first used in products [3] in 1979. However, the increased ten-
dency for miniaturization in hard-disk drives required more sen-
sitive sensors than the inductive coils in the reading heads, with
an ability to measure smaller magnetic fields. Thus, the read-
ing coils had to be replaced by an alternative material, able to
operate as an electromagnetic sensor. The electrical resistivity
of a magnetoresistive (MR) thin ferromagnetic film [4] changes
according to the strength and the orientation of the magnetic
field it experiences. In ferromagnetic materials, the “ordinary”
anisotropic transport effects, observed in nonmagnetic films,
are present but are accompanied by stronger phenomena having
similar geometrical dependences and symmetries. The galvano-
magnetic effects unique to ferromagnets are called “extraordi-
nary,” “spontaneous,” or “anomalous” because of their greater
strength relative to the ordinary effects. The extraordinary gal-
vanomagnetic effects derive their strength from the fact that the
role of the external field is replaced by an internal field propor-
tional to the magnetization M, which is generally much stronger
than an applied field. The mechanism by which the microscopic
internal field associated with M couples to the current density
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J in ferromagnets is the spin-orbit interaction between the elec-
tron trajectory (orbit) and the magnetization (spin). Thus, while
the ordinary effects can be understood as consequences of the
classical Lorentz force on the current carriers, the spontaneous
effects are quantum mechanical in origin.

In a ferromagnet, the magnetoresistance is expected to have
a spontaneous contribution that depends on the orientation of
magnetization. It is referred to as anisotropic magnetoresis-
tance (AMR). Thus, Kohler’s rule can be generalized to read
for a ferromagnet as:�ρ/ρ = α(H/ρ)2 +β(M/ρ)2, where the
first term describes the ordinary magnetoresistance and the sec-
ond term describes the spontaneous (anisotropic) magnetoresis-
tance. The AMR effect is observed in many systems [5] to vary
as: �ρ(H)/ρav = (�ρ/ρav)(cos2 θ − 1/3), where θ is the an-
gle between J and M, ρav = (ρ‖ + 2ρ⊥)/3, �ρ = ρ‖ − ρ⊥,
�ρ(H) = ρ(H)−ρav, and ρ‖ (ρ⊥) is the the resistivity in a di-
rection parallel (perpendicular) to M. Note that the AMR ratio
�ρ(H)/ρav is even in the magnetization orientation, cos θ , as
observed and predicted by Kohler’s rule.

The incentive to try the AMR effect in recording heads was
substantial: MR read elements were expected to be three to five
times more sensitive than inductive designs while performing
just as well with the smaller diameter disks that were becom-
ing popular. They would also permit the inductive coil to be
designed solely for writing data [6]. MR sensors had been used
first in the low-density, low-data-rate applications such as mag-
netic tape players. However, for years, scientists trying to make
MR heads for the much more demanding disk-drive environ-
ment encountered severe problems with nonlinearity and noise.
These problems were solved in the mid-1980s and led to the
world’s first practical disk-drive head with an MR read element
in 1991. Because the MR effect depends on the volume of the
sensor, scientists know that an MR head’s sensitivity decreases
as its dimensions shrink. A density of 5 gigabytes per inch is
thought to be close to the limit of MR technology.

Fortunately, a related technology, giant magnetoresistive
(GMR) sensing can provide much more sensitivity for a given
size head. GMR is the change of resistance when the magnetic
alignment of adjacent ferromagnetic (FM) layers separated by
nonmagnetic material (NM), called spacer, is changed [7, 8].
GMR sensors consist of multiple layers of materials, some
of them only a few atoms thick. The GMR effect depends
upon the unusual and extraordinarily sensitive way in which
current flows through these layers in the presence of a mag-
netic field. The MR ratio in these multilayer systems is not
a function of the angle between J and M as it is for AMR,
but rather depends on the relative orientation of M in adjacent
layers. GMR has been observed [9, 10] to obey the equation:
�ρ(ψ)/ρ = (�ρ/ρ)gmr(1 − cosψ)/2, where ψ is the angle
between the magnetizations in the two sets of layers. The angle
between either magnetization and the applied field, θ = ψ/2,
is important because it indicates the component of magnetiza-
tion parallel to the field. Since 1 − cos(2θ) = 2 sin2 θ , then
the GMR ratio becomes: �ρ(θ)/ρ = (�ρ/ρ)gmr sin2 θ . For
hard-axis magnetization M/Ms = cos θ = H/Ha (Ha is the
anisotropy field). Thus, an approximate form of the field de-

pendence, sometimes observed for GMR in antiferromagneti-
cally coupled multilayers when the field is applied along the
hard axis, is: �ρ(θ)/ρ = (�ρ/ρ)gmr(1 − (H/Ha)2). Usually,
the field dependence of GMR is much more complicated than
implied by this simple expression.

The most useful GMR sensor design for disk drives is
known [11, 12] as a spin valve. This is a trilayer structure, with
an NM layer sandwiched between soft FM layers in which the
magnetization of one of the magnetic layers in pinned antipar-
allel to the applied magnetic field. The pinning is accomplished
by an additional magnetic layer strongly antiferromagnetically
(AF) coupled to the back of one of the soft FM layers [9, 10,
13]. The involved spin-polarized electron transport from mag-
netic to nonmagnetic metallic layers gave the idea to create
electronic devices that exploit both, the charge and the spin of
an electron for their operation [14]. Lucent Technologies intro-
duced the term spintronics for such devices.

GMR offers two significant advantages over competing de-
vices. First, the large change in resistance yields a stronger sig-
nal, and second, the technology became compatible with inte-
grated circuit (IC) technology [14], so that GMR devices can be
included as part of a chip package to make smaller, faster, less
expensive sensors and memory chips. The initial GMR devices
sold were magnetic field sensors, which were first shipped in
1995. In 1997, IBM marketed hard-disk memory systems us-
ing GMR read heads, which had a far greater economic impact
than the magnetic field sensors. The processes used to fabricate
such recording heads comprise a combination of lithography,
deposition (vacuum or plating), and etching steps. Recording
heads are eventually formed into sliders that “fly” over mag-
netic disks to perform “read” and “write” functions. While sev-
eral hundred silicon very large-scale integration (VLSI) chips
can be obtained from one silicon wafer, over 10,000 sliders can
be produced from one recording-head wafer. On the other hand,
one slider contains only one read element and one write element
while each silicon chip contain millions of transistors. This rel-
atively low head-device density on a wafer lessens cleanliness
requirements.

Several companies are currently working on nonvolatile
memory technologies using GMR materials [14–16], and Hon-
eywell has demonstrated working memory chips. Galvanic iso-
lators are another rapidly emerging area for GMR. New ma-
terials and applications, particularly in advanced sensors and
memory systems, are under development, and the outlook for
widespread applications is promising. In particular, the two-
component nature of spintronic devices is expected to allow
the production of spin transistors [17] and spin-based mem-
ory devices [14, 18]. Currently, emphasis shifts to spin valves
patterned into micrometer and submicrometer structures, en-
tering the regime of only a few domains within the FM lay-
ers [19]. Micrometer size Co/Cu GMR multilayers have been
fabricated [20] by focused ion-beam direct deposition without
any lithographic processes. This is a clean process without cross
contamination that allows the fabrication of monolithic GMR
and semiconductor devices. Furthermore, nanofabrication of-
fers unprecedented capabilities in patterning materials with a
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size smaller than the magnetic domain wall, and in manipu-
lating the size, shape, orientation, and composition of nanos-
tructures [21]. Patterned magnetic nanostructures, as small as
100 nm, can lead to innovative MR sensors based on unique
properties of single-domain nanostructures [21].

A novel detection scheme has been demonstrated [22] which
uses MR materials (AMR or GMR) to measure fields much
smaller (<0.01 Oe) than the saturation field of the MR mate-
rial. This technique consists of applying an ac excitation field
to the MR element and then processing the output wave form.
Both symmetric and asymmetric MR materials have been used
to measure the earth’s field with enough precision for compass
applications. It has been argued that an MR sensor using these
techniques would have some advantages over previous designs,
including small size and power needs and implementation of a
single excitation stripe for both excitation and feedback biasing.

1.3. Spin Engineering of Metallic Thin-Film Structures

The large magnetic field-dependent changes in resistance pos-
sible in thin-film ferromagnet–nonmagnetic (FM–NM) metallic
multilayers, was first observed [7] in France in 1988. Changes
in resistance with a magnetic field of up to 70% were observed.
This phenomenon is due to spin-dependent scattering. Electrons
can exist in two quantum states: spin-up if their spin is paral-
lel to the magnetic field of their surroundings and spin-down
if the spin is antiparallel to the magnetic field. In nonmagnetic
conductors, there are equal numbers of spin-up and spin-down
electrons in all energy bands. However, due to the ferromag-
netic exchange interaction, there is a difference between the
number of spin-up and spin-down electrons in the conduction
subbands of ferromagnetic materials. Therefore, the probability
of an electron being scattered when it passes into a ferromag-
netic conductor depends upon the direction of its spin and the
direction of the magnetic moment of the layer. The resistance
of two thin ferromagnetic layers separated by a thin nonmag-
netic conducting layer can be altered by changing whether the
moments of the ferromagnetic layers are parallel or antiparal-
lel. Layers with parallel magnetic moments will have less scat-
tering at the interfaces, longer mean-free paths, and lower re-
sistance. Layers with antiparallel magnetic moments will have
more scattering at the interfaces, shorter mean-free paths, and
higher resistance. For spin-dependent scattering to be a signifi-
cant part of the total resistance, the layers must be thinner than
the mean-free path of electrons in the bulk material. For many
ferromagnets, the mean-free path is tens of nanometers, so the
layers themselves must each be typically less than 10 nm.

Antiferromagnetic multilayers (MLs) consist of multiple
repetitions of alternating conducting magnetic layers and non-
magnetic layers. The thickness of the nonmagnetic layers is
typically 1.5 to 2.0 nm and the thickness is critical. For cer-
tain thicknesses, the polarized conduction electrons cause AF
coupling between the magnetic layers. Each magnetic layer
has its magnetic moment antiparallel to the moments of the
magnetic layers on each side, which is exactly the condition
needed for maximum spin-dependent scattering. An external

field can overcome the coupling which causes this alignment
and can align the moments so that all the layers are parallel,
giving the low resistance state. If the conducting layer is not the
proper thickness, the same coupling mechanism can cause fer-
romagnetic coupling between the magnetic layers resulting in
no GMR effect.

GMR sensors can be created by making four serpentine re-
sistors from this multilayer material. The four resistors are then
connected in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. This bridge is
the basis behind all standard sensors. The bridge can be config-
ured into a gradiometer, magnetometer, or put on top of inte-
grated electronics. A sensitive bridge can be fabricated from
four photolithographically patterned GMR resistors. NVE’s
GMR Magnetic Field Sensor AAxxx series utilize small mag-
netic shields that are plated over two of the four equal resistors
in a Wheatstone bridge protecting these resistors from the ap-
plied field and allowing them to act as reference resistors [23].
Since they are fabricated from the same material, they have
the same temperature coefficient as the active resistors. The
two remaining GMR resistors are both exposed to the exter-
nal field. The bridge output is therefore twice the output from
a bridge with only one active resistor. The bridge output for a
10% change in these resistors is approximately 5% of the volt-
age applied to the bridge. Demagnetization factors cause GMR
resistors to respond only to the component of magnetic field
along their long dimension. However, the narrow resistor traces
make GMR resistors immune to transverse fields. Additional
permalloy structures are plated onto the substrate to act as flux
concentrators. The active resistors are placed in the gap between
two flux concentrators.

Unpinned sandwich GMR materials consist of two soft mag-
netic layers of Fe or Ni or Co alloys separated by a layer of
a nonmagnetic conductor such as Cu. With magnetic layers
4- to 6-nm thick separated by a conductor layer, typically 3-
to 5-nm thick, there is relatively little magnetic coupling be-
tween the layers. For use in sensors, sandwich material is usu-
ally patterned into narrow stripes. The magnetic field caused
by a current of a few milliamperes per millimeter of stripe
width flowing along the stripe is sufficient to rotate the mag-
netic layers into antiparallel or high resistance alignment. The
right-hand rule for magnetic fields from currents provides an-
tiparallel alignment of the moments of the magnetic layers with
the moments perpendicular to the current direction. An exter-
nal magnetic field of 3 to 4 kA/m (35–50 Oe) applied along
the length of the stripe is sufficient to rotate the magnetic mo-
ments of both layers parallel to the external field. A positive
or negative external field parallel to the stripe will produce the
same change in resistance. An external field applied perpendic-
ular to the stripe will have little effect due to the demagnetiz-
ing fields associated with the extremely narrow dimensions of
these magnetic objects. The value usually associated with the
GMR effect is the percent change in resistance normalized by
the saturated or minimum resistance. Sandwich materials have
values of GMR typically 4–9% and saturate with 2.4–5 kA/m
(30–60 Oe) applied field.
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Spin valves, or antiferromagnetically pinned spin valves, are
low- (saturation) field GMR structures. For technological ap-
plications of GMR such as for MR read heads in computer disk
drives, GMR structures must exhibit a change in resistance per
unit field (sensitivity) higher than that obtained in AMR heads.
Spin valves are similar to the unpinned spin valves or sand-
wich structures. In their simplest design (Fig. 1), an additional
layer of an antiferromagnetic (AF) material is provided on the

Fig. 1. (A) Schematic of a spin-engineered structure. The exchange-coupling
J12 between two Ni80Co20 layers is measured by pinning the moment of one
of the Ni80Co20 layers (FI ) antiparallel to a Co layer. The moment of the
Co layer is set equal to the sum of the moments of the two Ni80Co20 layers.
(B) Schematic of an exchange-biased sandwich structure (spin valve). Magne-
toresistance and isothermal magnetization loops are shown.

top or the bottom of a sandwich structure: FM1–spacer–FM2–
AF, which forms an exchange-biased sandwich. This structure
takes advantage of a phenomenon that is often referred to as ex-
change anisotropy. Exchange anisotropy arises from an interfa-
cial magnetic exchange coupling between an antiferromagnetic
layer and a ferromagnetic layer [24]. The antiferromagnetic ma-
terial (FeMn or NiO) couples to the adjacent magnetic layer
and pins it in a fixed direction. The other magnetic layer is free
to rotate. These materials do not require the field from a cur-
rent to achieve antiparallel alignment or a strong antiferromag-
netic exchange coupling to adjacent layers. The direction of the
pinning layer is usually fixed by elevating the temperature of
the GMR structure above the blocking temperature. Above this
temperature, the antiferromagnet is no longer coupled to the ad-
jacent magnetic layer. The structure is then cooled in a strong
magnetic field which fixes the direction of the moment of the
pinned layer. Since the change in magnetization in the free layer
is due to rotation rather than domain-wall motion, hysteresis is
reduced. Values for GMR are 4–20% and saturation fields are
0.8–6 kA/m (10–80 Oe).

Linearization of spin-valve sensor response is the major
advantage over the parabolic signal response of conventional
AMR sensors [28, 27]. In an AMR sensor, resistance depends
on the angle between the current flow direction and the mag-
netization direction of the MR film. Typically, a soft adjacent
layer (SAL) provides a transverse biasing to produce the linear
read signal. The SAL is usually an NiFeX alloy film, with X
representing a third element [25]. To discuss the issue of GMR
linearization, a simple spin-valve sensor is considered. It con-
sists of a ferromagnetic free and a ferromagnetic reference layer
separated from each other by a thin spacer layer. The magneti-
zation M2 of the reference layer is pinned along the transverse
direction, typically by exchange coupling with an antiferromag-
netic layer (e.g., FeMn), while the magnetization M1 of the free
layer is allowed to rotate in response to signal fields. The resul-
tant spin-valve response is: �R ∼ cos(θ1 − θ2) ∼ sin θ , where
θ1 and θ2 (=π/2) are the directions of the free and the pinned
layer magnetizations, respectively. If the magnetic anisotropy
hard axis of the free layer is lying along the transverse sig-
nal field (H ) direction, the magnetic signal response is linear
(sin θ1 ∼ H ), yielding in turn a linear spin-valve sensor re-
sponse �R.

The linearity of the spin-valve response depends on both, the
precise transverse magnetic orientation of the reference layer
and the linearity of the magnetic behavior of the free layer in the
transverse direction. If the pinning field of the reference layer
is not high enough compared with the transverse demagnetiza-
tion field or the exchange-bias pinning field is misaligned from
the transverse direction, then θ2 �= π/2, resulting in a nonlin-
ear spin-valve response. In addition, if the AMR response from
the free layer is not negligible compared with the spin-valve re-
sponse, the resultant sensor response is modified from the sim-
ple linear spin-valve response by the presence of a parabolic
nonlinearity from residual AMR response. Thus, the mainte-
nance of a linear spin-valve response characteristic is an impor-
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tant task requiring proper operation of various components of
the spin-valve sensor.

Symmetrical spin valves achieve additional spin-dependent
scattering by adding a third magnetic layer, a second antifer-
romagnet layer, and a second conductive layer. The top and
bottom magnetic layers are pinned by adjacent antiferromag-
netic layers in a fixed direction, and the center layer is free to
rotate [26]. Spin valves are receiving a high level of research
interest due to their potential for use in magnetic read heads for
high density data storage applications.

However, far less attention has been paid to the very large
application area of other types of magnetic sensors, such as
angle, rotation speed, and position sensors [1]. In these appli-
cations, the GMR effect can offer some attractive advantages
over anisotropic MR (AMR), like the high MR ratio and the
360◦ period of the angle dependence. Specifically, in AMR
(e.g., single-layer permalloy) films the dependence of the re-
sistance on the angle φ between the current direction and the
magnetization direction is: R = R(φ = 0) − �R sin2 φ.
Thus, two AMR sensing elements can together give 180◦ out-
put when placed with an angle of 45◦ relative to each other.
On the other hand, the GMR resistance depends on the angle
θ between the magnetization directions of adjacent FM layers:
R = R(θ = 0) + �R(1 − cos θ)/2. Thus, two GMR sens-
ing elements can together give full 360◦ output when placed at
right angles relative to each other. The material requirements for
these sensors, that are mainly used in automotive [29, 30] (such
as ABS, crankshaft, camshaft sensors in cars) and industrial en-
vironments are very different from those for read heads [31,
32]. Robustness at high temperatures (up to ∼200 ◦C) and in
large magnetic fields (up to ∼100 kA/m) is often a prerequisite.
In addition, the output signal should be large and unambigu-
ous. Since in many cases Wheatstone bridge configurations [29,
30] are desired to reduce the effect of temperature variations, it
should be possible to realize GMR elements with opposite signs
of the resistance change caused by an applied magnetic field.
This means that an asymmetric MR curve is preferred.

In a conventional spin valve [33, 34], both the magnetic field
and the temperature range for operation is too narrow for sen-
sor applications. The main obstacle is the exchange biasing pro-
duced by the conventional pinning layer structure. Philips has
demonstrated a robust GMR material system for magnetic sen-
sors [35]. To achieve thermal, magnetic stability and an unam-
biguous asymmetric MR effect, an exchange-biased artificial
antiferromagnet (AAF) structure was used. The AAF struc-
ture is composed of a Co90Fe10/Ru/Co90Fe10 sandwich that in-
duces an antiparallel alignment between adjacent magnetic mo-
ments (Fig. 2). The pinning is accomplished by an additional
Ir18Mn82 bias layer (∼10 nm) below the AAF trilayer. Exper-
iments have shown that this material can withstand magnetic
fields>150 kA/m and annealing at temperatures>275 ◦C with-
out irreversible damage [35], making this GMR system suitable
for sensor applications.

Current-perpendicular-to-plane (CPP) GMR is referred [36]
to the case in which the current flow is perpendicular to the
planes of a multilayer. In the semiclassical approach [37], it is

assumed that the interfaces are sufficiently separated and the
quantum interference effects due to reflection from the inter-
faces can be neglected. Thus, if the interfaces are separated by
more than a bulk mean-free path then the total resistance can
be broken into contributions from the bulk regions and to re-
sistances associated with each interface [38, 39], which can be
extracted from experiment. Generally, it is assumed that the in-
terface resistance results from defects at the interfaces (interfa-
cial roughness) of interdiffused atoms. However, the agreement
between calculated results [40] and results extracted from ex-
periments on Co/Cu MLs argue that spin-dependent interface
resistance may not be dominated by defect scattering as is of-
ten assumed. This interface resistance from defect-free inter-
faces is due to nonzero spin-reflection coefficients at the inter-
face [41, 42].

Some models of the magnetoresistance for current in-plane
and CPP provide spin asymmetries for interface and bulk scat-
tering in magnetic multilayers. Typically, interface spin asym-
metries are four times larger than in the bulk, which leads to the
fact that the CPP geometry exhibits three to ten times higher
magnetoresistance than the current-in-plane (CIP) configura-
tion. It is worth noting that these asymmetries could be due
to diffuse scattering instead of the specular spin reflection dis-
cussed here. Schematically, it is easier to imagine the GMR ef-
fect as a simple spin-polarizer–analyzer model by considering
only specular interface scattering in the CPP geometry. Thus,
each interface with a ferromagnet acts as a polarization filter
for spins. If the magnetic moments between adjacent magnetic
layers are aligned antiparallel then the analog of crossed op-
tical polarization filters leads to little transmission. If they are
parallel, they both transmit spins. The smaller magnetoresis-
tance of the CIP geometry can be understood as a shunting ef-
fect whereby electrons are able to avoid spin-dependent scatter-
ing at the interfaces by traveling inside the layers. To achieve
the high magnetoresistance of the CPP geometry, but to avoid
its extremely low absolute resistance (∼µ ), several attempts
have been made to produce one-dimensional wire or thin-film
stripe structures in which the current runs perpendicular to the
interfaces and is confined to the wire or the thin-film stripes.
CPP-GMR MLs are important in nonvolatile computer mem-
ory applications that require high device density and submicron
device dimensions. In this case, the lateral dimensions of the
MLs are constrained, resulting in width dependence of GMR
in Cu/Co multilayer nanowires [43] (examined line widths be-
tween 750 and 35 nm).

Spin-dependent tunneling (SDT) structures are similar to
CPP-GMR MLs except that an extremely thin (∼1–2 nm) insu-
lating layer is substituted for the conductive interlayer separat-
ing the two magnetic layers. Magnetic-tunnel junctions (MTJ)
have emerged as another source of large MR effects [44]. Such
devices consist of a ferromagnetic (FM) top and a (typically
different) FM bottom electrode separated by a thin oxide (in-
sulator) layer, usually Al2O3 (sapphire) or SrTiO3, that defines
two metal-oxide interfaces. The conduction is due to quantum
tunneling through the insulator. The size of the tunneling cur-
rent between the two magnetic layers is modulated by the di-
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Fig. 2. Schematic of a GMR material system that comprises an exchange-biased artificial antiferro-
magnet (AAF), suitable for application in magnetic sensors (courtesy of Philips Research Laboratories,
Eindhoven).

rection between the magnetization vectors in the two FM lay-
ers. The conduction path must be perpendicular to the plane of
the GMR material since there is such a large difference between
the conductivity of the tunneling path and that of any path in the
plane. When the electrodes are FM, the tunneling of electrons
across the insulating barrier is spin polarized, and this polar-
ization reflects that of the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi
level (EF) of the electrodes. Spin-polarized tunneling gives rise
to tunneling – MR (TMR) because the resistance of the junction
depends on whether the electrodes have parallel or antiparallel
magnetization. This change is found ∼10–24%, between 300
and 5 K, in the tunnel conductance at zero bias with the ap-
plication of a magnetic field. However, the physics governing
the spin-polarization P of tunneling electrons from a given FM
electrode is not clearly understood. This spin polarization was
generally thought to reflect a characteristic intrinsic spin polar-
ization of the DOS in the FM:

P = N↑(EF)−N↓(EF)

N↑(EF)+N↓(EF)
(1)

Moreover, findings show that the amplitude of the spin po-
larization and its sign depend on the choice of the barrier ma-
terial [45], revealing [46] the role of the metal-oxide inter-
face in determining the spin polarization of MTJ. According
to Slonczewski’s theory [47], the transmission of charge and
spin currents occurs through a rectangular barrier separating
free-electron-like FM metals. It predicts a strong influence of
tunnel barrier height on the orientation of the spins tunneling
across the metal-oxide interface, thereby affecting the spin po-
larization and also affecting the exchange coupling between the
FM electrodes. The effective polarization of Co was found to
be positive (higher tunneling probability for majority spin elec-
trons) when the barrier is Al2O3, and was found to be nega-
tive (higher tunneling probability for minority spin electrons)
when the barrier is SrTiO3 or Ce0.69La0.31O1.845. However, the
bias dependence of the TMR is completely different in these
two cases, revealing the strong influence of the electronic struc-
ture of the barrier and the barrier-electrode interface. The ex-
perimental results at low bias are interpreted according to Jul-
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liere’s [48] expression,

�R

R
= RAP − RP

RAP
= 2P1P2

1 + P1P2
(2)

where RAP and RP are the resistances with magnetizations of
the electrodes antiparallel and parallel, respectively, and P1,
P2 are the electron spin polarizations. In junctions with FM
transition-metal electrodes and Al2O3 barriers, a normal TMR
has been found; that is, the tunnel resistance is smaller when
the magnetizations of FM1 and FM2 are parallel. This behavior
is expected when the sign of the polarization coefficient P is
the same for both electrodes and is consistent with the afore-
mentioned uniformly positive spin polarization found for vari-
ous transition metals in FM–Al2O3/Al junctions. However, with
types of barriers other than Al2O3 the spin polarization of elec-
trons tunneling from Co or NiFe (permalloy) can also be neg-
ative [45], resulting in inversion of the TMR (RAP < RP ).
This indicates opposite polarizations at the FM1/(barrier) and
(barrier)/FM2 interfaces. Thus, this influence of the barrier on
the spin polarization opens new ways [46] to shape and to opti-
mize the TMR.

The angular dependence of TMR was shown [50] to closely
follow that of the spin valve: �ρ(ψ)/ρ = (�ρ/ρ)gmr(1 −
cosψ)/2 (ψ is the angle between the magnetizations in the two
sets of layers), which is also consistent with Slonczewski’s the-
ory [47]. Additionally, the TMR decreases with increasing tem-
perature due [51, 52] primarily to the decrease in surface mag-
netization of the electrodes. This temperature dependence of
surface magnetization is probably due to the generation of spin
waves: Msurf(T ) = Msurf

s (1−[T/Tc]3/2). The spin waves break
down the independence of the two spin-conduction channels,
thus increasing the total conductance and reducing the TMR ef-
fect (Eq. (2)) from 77 to 300 K. In Co/Al2O3–(soft magnetic
layer) tunnel junctions the junction resistance is typically [52]

of order 10 k at 300 K and increases with decreasing temper-
ature.

Extremely small SDT devices (several millimeters on a side)
with high resistance can be fabricated using photolithography,
allowing very dense packing of magnetic sensors in small ar-
eas. The quality of tunnel junctions and the reproducibility in
fabrication in general depend critically on the properties of
the, typically, 1- to 2-nm thin insulating tunnel barrier. Tunnel-
ing is moreover extremely surface sensitive in that it displays
the band structure of the electrode surface very close to the
barrier insulator. Good barrier uniformity without pinholes is
the key aspect to obtain current-voltage (I–V ) characteristics
with low-leakage currents. These conditions are not fulfilled
for all barrier materials. It tends to be difficult to form high-
quality and highly insulating tunnel barriers in many cases,
especially if a transition metal is used as the base electrode.
The native oxides and suboxides of transition metals often
show poor, undesirable, insulating properties [49]. This inef-
ficiency has been sorted out by the artificial tunnel barriers
that do not consist of the oxide of the material to be tunneled
into.

In SDT devices, the saturation fields depend upon the com-
position of the magnetic layers and the method of achieving par-
allel and antiparallel alignment. Values of saturation field range
from 0.1 to 10 kA/m (1–100 Oe) offering the possibility of ex-
tremely sensitive magnetic sensors with very high resistance
suitable for battery operation. The (compared to GMR systems)
inherent high absolute resistance due to the tunneling effect and
the therefore easily measurable MR give them a high potential
for low-power magnetic field sensors [53, 54] and nonvolatile
magnetic random-access memory (MRAM) [55, 56]. Table I
gives a tentative classification scheme of the aforementioned
spin-engineered structures.

Table I. Classification Scheme of Magnetoresistive Sensors∗

Properties AMR GMR SDT

Stimulus: Magnetic field Magnetic field Spin-polarized
scattering

Specifications: Proximity, position, Position, level, Tunnel junctions,
rotation detector, displacement sensors, nonvolatile MRAM,
magnetic compass, recording read heads, battery-powered
recording read heads nonvolatile MRAM devices

Detection means: Positive MR Negative MR, Negative or
exchange biasing positive MR

Conversion phenomenon: Electromagnetic Electromagnetic Spin-dependent
tunneling

Material: Ferromagnetic Spin-valve Compositionally modulated
thin films heterostructures, FM1–oxide–FM2 junctions

multilayers
Application: Magnetometers, High-density Miniaturized

navigation, hard-disk drives, computers,
integrated sensors gradiometers, cellular
for automobiles, galvanic isolators, telecommunications,
magnetic storage spin transistors space missions

∗Specifications and applications of the AMR sensors hold for the GMR sensors as well.
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1.4. Magnetoelectronic Memories

At the root of the emerging field of magnetoelectronics are
electronic devices with an FM component that lets them not
only switch between two stable states in one clock cycle but
also retain the state they are in when power is removed (non-
volatile effect). These properties may give huge enhancements
of the speed, reliability, and power consumption of solid-state
memory. The compact design and the simple operation of mag-
netoelectronic devices make them ideal storage cells for fast,
nonvolatile, random-access memory that can retain informa-
tion when switched off [14]. Magnetoelectronic devices can be
grouped according to the physics of their operation into hy-
bride ferromagnet-semiconductor structures, magnetic-tunnel
junctions, and all-metal spin transistors and spin valves.

At the heart of a random-access memory is an integrated
method of addressing the element to write a bit into it or to
read a bit out of it. For a two-dimensional array of memory
cells, a two-dimensional array of rows and columns of write
wires is employed, with each cell inductively coupled to a write
wire from one row and another from one column. The pro-
cess of writing data into a cell is essentially the same for any
of the three approaches. In particular, the switching (reversal
from positive to negative direction of magnetization) time for
transition-metal ferromagnetic film elements is a few nanosec-
onds, and the write current for an element with dimensions
smaller than a micron is a few milliamperes. However, read-
ing a cell’s content may utilize any of several physical mecha-
nisms. Thus, a distinguishing characteristic of the three device
categories is their readout mechanisms.

If a magnetoelectronic device is to succeed within elec-
tronics, it must be capable of being integrated with other
systems technologies and it must promise an order of magni-
tude improvement in one or more valuable performance cate-
gories embodied in an established product. Thus, a successful
magnetoelectronic memory cell has to fulfil three require-
ments [57]: (i) should be based on a device with impedance of
∼1–10 k , (ii) a readout voltage discrimination of ∼20–40 mV
(for compatibility with existing sense amplifier circuitry), and
(iii) device fabrication must be compatible with standard com-
plementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) processing
steps. Drawbacks for all-metal spin transistors and spin valves
are their low impedance and relatively low levels of readout
voltage, magnetic-tunnel junctions have strict fabrication re-
quirements, while both approaches incorporate a metal-oxide
semiconductor-field-effect transistor (MOSFET) in the memory
cell for isolation. However, most important is that fabrica-
tion procedures for multilayer magnetic elements and standard
CMOS processing are incompatible. Thus, from the perspec-
tive of manufacturability, the most promising choice seems to
be the hybrid ferromagnet-semiconductor device [14, 58] be-
cause it involves a single ferromagnetic layer that is electrically
isolated from the rest of the device structure, which can be
protected by insulating layers during processing of the mag-
netic layer and vice versa. Today, although several prototypes
of magnetic RAM have been built [14–16] from the three main

device types, the pursuit of integrated magnetic-based RAM is
still in its infancy.

2. MORPHOLOGY-INDUCED MAGNETIC AND
MAGNETOTRANSPORT CHANGES IN GMR FILMS

2.1. Oscillatory Magnetic Anisotropy and
Magnetooptical Response

Oscillatory coupling was shown to be a general property of
almost all transition-metal magnetic multilayered structures in
which the nonferromagnetic layer comprises one of the 3d, 4d,
5d transition metals or one of the noble metals [59]. The os-
cillation period was found to be a few atomic planes of the
spacer layer, typically ∼1 nm, but varying up to ∼2 nm of
the nonferromagnetic layer. Only those multilayers for which
the interlayer coupling is antiferromagnetic display significant
GMR effect because the relative orientation of the magnetic
moments of neighboring layers is significantly altered by ap-
plying a magnetic field. Therefore, the amplitude of the GMR
ratio �R/R oscillates with the same period as the inter-
layer exchange coupling, varying between about zero (parallel
alignment of adjacent moments) and local GMR maxima (an-
tiparallel alignment of adjacent moments) that decrease with
increasing spacer layer thickness.

The discovery of oscillations in interlayer exchange cou-
pling as a function of nonmagnetic spacer layer thickness has
led to a widespread interest in oscillatory magnetic properties
in layered structures for both fundamental and technological
reasons. Thus, beside the oscillatory GMR, the magnetoopti-
cal response [60–63] and magnetic anisotropy [64] also exhibit
oscillatory behavior as a function of film thickness. Magnetic
anisotropies of ultrathin films, observed [65] in Ni/Cu(100)
and [66] Co/Cu(110), are inherently connected to the struc-
ture and the morphology of the films. In these systems, strong
relaxations of the lattice constants upon growth are found, giv-
ing rise to altered magnetic anisotropies. However, changes in
film morphology associated with the change from a filled layer
to an incompletely filled layer could also cause the magnetic
anisotropy to change. Thus, in a layer-by-layer mode of growth,
the variations of the film roughness could lead to oscillations of
the magnetic anisotropy with a period of one monolayer. This
is analogous to the intensity variations observed in a reflection
high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) experiment.

A relatively easy and fast experimental technique, that is
used to determine changes in magnetic anisotropy during film
growth, is the analysis of the magnetic hysteresis loops de-
termined from the magnetooptical Kerr effect (MOKE). In
general, determining anisotropies from hysteresis loops is very
inaccurate or is based on assumptions concerning the magneti-
zation reversal mechanism. However, these limitations do not
exist in systems that exhibit a superposition of twofold and
fourfold anisotropies. A representative system, that is of par-
ticular importance in sensor applications, consists of Co films
grown on a Cu(100) substrate [67, 68] with a well-defined pref-
erential step edge direction along [11̄0]. Thus, when the easy
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Fig. 3. Schematic MOKE hysteresis loops that can be obtained from a
2.5 monolayer of a Co film grown on a stepped Cu substrate miscut by 0.1◦ with
respect to the (100) orientation: (a) H along the [11̄0] direction, (b) H along
the [110] direction, (c) same as (b) but having a bias field of Hbias = 5 kA/m
along the [11̄0] direction. The definition of the shift fieldHshift and of the linear
initial slope as tan α, is indicated in (b) and (c).

magnetization axis runs parallel to [11̄0] in situ MOKE hystere-
sis loops with the magnetic field applied either parallel (along
[11̄0]) or perpendicular (along [110]) to the step edges exhibit
a rectangular loop shape or two single loops shifted against
each other (Fig. 3), respectively. This difference of the mag-
netic loops along the [11̄0] and [110] directions, which are
magnetically equivalent on a perfect fourfold Co(100) film, can
be attributed to the steps and can be described by a uniaxial
anisotropy energy [69] constant Ku. With the [11̄0] direction
being the easy magnetization axis, the [110] direction is the in-
termediate axis because it combines the easy character of the
fourfold cubic anisotropy with the hard character of the uniaxial
anisotropy. Thus, the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy constantKu
of the [11̄0] edges is proportional to the field difference between
the zero field and the center of one of the shifted loops, ob-
served in MOKE loops along the intermediate [110] direction.
This field difference defines a shift field Hshift = Ku/µoMs ,
Ms the saturation magnetization, that can be determined with
high accuracy.

Analysis of transverse Kerr hysteresis loops in terms of
anisotropy fields have shown [70] an oscillatory variation of
the Hshift with a period of one monolayer, with minima at each
completed layer, up to 15 monolayers of Co. These loops were
taken during the growth of a Co film on a stepped Cu(100) sub-
strate with a bias field Hbias = 5 kA/m applied along the [11̄0]
easy direction while sweeping the loop along the [110] inter-
mediate axis. This Hbias introduces an additional unidirectional
anisotropy, resulting in a shift field of the two loops that in-
creases by the bias field while it forces the magnetization into
the easy [11̄0] direction as soon as the sweeping field along
the [110] axis is reduced to zero. Starting from a single-domain
configuration the increasing field along the [110] intermediate
axis rotates the magnetization reversibly away from the [11̄0]

easy-axis direction. This tilt angle is measured directly by de-
termining the magnetization component along the intermediate
axis or by determining the initial slope of the extended linear
shift between the two shifted loops (Fig. 3). The slope is re-
lated to the anisotropy barrier against which the magnetization
has to be rotated. Therefore, the origin of the observed oscilla-
tions in Hshift can be correlated with oscillations in the uniaxial
anisotropy constantKu as the film surface changes periodically
from “flat-to-rough” in a layer-by-layer mode of growth, corre-
sponding to a complete and an incomplete top layer with period
one monolayer of Co, respectively.

It has been shown that uniaxial magnetic anisotropies could
be generated by lattice symmetry breaking, either by the pres-
ence of a surface–interface [71] or by a uniaxial strain due to
lattice mismatch [72]. The step-induced magnetic anisotropy
originates from two different effects: the missing bonds at the
step edges, called Néel pair-bonding model, and the strain
within the film. The contribution of these two effects to the step-
induced magnetic anisotropies can be separated by studying fcc
films as a function of step density because the pair-bonding ef-
fect and the biaxial strain effect produce a different step-density
dependence of the anisotropy. The step-induced uniaxial mag-
netic anisotropy of face-centered cubic (fcc) Co films grown on
a curved Cu(001) substrate was investigated [68] in the vicinal
angle range of 0–6◦. The anisotropy strength was found to de-
pend linearly on the step density, indicating that biaxial strain
due to in-plane lattice misfit is not the origin of the step-induced
anisotropy. By performing [68] Cu absorption experiments, it
was observed that the magnetization easy axis switches by 90◦
when the Co steps are decorated with ∼1 atomic row of Cu per
step, independent of the step density. These Cu absorption ex-
periments indicate that the magnetization easy-axis switching is
caused only by the Cu absorbates located near the step edges of
Co. Thus, it was concluded that, according to the Néel pair-
bonding model, modifications to the horizontal bonds rather
than to the diagonal bonds are responsible for these observa-
tions in fcc thin films.

As in Hshift, oscillations in the coercive field Hc were
observed with increasing Co layer thickness up to 15 monolay-
ers [64]. Remarkably, both Hshift and Hc exhibit a pronounced
change in the overall course above ∼16 monolayers. In partic-
ular, the observed drop of Hshift below the bias field of 5 kA/m
indicates that Ku changes sign. Consequently, the easy mag-
netization axis flips from the [11̄0] to the [110] direction at a
critical thickness of ∼16 Co monolayers. This has been corre-
lated with the onset of relaxation of the misfit induced strain in
the Co lattice upon growth [73]. Furthermore, the Hc increases
strongly above the critical thickness of 16 monolayers [73].

Both, the change of the easy magnetization axis by 90◦
within the plane and the strengthening of Hc above a critical
Co layer thickness, might open the possibility of fabricating
GMR read heads without the need for an additional biasing
scheme. This idea belongs to Allenspach and Weber [74] and
is discussed briefly later. A useful spin-valve-based sensor re-
quires two magnetic layers in a single-domain state separated
by a nonmagnetic spacer. The magnetization of the pinned layer
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must be fixed along a certain direction, whereas the magneti-
zation of the free layer follows the magnetic field to be sensed,
thus changing from more parallel to more antiparallel alignment
with respect to the pinned layer when sensing two oppositely
oriented bits. For linear operation of the device in an applied
field, the magnetization of the two layers has to be at an an-
gle of 90◦ as long as no magnetic field is applied. In currently
used spin-valve devices, this biasing is achieved by fixing the
magnetization of the pinned layer along its hard magnetization
direction either by permanent magnets or by exchange coupling
to an antiferromagnetic layer as FeMn or NiO. An alternative
way to achieve the required 90◦ orientation might become pos-
sible without the need for external biasing, exploiting the fact
that the intrinsic easy magnetization direction as well as the co-
ercive field depends strongly on film thickness [74]. As the Hc
increases strongly above the critical thickness of Co (it reaches
values of 6 kA/m for the largest thickness investigated [73]), a
thick Co layer keeps its magnetization aligned perpendicular to
the [11̄0] step direction, of the Cu(100) substrate, even in the
external fields to be sensed and hence remains pinned. A sepa-
rate film with a thinner Co film, that exhibits a small coercive
field, can be used in the place of the free-sensing layer. In this
way, the magnetizations of the two Co films remain orthogonal
to each other without extrinsic biasing.

Magnetization image of a prototype Co/Cu/Co/Cu(100)-
layered structure has shown [70] that the magnetic properties of
the single Co layers, with five monolayers for the free layer and
30 monolayers for the pinned layer, are also preserved when a
Cu spacer layer of 100 monolayers is used. Thus, the magneti-
zation directions correspond to the easy axes of the single films
and subtend an angle of 90◦. As described previously, both Co
layers remain in a single-domain state when a larger external
magnetic field than the coercive field of the free layer rotates
its magnetization without to influence the magnetization direc-
tion on the pinned layer. To obtain a working GMR device, the
Cu(100) substrate must be replaced by an insulating or semi-
conducting material such as Si(100) or MgO(100) that can serve
as a substrate for epitaxially grown or sputtered films [75, 76].

2.2. Comparison between Epitaxial and Polycrystalline
GMR Structures

GMR is displayed by a wide variety of inhomogeneous mag-
netic nanostructures consisting of magnetic entities of thin fer-
romagnetic layers or particles, separated by thin nonferromag-
netic metallic spacer layers [38, 39]. Although the observation
initially appeared in single-crystalline (100)Fe/Cr sandwich
and superlattice structures grown by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) [7, 8, 77], it was found soon afterward [78] that similar
results could be obtained in polycrystalline multilayers grown
by magnetron sputtering. These experiments also revealed that
GMR could be obtained in a wide variety of transition-metal
magnetic multilayers [38, 59]. Magnetron sputtering allowed
the study of many different magnetic multilayered systems. One
of these systems, consisting of ferromagnetic cobalt layers sep-
arated by thin copper layers, was found to exhibit very large

GMR effects that exceed 70% at room temperature [79, 80] for
(111) texturing. Qualitatively, the reason for this is that, near
the Fermi energy, the band structures of Co and Cu for majority
spin carriers are similar, while the band structures for minor-
ity spin carriers are different. This leads to a large contrast in
spin-dependent scattering of majority and minority carriers as
they cross the Co/Cu interfaces. For sputter-grown Co/Cu MLs,
it was found [80] that for the most complete antiferromagnetic
coupling between Co layers (corresponding to the largest GMR
values), it was necessary to use an Fe buffer layer to achieve
flat, conformal Co and Cu layers. While the largest GMR val-
ues require magnetic fields exceeding ∼20 kOe, GMR values of
50–60% were obtained in fields of several hundred oersteds and
values of 20% or more in fields of a few tens of oersteds. These
lower values were obtained by using thicker Cu layers [38], for
which the interlayer exchange coupling is weaker.

On the other hand, much work was applied to understand-
ing why single-crystalline (111)-oriented Co/Cu MLs grown
by MBE show no GMR [81], whereas polycrystalline (111)-
textured Co/Cu MLs grown by sputter deposition show very
large GMR values, indicating that the GMR effect is not of eso-
teric (intrinsic) nature. For many years, this was a puzzle which
was addressed by many groups [81]. In fact, lack of complete
antiferromagnetic coupling at the appropriate spacer thickness
was reported by many MBE groups, which was attributed to
structural defects such as local ferromagnetic bridges. It is
now generally believed that imperfections in the MBE-prepared
MLs account for this behavior [82]. The growth of Co/Cu/Co
trilayers onto bulk single crystals of Cu(111) was examined by
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), and it was found that
at 0 ◦C, Co nucleated on Cu(111) in triangular islands which
were two atoms thick [82]. STM showed that the Co islands
nucleated at each of the two threefold sites of the fcc Cu(111)
face. One set of the islands follows the correct fcc stacking se-
quence (ABCabc), while the other set has a stacking error at
the interface (ABCbcb). The islands do not coalesce, but have a
vertical channel at the interface, which after deposition of five
monolayers of Co at room temperature, varied widely, reaching
∼3 nm in places. When Cu is nucleated on top of the twinned
Co islands, it also develops twins with vertical channels at the
island interfaces. These channels can persist up to many mono-
layers of Cu overlayer thicknesses. Thus, subsequent deposition
can partially fill these channels, forming ferromagnetic bridges
between Co layers. These bridges cause a fraction of the sam-
ple to be ferromagnetically coupled, obscuring observation of
indirect exchange coupling regardless of whether oscillatory in-
direct coupling is present. The presence of such pinhole defects
in Co/Cu multilayers is confirmed by transmission electron mi-
croscopy [83].

Eventually, the use of advanced materials growth techniques,
such as the use of surfuctants to promote smoother films, has
finally led to the observation [84] of oscillatory interlayer cou-
pling in MBE-grown (111) Co/Cu. In this way, the twinning
of Co/Cu(111) could be inhibited through the use of Pb as a
surfactant. Specifically, deposition of Co onto a Pb monolayer
on Cu(111) showed [82] that the Co islands grew in a single
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orientation with suppression of stacking faults at the Cu/Co in-
terface. Thus, Cu/Co/Cu trilayers grew untwined with the Pb
monolayer floating to the top of the structure. The fact that ab-
sorbate layers that float out or segregate to the surface during
growth can modify or can control epitaxy in a favorable man-
ner, has been used [85, 86] to improve the performance (large
GMR ratios at low switching fields) of Co/Cu/Co spin-valve
multilayers grown by sputtering. The use of Pb, Au, and O as
surfactants during spin-valve sputtering growth led to prepa-
ration of smoother and sharper interfaces that decrease the
interlayer coupling (lower switching field) and scatter electrons
more specularly (larger GMR ratios). Specifically, deposition
of about one monolayer of Pb in the early stages of spin-valve
growth has a strong tendency to float out or segregate during
growth, leaving the GMR unaltered. Au is almost as effective
as Pb, however the Au tends to be left behind in the spin valve,
and the GMR ratio is reduced slightly [85]. Perhaps the most
important result of surfactant layers has been the discovery [86]
that the best spin valves are produced by deposition in a contin-
uous background of 5×10−9 Torr (7×10−7 Pa) O2. Using this
technique, bottom spin valves and symmetric spin valves with
record GMR ratios for such structures at room temperature, of
19 and 25%, respectively, have been produced. However, the
way that oxygen acts as a surfactant remains unclear.

A key goal of research in the field of GMR sensors is to re-
tain large GMR values while decreasing the size of the magnetic
switching or saturation field required to produce the effect. The
use of surfactant layers to modify film growth of Co/Cu/Co spin
valves in a way that helped to achieve the goal of large GMR
ratios at a low field has shown how important is the develop-
ment of improved techniques for the control of atomic structure
during thin-film deposition. Epitaxial Co/Cu(111) multilayers
exhibit a polarization of the Cu conduction due to a good band
matching between the Co and the Cu, which is an essential
feature for a high GMR ratio. A reduced antiferromagnetic cou-
pling between the Co layers is thought to originate from the
fact that there are no extremal spanning vectors of the Fermi
surface of Cu along the normal direction [87]. This feature is
essential for a low coercivity free layer in spin-valve elements.
It was reported [88] that reduced antiferromagnetic coupling of
Co layers through Cu(111) spacers can be attributed to stacking
faults in the films and reduction of these faults resulted in com-
plete antiferromagnetic coupling. Since these films were grown
on Cu(111) substrates, it is not possible to determine their trans-
port properties. The development of methods to produce and to
characterize such films on low conductivity substrates is essen-
tial for GMR measurements.

The magnetic anisotropy of strained epitaxial Co films de-
posited on a strained Cu(111) on Si(110) substrate and a miscut
Cu(111) single crystal were studied [89]. An unusual uniaxial
anisotropy was observed in both cases. This uniaxial anisotropy
was related to uniaxial strain in the former case and a slight mis-
cut of the Cu(111) in the later case. Specifically, longitudinal
MOKE hysteresis loop measurements of the in-plane compo-
nent of magnetization reveal an unusual loop shape for the field
applied along the Si[11̄0] or the Cu[1̄10] direction, which is

a loop characteristic of a magnetic hard axis of a film with
a combination of uniaxial and triaxial in-plane anisotropy. It
has been argued that the uniaxial anisotropy term originates
from the uniaxial stress present in the epitaxial relationship of
Cu(111) on Si(110) and the step anisitropy for a miscut Cu(111)
substrate. However, the observed loops did not comprise two
single loops shifted against each other as in fcc Co/Cu(100)
films (see Section 2.1), where a superposition of twofold and
fourfold anisotropies at step edges induce uniaxial anisotropy
that makes the [110] and [11̄0] directions hard- and easy-axis,
respectively, depending on the Co layer thickness [68].

Usually, the morphology of epitaxially grown thin films on
solid surfaces is controlled by kinetics rather than by equilib-
rium thermodynamics. A delicate interplay between nucleation,
diffusion, and the mass exchange between terraces of different
height can cause surprisingly complex morphological features.
The mass exchange between terraces is often hindered by
an additional activation barrier for the diffusion of adatoms
across step edges, called the Schwoebel–Ehrlich barrier [90],
which gives rise to a growth in the form of three-dimensional
pyramidal structures (“mounds”). These mounds display a char-
acteristic slope, which either becomes steeper with continuing
deposition or remains constant [91]. On vicinal surfaces, the
Schwoebel–Ehrlich barrier stabilizes step flow growth with
equally spaced steps, but may cause meandering instability of
the steps and the appearance of new facets [92]. A significant
Schwoebel–Ehrlich barrier and three-dimensional growth at
lower temperatures has been reported [93] for the (111) surfaces
of Pt, Rh, Ag, and Cu, indicating that this barrier depends on the
type and the roughness of the step. For steps on a (111) surface,
exchange diffusion is favored over hopping. The highest activa-
tion is obtained for straight (100) steps and the lowest activation
is attained for kinks in a (111) step [94]. Giesen, Icking-Konert,
and Ibach have observed [93] a new mechanism of interlayer
mass transport which bypasses the Schwoebel–Ehrlich barrier
for the diffusion of atoms over step edges. The channel for
a rapid mass transport opens when a two-dimensional island
engaged in a random walk on a Cu(111) surface touches the
boundary of a descending step. The decay rate of the island
then increases by ∼2 orders of magnitude. Even entire mounds
can disappear in a very short time due to ledge contact events
caused by equilibrium fluctuations of step edges.

However, the striking GMR differences do not appear only
between epitaxial and polycrystalline Co/Cu layers that ex-
hibit (111) texture. In situ scanning tunneling microscopy
observation [95] of surface evolution in magnetically cou-
pled Cu(100)/[Co(2.1 nm)/Cu(2.1 nm)]n multilayers, grown by
both ion-beam (IBS) and dc-magnetron sputtering (DCM) tech-
niques, shows that the developing layers demonstrate a marked
difference in the way in which roughness evolves through
the films. For each deposition, a Cu(100) substrate has been
used to facilitate epitaxial growth on the (100) terraces. The
major difference between the two growth techniques is the in-
cident energy distribution of deposited atoms that is produced.
The higher energy IBS system creates a nonconformal rough-
ness that is characterized by comparatively large lateral length
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scales. The less energetic DCM system creates an island-upon-
island growth that is conformal from layer to layer. In the
DCM samples, the island-upon-island tendency is enhanced
and leads to pyramidal structures up to five bilayers. Easy-axis
MOKE hysteresis loops show that the IBS grown multilay-
ers are ferromagnetically coupled whereas the DCM layers
are antiferromagnetically coupled. These differences in rough-
ness evolution have been attributed to adatom mobility over
the potential barriers at step edges. The IBS Cu atoms are
sufficiently energetic and create uncorrelated roughness, ran-
domizing (canceling) the interactions that favor AF interlayer
coupling, whereas the DCM Cu atoms are reflected at the step
edges of the pyramidal structures, leading to conformal growth
that preserves the sign of the exchange coupling along the
growth direction for the studied Co/Cu(100) layer thicknesses.

Interdiffusion and electromigration phenomena are usual
sources that influence thin-film formation, properties, and per-
formance in microelectronic applications, where very small
lateral as well as depth dimensions of device features and film
structures are involved. When these characteristic dimensions
become comparable in magnitude to atomic diffusion lengths,
then compositional changes can be expected, altering the initial
film integrity. This, in turn, frequently leads to instabilities in
the functioning of components and devices that are manifested
by such effects as decrease in conductivity as well as short- or
even open circuiting of conductors, lack of adhesion, and gener-
ation of stress. The time it takes for such effects to evolve can be
roughly gauged by noting that the diffusion length is given by
∼2(Dt)1/2, where D and t are the appropriate diffusivity and
time, respectively. Therefore, t ≈ d2/4D, where d is the film
or layer thickness. Diffusion mechanisms attempt to describe
the details of atomic migration associated with mass transport
through materials. The resulting atom movements reflect the
marginal properties of materials in that only a very small frac-
tion of the total number of lattice sites, namely, those that are
unoccupied, interstitial, or on surfaces, is involved. In epitax-
ial fcc metallic films, atomic diffusion evolves through lattice
and dislocation diffusivity [96], which for Au(001) takes place
above ∼300 ◦C with penetration depths of ∼100 nm at times of
∼104–105 s. In polycrystalline films, depending on grain-size
distribution, extensive low-temperature (∼120–170 ◦C) grain
boundary penetration occurs at 100 nm of Au thin films within
minutes (1–10 min), without much lattice diffusion. The large
differences in diffusional penetration times between epitaxial
and polycrystalline films is in favor of epitaxial growth when a
heat treatment process below ∼300 ◦C is required during fabri-
cation of GMR sensor devices.

While interdiffusion phenomena are driven by chemical
concentration gradients, other mass-transport effects rely on
electric fields (large current flow), thermal gradients, and stress
fields, which give rise to respective electromigration, thermomi-
gration, and creep effects than can similarly affect film integrity.
Electromigration, a phenomenon not unlike electrolysis, in-
volves the migration of metal atoms along the length of metallic
conductors carrying large direct current densities. Bulk metals
approach the melting point when powered with current den-

sities of about 104 A/cm2. On the other hand, thin films can
tolerate densities of 106 A/cm2 without immediate melting or
open circuiting because the Joule heat is effectively conducted
away by the substrate, which behaves as a massive heat sink.
In spin-valve-based devices, electromigration effects seriously
threaten the integrity of the GMR layers as the physical di-
mensions scale down to nanometer size (∼0.01 µm). This is
related to their intrinsically low impedance and hence their low
output voltage. The sense currents needed to achieve a 10-
mV readout level correspond to huge current densities on the
order of 107–108 A/cm2, resulting in electromigration. Ongo-
ing research is focused on developing materials systems with
larger coefficients of magnetoresistance in nanometer size sens-
ing cells. Doubling or tripling the relative resistance difference
would significantly reduce bias currents and would resolve the
associated problems. Today, integrated circuit (IC) technology
is limited down to 0.1-µm feature sizes and GMR sensing
elements perform above this limit without interdiffusion and
electromigration phenomena.

The high GMR ratios achieved in Co/Cu multilayers at room
temperature, make them the material of choice in GMR sensing
elements. All the previous studies reveal the importance of Cu
layering on the morphology on GMR Co/Cu multilayers. The
effect of grain size on the GMR of Co/Cu multilayers fabri-
cated by dc-magnetron sputtering has been studied [97] using
Co/Cu multilayers grown with identical Co and Cu thicknesses
but different grain sizes. Different grain sizes in Co/Cu superlat-
tices were tailored by growing with or without a Cu underlayer
(buffer). Grain-to-grain epitaxy caused the large grain under-
layer structure to propagate into the multilayer when a Cu buffer
is used, whereas without a buffer the multilayer exhibits a fine
grain morphology. The enhancement of GMR with increasing
grain size can be related to an increase in the mean-free path
for electron scattering which leads to a sampling of a larger
number of antiferromagnetically coupled layers. These findings
emphasize that subtle structural modifications of magnetic mul-
tilayers can lead to dramatically altered properties. Moreover,
the fact that the Co/Cu multilayers with the largest GMR ratio
are readily formed using magnetron sputtering, which is a de-
position technique compatible with large-scale manufacturing,
makes them more attractive candidates for a variety of techno-
logical applications.

3. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF
MICROFABRICATED GMR MULTILAYERS
IN SENSORS

To access the applicability of microfabricated GMR elements in
sensors the following measures of performance should be taken
into account:

(i) The field-dependent MR(H ),

MR(H) = R(H)− Rsat

Rsat
(3)
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where Rsat is the limiting value of the resistance that is attained
at large applied magnetic fields and MR(H ) has a maximum
value, called the GMR ratio.

(ii) The field-dependent sensitivity s(H),

s(H) = 1

R

dR

dH
(4)

with a maximum value,

smax ∼ GMR

Hs
(5)

where Hs is the field for saturation of magnetic moments (par-
allel alignment) in adjacent layers. This definition assumes that
the magnetoresistance per field curve has a peak that can be ap-
proximated by a triangle. In practice, the presence of tails on
the GMR peak makes the definition of Hs somewhat arbitrary.

(iii) The signal to noise ratio. One contribution to the sen-
sor noise is thermal resistance noise (Johnson noise), which
is always present in resistive devices and is caused by thermal
smearing of the distribution function of electrons near the Fermi
level. This noise source contributes a constant background to
the voltage spectral density in the frequency range considered
equal to

SV = 4kBTR (6)

A second noise source is Barkhausen noise, which arises
from sudden and irreversible domain-wall motion. This noise
source can be suppressed by stabilizing a single magnetic
domain state and by promoting a coherent process of the mag-
netization during switching. This can be achieved by providing
an easy axis of magnetization perpendicular to the applied mag-
netic field by using a specific sensor design.

“Flicker” or 1/f is a third noise source. This contribution
to the sensor noise is a potential limiting factor for applica-
tions of magnetoresistive elements in low-frequency magnetic
field sensors, or when sensors are miniaturized to allow for
higher spatial resolution. The 1/f contribution is apparent in
the low-frequency range (up to a few kilohertz) while at higher
frequencies the contribution of thermal noise becomes domi-
nant in the voltage spectral density spectrum for a GMR-based
element [98]. The voltage spectral density for 1/f noise can be
described phenomenologically by the the relation [98],

Sf (f,H) = α(H)

Nef γ
V 2

dc (7)

where the exponent γ is of order one and the total number
of conduction electrons Ne in the sample is taken equal to
the number of atoms in the active area of the GMR element.
The dimensionless normalizing constant α is called the Hooge
constant [99] which for magnetic materials depends on the
magnetic state which in turn depends on the applied magnetic
field.

The new GMR technology, to win adoption as a market
product over the established AMR products embodied in mag-
netoresistive sensors [1] (KMZ10 sensors from Philips Semi-
conductors BV, Eindhoven) and RAMs (sold by Honeywell),

must promise an order of magnitude improvment in one or
more of these three valuable performance categories. To com-
pete with the high field sensitivity of AMR elements, based on
permalloy (Ni20Fe80) films, the GMR elements have the ad-
vantage of the large coefficients of magnetoresistance that is
observed in Co/Cu multilayers. Although the AMR elements
are more robust to the conditions of manufacturing processes
than spin-valve multilayers their lower MR ratio (about 2 to 3%
for magnetization orientations parallel or perpendicular to the
sense current) means low readout voltages.

However, spin valves scale poorly for miniaturization. The
thickness of the sandwich structure is determined by magnetic
coupling constraints, and the aspect ratio of length to width is
set to optimize the magnetic anisotropies that give the films the
desired magnetic orientations. Thus, the ratio of the length to
the width of a planar GMR element (cell) stays the same. As a
result, device resistance is constant, independent of minimum
feature size. Since a given value of sense current is required
to achieve a target output level, the current density increases
as the inverse of the minimum feature size so that problems
with heating (noise level) become worse as that dimension
decreases below 0.1 µm. Fortunately, current IC technology
uses MR sensing elements with sizes greater than or equal to
0.1 µm. Since the maximum GMR ratios at room temperature
are observed in Co/Cu multilayers, it can be argued that the per-
formance of such GMR sensing cells [100] would be optimized
if a Co/Cu/Co sandwich or multilayer can be included with the
highest aspect ratio.

In Co/Cu multilayers, the MR(H ) is an oscillating func-
tion of Cu thickness with maxima at values that correspond to
antiferromagnetic exchange coupling between neighboring Co
layers. The first two of these antiferromagnetic maxima, which
occur at ∼1 and 2 nm, respectively, are of particular practi-
cal interest because they both give large values of GMR. Of
these, the second maximum gives a somewhat reduced value
of GMR, but this is offset by an even larger reduction of the
saturation field Hs . Consequently, from Eq. (5), smax is signif-
icantly larger at the second GMR maximum than at the first
GMR maximum. However, the second GMR maximum has the
substantial practical drawback that the magnetoresistive hys-
teresis is a much larger fraction of Hs than for multilayers at
the first maximum.

In the next section, plausible ways to achieve significantly
reduced MR hysteresis in the response function of Co/NM
(NM = noble metals) multilayers while maintaining ade-
quate sensitivity for sensor applications are discussed. In ad-
dition, the problem of the magnetization distribution within
the multilayers and the ways it changes under the application
of a magnetic field is addressed in terms of their magne-
toresistive properties. These studies involve complementary
information from high-resolution transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM), X-ray reflectivity, spectroscopic ellipsometry,
magnetooptical Kerr effect (MOKE), spin-echo 59Co nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), and typical magnetotransport mea-
surements.
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4. MAGNETOTRANSPORT PROPERTIES IN
POLYCRYSTALLINE Co/NM MULTILAYERS

4.1. Planar Hall Effect in Co/Cu Multilayers

The observation of the GMR effect [38, 39], in multilayers
(MLs) or in granular thin films of magnetic–nonmagnetic (FM–
NM) elements, and the reported [101] extraordinary anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR) change in Ni/Co MLs, open the way
for use of high performance materials in applications of ac-
tive sensors [29]. The different physical origin of GMR and
ordinary-AMR effects leads to different behavior with a mag-
netic field. The AMR is defined as �ρ = ρ‖ − ρ⊥, where
ρ‖ and ρ⊥ are the saturation resistivities with the Iext ‖ Hext

and Iext ⊥ Hext, respectively, while the GMR is defined as
(Rmax −Rs)/Rs with Rmax and Rs the resistance when the film
magnetization is zero and maximum, respectively.

All the FM films [4], including those exhibiting GMR,
present an AMR effect with �ρ/ρ values from slightly differ-
ent to zero up to 3–5% in permalloy or Ni films. This AMR
effect is small compared to the GMR effect that is of the order
of 10–60% at RT. However, the main difference between the
magnetotransport properties of most FM systems, like Ni/Co
MLs, to those exhibiting the GMR effect is that for the first the
MR with Iext ‖ Hext is positive and the MR with Iext ⊥ Hext

is negative while for the second both MR quantities are nega-
tive. In addition, GMR MLs present well-defined maxima and
minima of the GMR effect as a function of layer thickness of
the nonmagnetic element that correspond to antiferromagnetic
(AF) and FM arrangements of magnetic moments in adjacent
magnetic layers, respectively. Oscillations were observed as
well in resistivity and AMR of epitaxial Ni/Co(111) MLs [102],
that do not exhibit the GMR effect, as a function of Ni and
Co thicknesses which were attributed to superlattice effects.
However, since the GMR and AMR effects have been stud-
ied extensively in ultrathin FM–NM MLs, by now there is very
little published work concerning the Hall effect of these new
structures. Measurements of Hall resistivity ρH in Fe/Cr [103]
and Co(Fe)/Cu [104] MLs exhibit an oscillatory dependence of
the spontaneous Hall coefficient RH from the Cr and Cu layer
thicknesses, similar to the observed oscillations in their GMR
effect, which remain unexplained by now. Some more contro-
versial results of Hall effect measurements [101, 105] were
published in Ni/Co MLs. These MLs exhibit large AMR val-
ues for low saturation fields that made them possible candidates
for use as MR recording sensors [106]. Hall effect measure-
ments of Ni/Co sputtered MLs with a four probe cross-diagonal
VH–I configuration, for films with a circular shape, led to ob-
servation of a so-called extraordinary AMR effect [101, 105] of
140% at RT. The Ni/Co interfaces were considered responsible
for the enhancement of this effect [107] relative to single-layer
films, but the mechanism for the high aspect ratio achievement
is unclear. Since Hall effect measurements in van der Pauw
structures are sensitive to sample geometry, contact size and
alignment effects [108], first of all one has to clarify whether
this extraordinary AMR effect is a new physical phenomenon

or a geometrical effect due to the used specific measurement
configuration. To answer these questions, it will be instructive
to consider what is known in single-layer FM films.

In FM films with thickness d , when a current I passes
through a sample in the presence of a magnetic field, a potential
is developed in the direction perpendicular to the current flow.
This Hall voltage is given by [109],

VH = RsI

d
Ms cos θ + κI

d
(Ms sin θ)2 sin 2φ (8)

assuming that the Hall voltage due to the Lorentz force is neg-
ligibly small in magnetic metals [110]. The first term is the
spontaneous (or extraordinary) transverse V sH voltage which
arises from asymmetric scattering of the conduction electrons
from the magnetic moments in the sample and is proportional
to the Ms cos θ component in the film normal z-direction. The
second term is the planar (or pseudo-Hall) V pH voltage [112],
which arises because the electric field E and the current den-
sity J are not always parallel in the plane of the film. Thus, if
there is a component of magnetization, Ms sin θ , in the plane
of the film, then because of AMR (�ρ/ρ ≈ κM2

s sin2 θ ), the
equipotentials may not be perpendicular to the current, and a
Hall voltage is detected that exhibits a maximum when the an-
gle φ between I and Ms is 45◦. Since both terms in Eq. (8)
are inverse proportional to d , the Hall effect is a very sensi-
tive method of detecting the magnetization of thin films. It is
well known that the direction of Ms in thin films is strongly af-
fected by the shape anisotropy. However, for circular or square
shaped films with sizes greater than a few millimeters-squared
the direction of Ms , away from the edges, is determined from
the intrinsic anisotropy and the texture of the deposited film.
Therefore, in galvanomagnetic measurements the film (and not
the geometrically induced) properties can be seen in relatively
large substrates. A geometrical form with a cross shape of
four equal arms is frequently used in galvanomagnetic devices,
based on permalloy, for pseudo-Hall effect (PHE) measure-
ments [110]. This cross configuration can be well approximated
with a square shaped film when the I flows along the one diag-
onal while the VH is measured along the other diagonal.

MR and VH versus H (VH–H ) hysteresis loops measure-
ments have been carried out [111] along the edges and the
square diagonals of a [Co(1.2 nm)/Cu(0.7 nm)]30 film to in-
vestigate whether the published results by Prados et al. [101]
are due to the used specific diagonal configuration or are in-
trinsic to Co/Ni MLs only. Figure 4 shows the MR curves
of Si(100)/[Co(1.2 nm)/Cu(0.7 nm)]30 MLs, observed with an
Iext = 1 mA for Iext ‖ Hext and Iext ⊥ Hext, and the M/Ms

versus H hysteresis loops with the field direction parallel or
vertical to the film plane. The hysteresis loops are evident for
the FM arrangement of the Co layer magnetic moments, even
at a zero applied field, with the average magnetization lying
mainly in the film plane. The observed Mr/Ms (‖) = 0.6
value at remanence point (H = 0) is more than the estimated
average residual magnetization of 0.5Ms for a stressed mate-
rial with an isotropic distribution of easy axes and closer to
(2/3) × 0.832Ms for cubic anisotropy with 〈100〉 easy axes
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Fig. 4. Anisotropic magnetoresistance and magnetic hysteresis loops for the
Si(100)/[Co(1.2 nm)/Cu(0.7 nm)]30 multilayers observed at RT with a current
of 1 mA. Reproduced with permission from [111].

or to (3/4) × 0.866Ms for cubic anisotropy with 〈111〉 easy
axes [113]. It is evident that the coercive field Hc = 6 and
50 Oe, for the parallel and vertical field configurations, re-
spectively, is different from the Hpeak = 12 Oe in the MR
measurements. These AMR measurements are independent
from the magnitude of Iext. In Figure 5, the VH–H loops are
plotted as a function of Iext that are measured with the cur-
rent flow applied along one diagonal and the voltage drop
detected in the other diagonal in a field forming an angle φ
of 45◦ relative to square diagonals. It is shown that the mea-
sured voltage along the diagonal is an order of magnitude less
than that measured in AMR loops for I = 1 mA, while at
Hpeak the voltage approaches zero. This low Vpeak value gives
the �V/Vpeak ≈ 4000% effect, which represents the order of
magnitude voltage change between the saturating and switching
field magnetic moment configurations. The observed VH effect
is found to (i) decrease on increasing Iext and (ii) decrease from
a maximum at φ = 45◦ to φ = 0. The 0.7-nm Cu layer thick-
ness in the MLs corresponds to the first GMR minimum (FM

Fig. 5. The pseudo-Hall effect of Si(100)/[Co(1.2 nm)/Cu(0.7 nm)]30 mul-
tilayers observed for three different currents. Reproduced with permission
from [111].

configuration) located prior to the observed [38] first AF GMR
maximum at 0.9 nm.

Remarkably, the measured AMR and the VH values fall into
the noise level signal for Cu layer thicknesses more than about
1.1 nm that coincide with the limit where pinhole concentration
is decreasing. Since a clear AMR signal has been measured ei-
ther in single-layer FM films or FM–FM′ MLs, such as Ni/Co,
or FM–NMp MLs, with NMp = Pd and Pt elements [114] that
exhibit a large induced magnetic moment, then the observed
AMR in Co/Cu MLs for tCu < 1.1 nm might be associated
with the reported d-shell spin polarization of Cu atoms observed
from X-ray magnetic circular dichroism measurements [115].
The induced Cu spin moment is found to be primarily situated
at the Co/Cu interfaces, which consist of two or three atomic
layers of Cu, that correspond to 0.4- to 0.6-nm thickness, and
its average moment is shown to fall off inversely with tCu. At the
second AF GMR maximum, for 2.1-nm Cu thickness, a GMR
effect of 15% was observed. It is worth noting that for Cu thick-
nesses less than 1 nm the diagonal�VH effect has been found to
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Fig. 6. Anisotropic magnetoresistance and magnetic hysteresis loops for the
MgO(100)/[Co(100 nm)] single layer observed at RT with a current of 1 mA.
Reproduced with permission from [111].

vary from 400 up to 4000% for Iext = 1 mA, and this variation
was strongly dependent from the alignment, along the square
diagonal, of the In contacts used to connect the four Cu leads at
the corners of the films.

To examine the dependence of the observed extraordinary
MR effect upon the electronic scattering at Co/Cu interfaces,
a single layer of MgO(100)/[Co(100 nm)] film, grown under
exactly the same conditions, has been measured in the three
configurations as well. Figure 6 shows the MR curves observed
with an Iext = 1 mA for Iext ‖ Hext and Iext ⊥ Hext and the
M/Ms versus H hysteresis loops with the field direction par-
allel or vertical to the film plane. It is clear from the hysteresis
loops that the magnetization vector is in the film plane and a
strong anisotropy is opposed to the rotation of magnetization
out of the film plane. The observedHc = 80 and 900 Oe, for the
parallel and vertical field configuration, respectively, is much
larger than the Hpeak = 8 Oe in the MR measurements. In Fig-
ure 7, are plotted the VH–H loops as a function of three different
Iext, that were measured with the current flow applied along one

Fig. 7. The pseudo-Hall effect of an MgO(100)/[Co(100 nm)] single layer
observed for three different currents. Reproduced with permission from [111].

diagonal and the voltage drop detected in the other diagonal
in a field forming an angle φ of 45◦ relative to square diag-
onals. For comparison, similar measurements were performed
in an Ni81Fe19 single layer with a thickness of 100 nm. MR
curves with similar shapes as in a Co single layer were ob-
served, but with an AMR effect of 2.5% and Hpeak = 4 Oe,
for the Iext ‖ Hext and the Iext ⊥ Hext configurations. In the di-
agonal configuration, an effect of 170% was measured for an
Iext = 1 mA. Although the Co single layer shows an AMR of
0.6%, the corresponding diagonal effect is much larger than that
of an Ni81Fe19 single layer. Thus, the observed diagonal volt-
age drop implies that in single layers this effect is enhanced for
systems which exhibit larger Ms . Since the M–H loops indi-
cate that the Ms is lying in the film plane, then the first term in
Eq. (8) will vanish and the VH–H loop may arise from a PHE.
The shapes of these loops present similarities with loops first
observed in Ni90Fe10 films that exhibit pure PHE [116].

The observed VH–H loops, for both Co/Cu MLs and Co or
NiFe single layers, indicate that a PHE may determine their
properties. Strong evidence for that is the observed angular de-
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pendence of the VH–H loop from sin 2φ, exhibiting a maximum
for φ = 45◦, the angle between the I and the H directions, and
minima (about zero) for φ = 0 and 90◦. In these loops, the
magnetic moments are aligned along the H direction because
the VH–H scans start from saturation. Two important features
in these experimental results need an explanation.

(i) The observed Hc from magnetic hysteresis loops are
different from Hpeak values in AMR and VH–H loop measure-
ments. However, the obtainedHpeak values in AMR and VH–H
loops are identical. Since the demagnetizing field away from
the edges of a film with thickness d and width w is [110]:
HD ∼ Msd/w, in the examined [111] samples HD is negligi-
ble for planar film measurements. Thus, because the electronic
mean-free path in FM films is of the order of ∼10 nm, it is
expected the switching field, where the magnetization starts to
flip over the local easy-axis direction in every domain, to be
sensed by the MR and PHE signals. On the other hand, the
Hc field, detected with dc magnetic loops, corresponds to an
emerging magnetic domain distribution after a rotation and/or
a domain-wall displacement process that lead to a zero macro-
scopic magnetization. It has already been pointed out [109] that
even for coherent rotation of magnetization the coercivity mea-
sured by the Hall effect is not the same as that measured with
a magnetometer. Therefore, the specific distribution of easy-
axis directions in these films may cause the observed difference
between the Hc and the Hpeak values. According to this expla-
nation, in the top panel of Figure 3 the branch ABC corresponds
to reversible magnetization rotation within a domain and at C
(the reverse magnetic field) a jump of the magnetization occurs,
which results in a sharp change of the AMR and VH curves.
Point D indicates where the reversible M rotation starts again
in the opposite direction of the magnetic vector. The fact that
the flip over of vector M does not occur in a unique value of H
applied, but in some range �H , may be explained by nonuni-
form rotation processes in addition to uniform magnetization
rotation [116]. However, in Figures 5 and 6 it is shown that for
the Co film the flip over jump gives a steeper galvanomagnetic
effect.

(ii) The most significant issue now is the voltage drop vari-
ation in the VH–H loops for the diagonal configuration. The
observed sensitivity to current flow density and alignment of
electric contacts at first glance gives the impression that there
is an artifact due to high sensitivity of Hall measurements
from these effects. Since the contact sizes are negligibly small
compared to the film surface, the observed changes of the
�VH/Vpeak percentage from their alignment along the square
diagonals can be attributed only to deviations from the φ = 45◦
condition, for the angle between I and H , that gives the max-
imum effect. On the other hand, the observed decrease of the
�VH/Vpeak percentage with increasing current intensity can be
related to an increase in density of the electric field E dynamic
lines along the current direction due to a change of equipoten-
tial lines. This usually causes a larger electric field gradient in
the current flow direction along the square diagonal. Therefore,
because the PHE is basically an AMR effect for φ = 45◦,

in an FM film with larger average domain sizes relative to an
electronic mean path no decrease of �VH/Vpeak on increasing
I is expected, unless electronic scattering at grain boundaries
and interfaces is significant. In this case, on increasing I the
net resistance from boundary scattering is increasing as well.
Today, there are a few available experimental data describ-
ing the effect on resistivity of electronic scattering at magnetic
grain boundaries in the presence of an external field H . Specif-
ically, measurements of the resistivity for currents parallel and
perpendicular to domain walls [117] of epitaxial hexagonal
close-packed (hcp) Co indicate that the large negative room-
temperature MR is due to the film micromagnetic structure and
ferromagnetic resistivity anisotropy whereas the intrinsic effect
of domain-wall interface scattering is minor. Thus, it can be
speculated that a combination of the AMR effect with grain
boundary scattering can cause the observed decrease of the
�VH/Vpeak ratio. In support of this argument is that in the
cross-diagonal measurements used [111] it could not achieve
a significant decrease of the �VH/Vpeak ratio, relative to those
shown in the bottom panels of Figures 5 and 7, for currents as
high as 60 mA. A second indication is coming from the cross
section and the planar TEM images that indicate a grain-size
distribution centered about 10 nm. These observations suggest
that their magnetotransport behavior requires micromagnetics
study. In accordance, the PHE curves observed [118] in micron-
scale Ni thin-film squares were found, from magnetic force
microscopy (MFM), to be strongly affected by their magnetic
domain structures, implying that each domain flipping causes
a sudden change in the local resistivity of the domain re-
gions. A third indication relies on the significant increase of the
�VH/Vpeak ratio observed in Co/Cu MLs relative to magnetic
single-layer films. This is in agreement with that reported [107]
in Ni/Co MLs, where interface effects were considered respon-
sible for enhancement of�VH/Vpeak. Thus, such effects cannot
be induced by nonlinear resistivity contact effects because a
similar behavior has not been observed [111] in GMR films of
Co/Cu or NiFe/Ag MLs.

Thus, in the cross-diagonal Hall configuration the obser-
vation of large �VH/Vpeak values should not be associated:
(a) with the Ni/Co MLs only but is related to the specific mea-
surement method, (b) with the intrinsic observed AMR effect in
FM films, (c) with the so-called extraordinary or spontaneous
Hall effect and, (d) with artifacts due to resistivity effects from
the contacts. The dependence of�VH/Vpeak loops on the angle
φ between I and H suggests a connection with a PHE mech-
anism that is associated with electronic scattering in magnetic
grain boundaries and interfaces, possibly caused by local trun-
cations of equipotential lines that are not perpendicular to the
current and result in a Hall-like voltage. Certainly, at present
this PHE mechanism is only a suggestion that needs careful
investigation. Additionally, the study of this effect in Ni thin-
film squares [118] suggests that the PHE response cannot be
explained by lump circuit models. Consequently, the Wheat-
stone bridge model [101] is a rather poor explanation for the
observed behavior of the PHE measurements. Thus far, the ex-
periments reveal the important role of micromagnetic effects
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in FM-coupled thin films, that is associated with the observed
dependence of PHE response on the applied magnetic field
magnitude and direction.

4.2. GMR in Co/Cu MLs

Since the first reports [79] for enhanced GMR amplitudes in
Co/Cu MLs, the related research has been focused on the
interlayer exchange-coupling mechanism [119–123] and the
possible applications of Co/Cu GMR devices. The maximum
GMR amplitude (≈60%) at ambient conditions was observed in
sputtered (polycrystalline) Co/Cu MLs [79] with (111) texture
whereas its GMR ratio and bilinear exchange-coupling strength
Josc oscillate with decaying amplitude as the Cu layer thickness
(tCu) varies, giving maxima that correspond to an antiferromag-
netic (AF) coupling between adjacent Co layers. Thus, when
these MLs are of such thickness as to be AF coupled then a
reduction of the magnetoresistance occurs if they are subjected
to a magnetic field parallel to the interfaces, whereas a mini-
mum value is observed at a saturation (or switching) field Hs
where the spins between adjacent magnetic layers come into
alignment.

The large GMR ratios and the relatively large sensitivity
to changes in magnetic fields, observed at the first two AF
maxima with tCu ≈ 0.9 and 2 nm, make these MLs poten-
tial candidates for use in sensor devices [124, 125]. However,
the undesirable hysteresis that appears in the GMR response
function of the first and second AF maximum requires modi-
fication of the Co/Cu composition [126, 127] and of the film
morphology [131] to achieve negligibly small hysteresis while
maintaining adequate sensitivity for sensors. The possible tech-
nological applications [14], that can emerge from the large
GMR ratios observed in polycrystalline MLs with (111) tex-
ture, attract a great deal of scientific interest to investigate the
elusive mechanism between the microscopic origin of the GMR
phenomenon and the film morphology.

For GMR sensor applications, besides the GMR ratio and
the switching field range, equally important is the signal to
noise ratio as well. The excessive flicker or 1/f noise has
been found [98] to be of magnetic origin in GMR sensors. The
source of this excess noise level with the applied dc-fieldH has
been attributed [98] to thermal excitations of the magnetization
direction. Therefore, the physical origin that creates low hys-
teresis in the GMR response function should also affect the 1/f
contribution that depends on [98] the applied dc-magnetic field.

Earlier studies [126, 127] in GMR Co/Cu MLs at the second
AF maximum, that exhibit low hysteresis at about 290 K, have
shown a dramatic increase of hysteresis below 100 K. These re-
sults imply that, while the activation energy for magnetization
reversal is reduced by a decrease of [126] tCo or by Co–Cu al-
loying [127], it remains large relative to thermal energy at low
temperatures.

The properties of the micromagnetic state that result in low-
field GMR at room temperature were investigated [128] by
measuring the temperature dependence of isothermal magnetic
and GMR loops in three classes of [Co(1 nm)/Cu(2.1 nm)]30

MLs between 5 and 300 K. Such macroscopic measurements
include combined magnetostructural information. However,
micromagnetic parameters such as lateral magnetic correlation
length and roughness vary with temperature and are totally
different [129, 130] from the corresponding microstructural pa-
rameters which remain unaltered in the examined temperature
range. It has been shown [131] that these three classes exhibit
different GMR ratios, hysteresis, and saturation fields at room
temperature as the Co–Cu layering is modified by the depo-
sition conditions. Since Co/Cu interface roughness primarily
affects the interlayer exchange coupling whereas the grain-size
distribution and the density of grain boundaries alter the mag-
netostatic energy then the temperature dependence of GMR and
magnetic hysteresis loops can separate the major contribution
from each one of the two structural characteristics.

For this study, the tCu was selected at the second AF
maximum to avoid such micromagnetic effects on hysteresis
loops as those observed [83] at the first AF maximum, due
to growth of pinhole defects and FM bridges in the multi-
layer structure. Specifically, three different microstructures of
{[Co(1 nm)/Cu(2.1 nm)]30/Co(1 nm)} MLs were deposited by
magnetron sputtering on Si(100) substrates [131]. Their mi-
crostructure is different in respect to grain size and interface
roughness, depending on the deposition conditions [131]. Two
parameters were varied to produce the three classes (named A,
B, C) of Co/Cu multilayers: (i) the surface roughness of the
Si(100) substrate, affecting the mode of growth; (ii) the thermal
contact of the substrate with the, water cooled, supporting ta-
ble that influences internal film stress. The base pressure (3 ×
10−7 Torr), deposition rates, and the Ar-gas purity (99.999%)
were the same. Thus, class A multilayers were grown on a 100-
nm SiO2 buffer layer with less than 2 nm root mean square
surface roughness and direct contact of the substrate with the
supporting table. Class B has the difference that the substrate
was thermally isolated from the water cooled supporting table
(extra internal stress), whereas class C has in addition a rougher
(root mean square more than 3 nm) surface of the substrate.
These three classes exhibit [131] different GMR ratios, hys-
teresis, and saturation fields at room temperature as the Co–Cu
layering is modified by the deposition conditions. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) measurements [131] have revealed
column-like structures with bimodal distribution of grain sizes.
A 90% fraction of columnar grains with sizes more than 15 nm
is observed in the sample called A, for sample B it is 70%, and
in sample C it is less than 50%. Thus, a larger fraction of grains
with sizes less than 10 nm appears progressively from sampleA
to C.

The X-ray diffraction patterns of class A–C MLs exhibit
an intense fcc (111) Co–Cu peak and a weak (200) fcc peak,
indicating that the MLs have (111) texture. Selected-area elec-
tron diffraction (SAED) planar TEM patterns have shown [131]
that at right angles relative to the Si surface there is not any
preferred orientation of the (111) Co–Cu planes for all the
examined MLs. However, for samples A and B the SAED
cross-section patterns show [131] that there is some degree
of preferred orientation in the (111) Co–Cu planes relative to
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the Si [200] direction only, whereas in class C MLs they are
randomly arranged. Since bulk Co and Cu layers have simi-
lar densities (≈8.9 g/cm3), the small X-ray contrast results in
weak satellite intensities around the fundamental (111) Bragg
peak which does not allow a superlattice refinement (SUPREX
program) analysis as [133] in Co/Au MLs. It should be empha-
sized that in previous studies the microstructure of class A–C
MLs has been identified by TEM measurements [131] whereas
classB MLs have been characterized with nondestructive meth-
ods such as spin-echo 59Co nuclear magnetic resonance [133]
(NMR) (microscopic technique) and X-ray-reflectivity (XRR)
measurements [134] (macroscopic technique) as well. To ex-
tract some conclusions about the quality of Co/Cu interface
roughness high-resolution XRR measurements on class AMLs
are compared with XRR spectra taken in class B MLs [134].

Figure 8 shows the specular XRR spectrum from class A
MLs. An attempt to fit the experimental spectrum either with
an optical or with a kinematical model [134] gave poor fittings.

Fig. 8. The bottom plot shows the X-ray reflectivity spectrum from class A
MLs whereas the plot on top shows an enlargement of the spectrum, with a
clear view of the interference fringes used in the calculations. The inset shows
the θi positions (circles) used in Eq. (11) and the best fit line.

This indicates that, due to incoherent absorption (anomalous
dispersion effects) in the layer materials when CuKα radiation
is used, a sophisticated dynamical model [135] is required for a
reliable fitting of the observed spectrum. However, the quality
of the recorded spectrum allows a straightforward interpretation
of the main structural features because there were not detectable
geometrical aberration effects [132] introduced by the sample
curvature. The first two (m = 1, 2) superlattice Bragg peaks
appear very intense with small full-width-at-half-maximum,
indicating sharp Co/Cu interfaces. In comparison, the XRR
spectra observed [134] in class B MLs did not show superlat-
tice Bragg-peak intensities of them = 2 or higher order and the
amplitude of the interference fringes was suppressed, indicating
that interface Co–Cu roughness is larger. It is worth mentioning
that the zero peak intensity of the third order (m = 3) satel-
lite in Figure 8 shows unambiguously that both, the achieved
tCu and the bilayer thickness6, correspond exactly at the posi-
tion where the maximum GMR ratio is expected at the second
antiferromagnetic maximum of Co/Cu MLs because

6 = tCu + tCo and tCu ≈ 2tCo �⇒ 6 ≈ (3/2)tCu (9)

and the angle-dependent structure factor F(θm) at the Bragg-
angle θm becomes [136],

F(θm) = 6

πm
sin

{
mπtCu

6

}
(φCu − φCo)

(9)�⇒

F(θm) = 3tCu

2πm
sin

{
2mπ

3

}
(φCu − φCo)

= 0 if m = 3, 6, . . .

(10)

where φCu and φCo are the scattering amplitude densities for
X-rays of a particular wavelength λ. The fact that tCu and6 are
exactly at the second GMR maximum position makes meaning-
ful the analysis of the observed temperature dependence in the
following paragraphs.

Other important differences in film morphology can be
traced from XRR spectra by measuring the critical reflection
angle θc. Beyond the region for total reflection (plateau), the
maxima and the minima of its interference fringes can be re-
lated to the total film thickness tf by the modified Bragg
equation [137],

sin2 θi = θ2
c + (ni +�n)2λ2/4t2f (11)

where θi is the position of the maximum or minimum intensity
of the ith interference fringe, ni is an integer, �n is 1/2 and 0
for maximum and minimum, respectively. The inset in the up-
per part of Figure 8 shows data for the refinement of 40 minima
and maxima of well-defined interference fringes between 1.20
and 2.72◦ in θ . A tf = 95(1) nm and a θc = 0.47(1)◦, with
numbers in parentheses being the standard deviations, are ob-
tained by least-squares refinement (solid line) of the θi positions
using Eq. (11). The difference between the nominal (=94 nm)
and the estimated tf is within the accuracy of the standard de-
viation limits (∼1%) while the Bragg-peak positions (Fig. 8)
give a 6 = 3.08 nm. However, the estimated electron density
ρe = 12.4 g/cm3 from the obtained θc(∼√

ρe) is much larger
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than the bulk Cu or Co density of about 8.9 g/cm3, which cor-
respond to a θc ≈ 0.4◦. Since the observed interference fringes
indicate a small root mean square interface roughness, then the
overestimation of θc (ρe) by the modified Bragg equation may
arise from the different reflectivities reported [138] between in-
terfaces with small and large values of the lateral correlation
length ξ . The difference between surfaces with small and large
values of ξ can be a factor of 2 in specular reflectivity, whereas
for ξ > 100 nm an ill-defined θc region appears [138]. In ac-
cordance, atomic force microscopy measurements [131] on the
substrate surface prior deposition and on the film surface re-
vealed that class AMLs have atomically smooth substrate-film
interfaces whereas both surfaces exhibit a long-range waviness
with average periodicity of about 100 nm. Thus, the overesti-
mated θc can be attributed to large ξ .

In contrast, a detailed XRR study of class B MLs has
shown [134] that both, Co/Cu interface and lateral correlation
function C(ξ) roughness are governing their layer morphology,
while TEM measurements [131] show that class C MLs exhibit
a large geometrical and chemical (Co–Cu mixing) roughness.
Thus, increase of film roughness from class A to C MLs is
an unavoidable result of the larger fraction of small grain sizes
that changes the overall film morphology. However, increase of
Co/Cu interface roughness weakens the magnitude of interlayer
exchange coupling within each columnar structure whereas a
larger fraction of small grains makes the magnetostatic contri-
bution an important dipolar energy term in the total magnetic
free energy that determines the micromagnetic state of the film.
In the following, it is shown that the two different magnetic con-
tributions in the GMR and magnetization hysteresis loops can
distinguish the effect of interface roughness from grain-size ef-
fects in the temperature dependence of the two data sets.

Isothermal magnetization loops were measured between 5
and 280 K. Figure 9 shows normalized magnetization (M/Ms−
H) loops, with Ms being the total saturation magnetization, of
sample A at 240, 40, and 5 K. The temperature dependence
of the M/Ms − H loops reveals a large increase of coerciv-
ity (Hc) and saturation (Hs) fields below 80 K. Above 200 K
there is a negligibly small remanent magnetization (Mr ) and
the loop shapes indicate an antiparallel alignment of magnetic
moments among adjacent Co layers at the demagnetized state
(M = 0). Since the temperature dependence of these loops is
more prominent in class B and C MLs, the normalized magne-
tization curves were plotted (Figs. 10 and 11) as a function of
the applied field over temperature ratioH/T . In nanostructured
systems, that exhibit an increase of hysteresis by decreasing
temperature while their intrinsic magnetic anisotropy is negli-
gibly small, the M/Ms versus H/T plots reveal the thermal
energy lacked from the magnetic configuration to complete
equilibrium with the applied field during the measurement.
A comparison of the observed loops in Figures 9–11 reveals
that:

(i) Class A MLs (about 90% fraction [131] of AF-aligned
layers) exhibit an Mr < 0.2Ms for all temperatures and the
Mr increases at lower temperatures. This increase of Mr can

Fig. 9. The isothermal M/Ms–H loops of class A MLs are shown for clar-
ity at three different temperatures only. Schematics of the proposed domain
structures are shown at the remnant (upper plot) and demagnetized (down plot)
states.

be attributed either to creation of FM-coupled areas or to
self-stabilization of magnetic domain walls in Co layers after
the multidomain splitting from the saturated state [139, 140].
In AF-coupled, sputter-grown, Co/Cu/Co sandwiches [140], a
high domain density state is realized at remanence when com-
ing from saturation. In addition, Co/Cu MLs grown by e-beam
evaporation exhibit [141] minor GMR loops with higher GMR
ratios than the major loops, indicating that domain-wall effects
are predominant around the remnant state. Thus, a configuration
with parallel Néel walls [142] (Fig. 9 inset) can account for the
observed remanence in the case of the AF-coupled sample A.
At the center of such Néel walls, the average magnetic compo-
nents point either parallel or antiparallel to each other between
adjacent Co layers. Thus, a larger fraction of Néel walls [142]
with parallel moments can be stabilized in the remnant state of
class A MLs with decreasing temperature. This effect is due
to magnetization reversal by wall motion when a high field is
applied and then is removed.

(ii) In sample C, the Mr values are lying in the range of
0.4Ms(280 K) ≤ Mr (T ) ≤ 0.8Ms(5 K) while for sample,
B the Mr values are between 0.1Ms(280 K) ≤ Mr (T ) ≤
0.4Ms(5 K). In these MLs, the large Mr values cannot be
explained by the magnetization reversal process that involves
self-stabilization of Néel-type walls only. Since class B and C
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Fig. 10. The isothermal M/Ms–H loops of class B MLs are shown as a func-
tion of temperature. The lines are guides to the eye.

MLs contain different fractions [131] with small size columnar
structures then minimization of the magnetostatic energy (long-
range dipolar interactions) at grain boundaries results in FM-
coupled areas near the small grains. Energy minimization of a
Hamiltonian that involves short-range exchange and long-range
dipolar interactions has produced [143] thermomagnetic curves
for the uniform magnetization and the domain order parameter
of ultrathin magnetic films that resemble those in Figure 12 for
certain grain sizes. Thus, it can be argued that a short-range-
order state [143] appears at elevated temperatures, where the
domain walls fluctuate infinitely. This can explain the observed
decrease of Mr above 100 K in the three classes of MLs.

(iii) In sample C, the number of required field units per
Kelvin (H/T ) for the magnetization reversal process is much
higher than that of sample B (Figs. 10 and 11). This indicates
that the larger fraction of small grains [131] in class C MLs is
responsible for the magnetic hardening at lower temperatures.

The normalized Ms(T )/Ms (5 K), (Mr (T )/Ms )
2 and Hc

values are plotted in Figure 12 as a function of temperature
for the three classes of MLs. Remarkably, the Hc is highest for
the AF loop of sample A whereas the FM-like loops of sam-
ple C exhibit higher Hc values than sample B. Such effects
can be explained by trapping of magnetic moments in local en-

Fig. 11. The isothermal M/Ms–H loops of class C MLs are shown as a func-
tion of temperature. The lines are guides to the eye.

ergy minima of individual grains that form an assembly with
random orientations of magnetic easy axes [144]. Since the ob-
served [131] variation in the bimodal distribution of grain sizes
affects the short-range exchange, the long-range dipolar inter-
actions and the anisotropy energy as we move from classA toC
MLs, it may account for the different increase of Hc and Mr at
lower temperatures as well.

The most interesting result is revealed in the temperature de-
pendence of magnetization which for the three classes of MLs
does not follow the linear T , or T 3/2, or T 2 power laws. These
laws were derived [122] for the cases of noncoupling, of FM
and AF interlayer coupling, respectively, and observed [145,
146] in fcc Co/Cu MLs at the first AF maximum, where the in-
terlayer coupling term is dominant. The observed disagreement
with these power laws in Figure 12 is caused by the signif-
icant increase of Ms below 120 K. An enhancement of Ms

induces a significant increase of the magnetostatic contribu-
tions in the long-range dipolar energy term which has not been
taken into account in the minimization of the intrinsic magnetic
free energy that leads to the specific power laws. Therefore,
the intrinsic enhancement of Ms by decreasing temperature cre-
ates an extrinsic increase of magnetostatic dipolar interactions
due to geometrical grain factors introduced by the specific mi-
crostructure. This extrinsic magnetostatic energy gives rise to a
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Fig. 12. The bottom plot shows the temperature dependence of the coercive
Hc fields obtained from isothermal M/Ms–H loops of class A (open square),
B (open circle), and C (triangle) MLs. The solid line is the best fit using
Eq. (12). The middle plot shows the temperature dependence of the normal-
ized magnetization observed in class A–C MLs. The lines are guides to the
eye. The plot on top shows the temperature dependence of the square of the
normalized residual magnetization Mr /Ms , observed in class A–C MLs.

blocking temperature accompanied by a significant increase of
hysteresis below 120 K.

Figures 13–15 show the temperature dependence of the
GMR loops in the H ‖ I configuration for class A, B, and C
MLs, respectively. The large reduction of GMR effect—observed
among class A–C MLs—indicates that modification of the
magnetic disorder at the Co–Cu interfaces, due to changes
of roughness, alters the amount of spin-dependent scattering
events. Usually, such effects result [147] in strong temperature
dependence of the interlayer exchange-coupling strength and
the correspondingHs in the GMR loops.

Accordingly, Figure 16 shows that the GMR ratios
�R/Rs = (Rmax − Rs)/Rs , with Rmax the maximum and
Rs the minimum resistance at Hpeak and Hs magnetic fields
respectively, follow a quasi-linear decrease with increasing

Fig. 13. The temperature dependence of the isothermal GMR loops is shown
for class AMLs.

temperature for the three classes of MLs. Additionally, Fig-
ure 16 shows that the Hs exhibits a drop of more than 50%
between 5 and 280 K, that evidences the strong sensitiv-
ity of the indirect coupling strength to temperature. These
Hs values were estimated from the first derivative of the
GMR curves, choosing the highest absolute values of field
where the derivative line becomes horizontal. However, the
most dramatic change occurs in Hpeak values, where the three
classes of MLs exhibit a steep increase below 100 K. This ef-
fect is similar to that observed in low-hysteresis GMR MLs
with compositions [126, 127]: [Co(0.25 nm)/Cu(2 nm)]20 and
[Co0.5Cu0.5(1.1 nm)/Cu(2 nm)]20.

In AF-coupled Co/Cu MLs, the demagnetized state atHc can
be achieved by domain-phase transformations during the appli-
cation of a reverse field, that make more and more domains and
domain walls vanish [140]. Since the strength of Hc is associ-
ated with an intrinsic energy barrier that resists magnetization
reversal during demagnetization, it is more feasible to formulate
its temperature dependence instead of calculating the normal-
ized loops. The size of the columnar grains [131] indicates that
parallel Néel walls can be stabilized nearby planar defects, such
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Fig. 14. The temperature dependence of the isothermal GMR loops is shown
for class B MLs.

as columnar-grain boundaries, forming an assembly of nonin-
teracting domains at the remnant state. Application of the same
model as for magnetic nanoparticles can approximate [149] the
temperature dependence of Hc(T ) by

Hc(T ) = Hc(0)
[
1 − (T /TB)1/2

]
(12)

where TB defines a blocking temperature above which do-
main walls cannot be stabilized within the Co layers and the
Hc(T ≥ TB) = 0. Since the involved phenomena concern the
stability of micromagnetic states in polycrystalline MLs then, in
principle, the magnetic ripple blocking or locking [150] mech-
anisms might be related to the physical origin of magnetization
dispersion and the concept of TB in Eq. (12). Equation (12) is
used to fit the observedHc(T ) values of sample A and the solid
line in Figure 12 (bottom plot) gives an Hc(0) = 82(3) Oe
and a TB = 283(11) K. As expected, Eq. (12) cannot fit the ob-
servedHc(T ) values in classB andCMLs because a fraction of
relatively small, FM-coupled, Co/Cu grains (not domain walls)
coexists [131] with the larger, AF-coupled, columnar structures
and the preceding approximations are no longer valid.

The observed variation ofHs andHpeak in Figure 16 is com-
parable to the strong temperature dependence observed on a

Fig. 15. The temperature dependence of the isothermal GMR loops is shown
for class C MLs.

scale of about 100 K in [123] Co/Ru and [147] Co(hcp)/Cu
MLs. Since the Hpeak values (Fig. 16) depend primarily on the
magnetization reversal process, then they may follow the ob-
served temperature variation of Hc (Fig. 12), that is derived
from the isothermal M–H loops. Thus, Eq. (12) was used to
fit the Hpeak values observed in class A MLs. The solid line
in Figure 16 is the best fit to square symbols, showing that
Eq. (12) is a good approximation to Hpeak variation as well.
It is worth noting that an exponential function does not fit the
observed temperature variation. The 20% difference of TB val-
ues, obtained between the Hpeak (Fig. 12) and Hc (Fig. 12) fits,
indicates that a different thermal coefficient is involved in the
second term of Eq. (12).

The most important result is related to the temperature de-
pendence of Hs (Fig. 16) as the Co–Cu layering is modified in
the three classes of Co/Cu MLs. So far, two different approx-
imations were used to successfully describe the temperature
dependence of Hs in AF-coupled MLs. The first assumes [121]
that the temperature dependence originates from fluctuations in
the spin-angular momentum of the FM layers rather than from
electronic effects in the spacer layers, resulting in an analytical
expression for the fractional decrease of Hs ∼ T ln T , within
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Fig. 16. The temperature dependence of Hpeak (top), Hs (middle), and
the GMR ratios (bottom)—obtained from the isothermal GMR loops of
class A (squares), B (diamond symbols), and C (solid circles) MLs—are
shown. The solid line is the best fit of Hpeak for class AMLs, using Eq. (13).

the limits of spin-wave theory. The second approach assumes
that the velocity of electrons υF at the extremal points of the
spacer Fermi surface governs the temperature dependence of
Josc and the one-electron model [119] predicts for the fractional
decrease of Hs that

[Hs(0)−Hs(T )]/Hs(0) ∼ 1 − [(T /T0)/ sinh(T /T0)] (13)

where the characteristic temperature T0 is given by

T0 = (h̄υF)/(2πkstCu) (14)

Figure 17 shows that Eq. (13) fits the fractional decrease of
Hs better than the T ln T function. This shows clearly that the
Co/Cu interface roughness governs the temperature dependence
of interlayer exchange coupling in the three classes of Co/Cu
MLs. Earlier studies [119, 123, 147] indicate that T0 is of the
order of 100 K. In agreement, Figure 17 shows that Eq. (13)
fits the fractional decrease of Hs for class A (crosses), class B

Fig. 17. The temperature dependence of the reduced saturation fields Hs , that
were obtained from the isothermal GMR loops, are shown for class A (crosses),
B (triangles), and C (solid circles) MLs. The solid lines are the best fits using
Eq. (13).

(triangles), and class C (solid circles) MLs, using a T0 of 84(4),
96(11), and 105(10) K, respectively.

According to Eq. (14), the ratio υF/ks should increase as
the T0 values vary from 84 to 105 K and the Co/Cu interfaces
become more disordered in class B and C MLs. However, it
was observed [147] that the use of υF of Cu in Eq. (14) gives
theoretical T0 values which are an order of magnitude larger
than the experimentally observed. In Co(hcp)/Cu MLs, the ex-
istence of either magnetically dead interfacial Co regions, that
could modify the thermal evolution of the potential barrier, or
fully confined magnetic carriers in the spacer potential well
were proposed [147] as possible explanations for the strong
temperature dependence of exchange coupling. It has been ar-
gued that [147] chemical roughness changes the spin-dependent
potential barrier at the interfaces and alters the character of the
electronic states near the Fermi surface. In agreement, the ob-
tained variation of T0 can be associated with a larger Co–Cu
intermixing (chemical roughness) at the interfaces as we move
from class A to C MLs.

These results show that the obtained differences among
class A–C MLs are due to different degrees of Co–Cu in-
termixing at the interfaces and are due to different geomet-
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ric factors of the grains. Both are crucial for the obtained
(T/T0)/ sinh(T /T0) dependence of interlayer coupling because
an increase of the fraction of small grain sizes increases the film
roughness. However, the obtained increase of T0 as we move
from class A to C MLs can be understood only if we consider
it as a thermal blocking or spin-freezing energy that depends on
the concentration of Co loose spins near the interfaces, rather
than as velocity of the carriers [119] at the stationery points of
the spacer Fermi surface (Eq. (14)). Thus, it is the thermal ac-
tivation energy, which magnetically decouples the residual Co
spins at the interfaces due to Co–Cu intermixing, that causes
the desired lowering of Hs at room temperature.

On the other hand, it is the decrease of Ms from the magnetic
decoupling of interfacial Co spins, which lowers the magneto-
static energy at grain boundaries above the TB (Eq. (12)), that
causes the desired softening ofHc andHpeak values observed in
Figs. 12 (bottom) and 16, respectively. Thus, the degree of Hc
and Hpeak softening scales with the density of grain boundaries
(or the fraction of smaller grain sizes) present in the developed
microstructure. The experimental results indicate that the spin
structure of the examined Co/Cu MLs is not stable above the
obtained T0 or TB values because the lowering of dipolar (mag-
netostatic) interactions [143] at grain boundaries can create a
secondary short-range order state where domain walls fluctuate
infinitely.

4.3. Low-Field GMR in Co/Au MLs

Another category of FM–NM(111) layered structures where
the Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida (RKKY) theory was ap-
plied, are [164] Co(0001)/Au(111) epitaxially grown MLs
that exhibit perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. For this sys-
tem, oscillatory magnetic coupling has been reported [173] in
Co/Au(111)/Co trilayers with identical Co layer thicknesses
and hcp stacking, where three GMR maxima, correspond-
ing to antiferromagnetic coupling between adjacent Co layers,
were observed with increasing Au layer thickness (tAu). In
this system, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of hcp Co in-
duces a large coercive field in the GMR curves [173] and the
GMR amplitude (≈2%) is an order of magnitude less than in
Co/Cu(111) MLs, precluding GMR applications with epitaxial
Co/Au MLs. Following the characteristic example of sputter-
grown Co/Cu MLs it was shown [156] that sputtered [Co(1
nm)/Au(2.4 nm)]30 MLs with (111) texture exhibit a low-field
GMR effect that make these films potential candidates for sen-
sor applications [125]. As in sputtered Co/Cu MLs with (111)
texture, the intrinsic nature of antiferromagnetic coupling can
be supported by: (i) the position of the GMR maximum at
tAu ≈ 2.4 nm, that is similar in epitaxial hcp Co/Au(111) lay-
ers [173] and sputtered (111) Co/Au MLs [156] with varying
tAu, (ii) longitudinal Kerr-effect hysteresis loops [174] in [Co(1
nm)/Au(2.4 nm)]30 MLs exhibit a manifold loop that is indica-
tive for the coexistence of bilinear and biquadratic interlayer
coupling, and (iii) no detectable fraction of (100)-oriented crys-
tallites was observed [156] in both systems.

The Co/Au MLs with tCo < 1 nm exhibit only anisotropic
magnetoresistance. In Figure 18 are shown the GMR ratios
�R/Rs = (Rmax − Rs)/Rs , with Rmax the maximum and Rs
the minimum resistance in different magnetic fields H , as a
function of tCo in the H ‖ I configuration. The obtained GMR
ratios decrease quasi-linearly with tCo, as in GMR Co/Cu mul-
tilayers [134]. In addition, Figure 18 shows that the saturation
(Hs) and coercive (Hc) fields, obtained from the GMR curves
with H ‖ I , approach a saturation value for thicker Co layers.
The observed enhancement ofHc andHs provides evidence for
changes in the micromagnetic structure due to modifications in
Co layering as tCo increases.

The observed [158] GMR loops with H ‖ I indicate that the
film magnetization is lying in-plane [156], contrary to all past
studies where this material combination was a typical system
exhibiting a large perpendicular anisotropy [164, 173] when 4
to 12 Co monolayers were stacked with relatively thick Au lay-

Fig. 18. The top part shows the variation of the Hc (squares) and Hs (circles)
parameters from the GMR curves with H ‖ I . The corresponding GMR ratios
are plotted as a function of tCo. The lines are guides to the eye and the exper-
imental error is within the size of the symbols. Reproduced with permission
from [158], copyright 1999, The American Physical Society.
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ers. Additionally, isothermal magnetic loops have shown [156]
that the film magnetization is in-plane for the examined layer
thicknesses. The optimum low-field GMR is observed for tCo ≈
1 nm and its in-plane anisotropy can be attributed [156] to Au-
surface-like modifications induced in the Co layer structure.
For tCo ≈ 1 nm the coercive field Hc and the switching field
Hs are 0.01 kOe and less than 0.03 kOe, respectively. Com-
paratively, the observed [173] values in epitaxial trilayers are
Hc ≈ 0.5 kOe and Hs less than 0.05 kOe. This order of magni-
tude improvement ofHc and the maximum obtained GMR ratio
of [156] 3%, that is about 1% higher than that observed in epi-
taxial trilayers [173], indicate that such differences between the
hcp Co(0001)/Au(111) trilayers [173] and in low-field GMR
Co/Au MLs [157] arise from the different (fcc) Co layer stack-
ing [133, 157] that alters the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of
Co.

Thus far, the variation of the GMR amplitude versus tCo

has been reconciled with phenomenological models, consid-
ering either the ratio [148] between the probability for a
spin-minority electron to be scattered in the FM layer and the
increasing current shunting through it or the changes in the mi-
cromagnetic state [178] (misalignment of adjacent moments),
that give a reduction of the GMR for thicker FM layers. The
quasi-linear decrease of GMR observed in Co/Au (Fig. 18) and
Co/Cu MLs [134] indicates that the GMR dependence on tCo

can be described by a generalized Camley and Barnas [179]
model. In the quasi-classical limit [180], this model shows that
the current-in-plane GMR varies linearly with sin2(θ/2), when
θ is the angle between the magnetizations of adjacent FM lay-
ers. The linearity of GMR indicates that tCo changes the degree

of magnetic misalignment among the Co layers, imposing an
angular dependence of GMR with tCo.

4.3.1. Magnetooptical Kerr Spectra in Co/Au Multilayers

In Figure 19, the longitudinal Kerr-effect hysteresis loops are
shown for tAu = 2.2, 2.4, 3.6, and 3.9 nm. At the GMR min-
ima (tAu = 2.2 and 3.6 nm), they reveal a significant magnetic
anisotropy, that may be induced in the Co layers from a high
concentration of step edges [165] located at the Co/Au inter-
faces due to surface reconstruction of the Au(111) planes. For
tAu = 2.4 nm there is a manifold loop with insignificant resid-
ual magnetization, inferring coexistence of the so-called [38,
39, 166] bilinear and biquadratic interlayer coupling terms at
the first GMR maximum. However, at the second GMR maxi-
mum there is a ferromagnetic loop, characteristic for a random
distribution of Co magnetic moments (uncoupled layers) that
contributes to bulklike spin scattering [38, 165]. It is worth
noting that the observedHc values from the Kerr loops are dif-
ferent from those in the GMR loops [158]. This indicates that
the magnetic properties of the films depend significantly on the
structural and topographical quality of the template. Thus, for-
mation of atomic steps near small or large terraces at the Co/Au
interfaces creates anisotropy axes along the step edges that in-
duce an azimuthal angle dependence of the hysteresis loops
with SMOKE [167].

The polar loops (Fig. 20) confirmed the presence of the in-
terface induced anisotropy which reduces the saturation field
below 3 kOe, while the coercive field varies between 10 and
65 Oe. The Kerr spectra show a distinct Au plasma edge peak
centered near 2.5 eV. A narrowing and a reduction in the am-

Fig. 19. Longitudinal Kerr-effect hysteresis loops for selected thicknesses tAu at the photon energy ofE =
2.76 eV for an s polarized wave incident at 45◦. Reproduced with permission from [174], copyright 1999.
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Fig. 20. Saturated polar Kerr rotation spectra of [Co(1 nm)/Au(tAu)]30 mul-
tilayers with a fixed Co thickness and tAu between 2.2 and 4 nm. Reproduced
with permission from [174], copyright 1999.

plitude of the peak is observed by increasing tAu. These trends
were reproduced by computer simulations [168] with the exper-
imental amplitudes about 50% smaller. This difference can be
attributed to extended intralayer and/or interface disorder, lo-
cated mainly at the ferromagnetic Co layers, and to changes in
Au electronic states induced by adjacent Co layers.

Such Kerr spectra indicate that static deposition of the con-
stituents with low rates, on an SiNx buffer layer, seems to
enable the development of a considerable fraction of faults in
the atomic packing of Co layers along the growth direction of
Co/Au MLs with (111) texture. Thus, the observed differences
in magnetotransport properties, between the low-field GMR
Co/Au MLs and those grown by MBE [173], can be attributed
to the development of a specific microstructure in the magnetic
layers.

4.3.2. Dielectric Function Variation Determined from
Spectroscopic Ellipsometry

Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE), which is a nondestructive
method that directly measures the complex dielectric function
ε(ω) = ε1(ω) + iε2(ω), is applied for the study of the optical
properties and the investigation of the elusive mechanism be-
tween the microscopic origin of the GMR phenomenon and the
film morphology. SE can measure both, the relative changes
in the joint density of electronic states near the Fermi sur-
face and the changes in film morphology by varying tCo in the
promising GMR [Co(tCo)/Au(2.4 nm)]30 MLs. In addition, the
measurement of ε(ω) provides information about the intraband
transitions, that depend on grain-size effects, and the interband
transitions which are related to the joint density of states at high
symmetry points of the Fermi surface [175, 176].

Fig. 21. The obtained real ε1 (bottom) and imaginary ε2 (top) parts of the di-
electric function are plotted as a function of the photon energy for seven Co/Au
multilayers with different tCo. For clarity, the ε1 and ε2 values are shown on
a shorter scale than the full span range between −25 and 19. Reproduced with
permission from [158], copyright 1999, The American Physical Society.

A systematic variation of the real and imaginary parts ε1(ω)

and ε2(ω) of the dielectric function has been observed as a func-
tion of tCo (Fig. 21). In general, the ε(ω) is correlated to the
electronic properties of a material. If the solid is a good con-
ductor, like noble metals, the optical wave mainly interacts with
conduction electrons and according to the Drude model [175,
176] the plasma frequencyωp of the electron gas plays the most
important role. The experimental data from the Co/Au MLs
(Fig. 21) contain the low-frequency intraband or Drude con-
tribution which is evident from the low-energy behavior before
the threshold energy of the interband transitions. Because the
optical constants are not available in the literature for ultrathin
layers of Co and Au, it is preferable to compare the observed
dielectric function of Co/Au MLs with that of pure Au or Co
thin films.

The film of 100-nm thick Au does not show the part of ε2
that relates with intraband transitions (solid line in Fig. 21) in
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the low photon energy. That part of ε2 was found [181, 182]
to deviate from the Drude model, depending upon the micro-
scopic quality of Au (purity, voids concentration, strain, grain
sizes, etc.) and the film thickness. The measured absorption (ε2)
in the Au film exhibits a steep rise at about 2 eV and its yellow
color is a manifestation of the rather low threshold for the exci-
tation of 5d band electrons in the conduction band [176, 183].
The supplementary absorption that is located below the absorp-
tion edge (≈1.75 eV) of Au is often observed [182] and was
attributed to the presence of point defects, like vacancies, or
impurities, like gas atoms, in the samples. However, a careful
study [182] in Au films with different crystallographic struc-
tures has shown that neither the nature nor the location of the
contributing interband transitions can be modified by impor-
tant structural changes of the films. As in some most earlier
work [181, 182], an interband onset has been resolved around
2.5 eV from the ε1 spectrum and is followed by two peaks in
ε2 at about 3.2 and 4 eV. Empirical band calculations of the
optical properties [183] qualitatively reproduce the experimen-
tal peaks. In contrast to Cu, no evidence of transitions at the X
high symmetry point is found in Au, whereas the second peak
(≈3.2 and 4 eV) is a sum of contributions [183] from optical
transitions near the L critical point for [184] Cu or Au films.

The observed dielectric function of 100-nm thick Co film
(dashed line in Fig. 21) is similar to that observed in polycrys-
talline Co films deposited on Si(100) substrates [185], where
the ε1 and ε2 exhibit a slow, almost structureless evolution. The
physical origin of this phenomenon is related to the minority
3d bands of Co that cut by the Fermi level with complicated
Fermi-surface crossings, creating numerous interband transi-
tions [186]. Additionally, it was observed [187] that formation
of a surface CoO layer on Co films shifts only the reflectance
curves without changing their shapes.

Generally, the observed interband peaks in SE spectra re-
sult from the varying k-space contribution. In particular, the L
high symmetry point belongs to the faces [188] where the 〈111〉
cubic directions intersect the fcc Brillouin zone of Au. Since
the Co/Au MLs exhibit [156, 133] such preferred orientation
across the growth direction, then further broadening is expected
(Fig. 21) in the interband transitions of the second peak be-
cause the Fermi surface of Au intersects the Co/Au interfaces
along the [111] direction. The obtained ε1(ω) and ε2(ω) spec-
tra (Fig. 21) exhibit the characteristic features that generally
appear [189–192] in FM–NM MLs, with NM = Cu or Pd:

(i) Both the real and imaginary parts of ε(ω) show a mono-
tonic, systematic shift with increasing tCo, moving from Au-like
optical constants to Co-like constants.

(ii) The ε1(ω) and ε2(ω) spectra exhibit an interband peak
at about 2.5 eV and a second broad feature at about 4 eV, in
qualitative agreement with polar Kerr rotation spectra [174] and
spectra of epitaxially grown Co(0001)/Au(111) MLs [189] or
sandwiched [190] structures.

(iii) The large interband broadening that is observed in Au-
based MLs, compared to the sharp threshold absorption edge of
pure Au films, arise from symmetry breaking at the interfaces

of the multilayer and the extra broadening of the intraband con-
tributions due to confinement of the electronic mean-free path
from grain boundaries.

A phenomenological expression, that takes into account the
free-carrier and photon absorption from intra- and interband
electron transitions, was used to fit the observed dielectric
function of the Co/Au MLs. The ε(ω) fitting function is writ-
ten [134, 193] as the sum of a Drude term plus a damped
Lorentzian oscillator term, centered at the low-energy inter-
band peak position (hω0/2π) with a strength A and a damping
(broadening) factor γ . A second Lorentzian term was used for
the feature near 4 eV, to take into account the vast peak broaden-
ing in this range. The analytical expression contains a constant
background term ε∞ as well:

ε(ω) = ε∞ − ω2
p/(ω

2 + iω@)+ A/(ω2
0 − ω2 − iγ ω) (15)

In the second (Drude) term, ωp = (4πNce2/m∗)1/2 is
the unscreened plasma energy related to the density Nc of
the free carriers with m∗ being the effective optical mass and
@(≈1/τeff) being the broadening parameter, which is inversely
proportional to the free carriers effective [182] scattering time
τeff. A quantitative estimation of ωp, @, the energy peak po-
sition, the amplitude—that depends upon the strength factor
A—and the broadening γ parameters is achieved by simulta-
neous least-square fitting of the real and imaginary parts of the
ε(ω) spectra. The obtained plasma energy ωp (top) and broad-
ening @ (bottom) parameters are plotted in Figure 22 against
tCo. For comparison, the ωp and @ parameters obtained [134]
from similar Co/Cu MLs are shown in Figure 22. It is obvious
that: (i) there is a distinct difference between the Co/Cu and
Co/Au MLs on the variation of ωp with tCo, and (ii) the broad-
ening parameter @ for the Co/Au MLs is almost twice the value
of the corresponding Co/Cu MLs.

The second derivative d2ε/dω2, of the complex dielectric
function has been calculated numerically from the ellipsometric
data [194] to enhance the existing structure in the spectra. From
this process, only one interband feature in d2ε/dω2 was well
resolved to allow a quantitative analysis with standard spectral
line shapes [175], considering a mixture of a two-dimensional
minimum with a saddle critical point [194]:

ε(ω) = C − ACPe
iφ ln(ECP − ω − i@CP) (16)

The derivative spectra were fitted to one-electron critical
point line shapes. A least-squares procedure was used, where
both the real and imaginary parts of d2ε/dω2 were fitted si-
multaneously. Fits of the experimental second derivative ε′′1(ω),
ε′′2(ω) spectra were performed with functions of the second
derivative,

ε′′1(ω) = −ACPe
iφ(ECP − ω − i@CP)

−1

(17)
ε′′2(ω) = −ACPe

iφ(ECP − ω − i@CP)
−2

where the angle φ represents the amount of mixing (0 < φ <
π/2). Thus, φ = 0 corresponds to a minimum (Mo), φ = π/2
corresponds to a saddle point, and φ = π corresponds to a max-
imum (M3) critical point [175].ACP is the amplitude parameter
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Fig. 22. The estimated values of the plasma energy ωp and the Drude broad-
ening parameter @, are plotted as a function of the nominal tCo values for the
Co/Cu and Co/Au MLs. Reproduced with permission from [158], copyright
1999, The American Physical Society.

that is proportional to the strength of the oscillator, ECP is the
critical point energy, @CP is its broadening parameter, and C is
a constant. In Figure 23, the variation of ECP, ACP, @CP, and φ
with tCo is shown, including the corresponding parameters from
the pure Au film as well (tCo=0).

The physical origin of the observed trend in Figures 21
and 22 is discussed later. It was shown [182] that @ depends
upon the optical relaxation time τo (τeff ∝ [τo +Oωn]). The τo
is very sensitive to the presence of volume defects (grain bound-
aries, imperfections, and impurities inside the grains), degree of
specular reflection of the electrons on interfaces, and anomalous
skin effect corrections from surface defects. Thus, a comparison
among the absolute values of @ may lead to ambiguous conclu-
sions. Moreover, if we consider a change of the relaxation time
that takes into account a correction for the film thickness [189]
and if we write the @ = (ξ/λτ), where ξ is the mean-free path
in the bulk and λ is the restricted mean-free path in the MLs,
then from Figure 22 the ratio (@Au/@Cu) ∝ (λCu/λAu) > 1
emerges for every tCo.

Since the Co/Cu and Co/Au layer thicknesses are the same
as a function of tCo, the involved approximation concerns only
the ratio ξ/τ , considering that there is no difference between
Cu and Au layers. This is a reasonable assumption because Cu
and Au exhibit Fermi surfaces with comparable ratios of “belly”

Fig. 23. The variation of the estimated parameters (Eq. (17)) ECP,ACP, @CP,
and φ with tCo, including the corresponding parameters from the pure Au film
as well (tCo = 0), is shown. The solid lines are guides to the eye. Reproduced
with permission from [158], copyright 1999, The American Physical Society.

to “neck” orbits, according to de Haas-van-Alphen data [195],
and have the same Drude relaxation times (≈2.8 × 10−14 s)
at room temperature. The (λCu/λAu) > 1 condition indicates
that a larger spin-independent scattering occurs in Co/Au MLs.
Thus, the larger GMR amplitude observed [134] in Co/Cu MLs
(grown under the same deposition conditions) than in Co/Au
MLs is in agreement with this finding.

In the examined photon energy range, the major contribu-
tion to ωp arises from the Au or Cu layers despite the fact
that only the tCo is varied (Fig. 22). However, only in Co/Au
MLs are the ωp values very close to ωp(Au) ≈ 9.22 eV for
pure Au films [190] whereas in Co/Cu MLs they are well be-
low the ωp(Cu) ≈ 8.4 eV of pure Cu for all the examined tCo
region. Since ω2

p ∝ (Nc/m
∗), with the optical mass [176, 182]

lying between 0.94 ≤ m∗
Au ≤ 1.05 for pure Au and lying be-

tween 1.32 ≤ m∗
Cu ≤ 1.45 for pure Cu, it is reasonable to

assume that the observed variation of ωp in Figure 22 is related
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mainly to changes of Nc. Variations of Nc can be explained ei-
ther with changes in the distribution of grain sizes [184] and/or
with structural modifications (internal stress effects) in layer-
ing for thicker MLs. This conclusion can be drawn from the
reversal of the nonmonotonic variation of ωp with tCo (Fig. 22)
when the Cu layers are replaced by Au. Specifically, both sys-
tems exhibit a nonmonotonic variation, where the ωp decreases
for tCo < 1.5 nm and increases for tCo > 1.5 nm in Co/Cu
while the opposite behavior is observed below and above the
tCo = 2 nm in Co/Au MLs. The nonmonotonic variation can be
related to changes in grain-size distribution as a function of tCo.
Indeed, cross-section TEM images [157] show that the mor-
phology of the columns in these Co/Au MLs is more spiked for
tCo > 2 nm. In addition, planar view micrographs show a bi-
modal distribution of grain sizes with a larger fraction of small
grains relative to multilayers with tCo ≤ 2 nm.

The obtained variation of intraband parameters in Figure 22
coincides with the tCo region where the obtained Hs and Hc
fields from the GMR curves increase for the [134] Co/Cu and
Co/Au MLs (Fig. 18). These results together with the observed
TEM differences between [131] Co/Cu and Co/Au MLs [157]
indicate that the reverse variation ofωp is due to layer modifica-
tions in the two systems. Such differences between Co/Cu and
Co/Au MLs with (111) texture can be initiated by the lattice
mismatch at the interfaces, that is about 2 and 15%, respec-
tively, and the unique ability of Au layers to minimize the stress
at the interface during growth [196] of Co on Au(111) with a
mechanism that is known as surface reconstruction [197].

The steep rise of ε2(ω) in Au (Fig. 21) is due to the opti-
cal plasma resonance absorption edge that is sensitive [184] to
grain-size effects as well. The observed (Fig. 21) smearing of
the Au resonance edge and the broadening of the Au interband
transitions with increasing tCo is comparable with the reported
size-dependent change in interband transitions [184] of Cu or
Au nanoparticles. The reported changes in transmittance opti-
cal spectra were associated with an increase in the curvature of
the d levels due to reducedN(EF) at the surface with decreasing
size of Cu particles [184]. The analysis of the interband transi-
tions indicates that there is a modification of the joint density
of electronic states inside the NM layers of Co/Au and Co/Cu
MLs as a function of tCo. Since the Co layers expand signif-
icantly along the growth direction for thinner Co layers [133,
157], then a change ofN(EF) can be associated with changes in
Co layer density at the Co/Au interfaces as their lattice relaxes
from an Au-surface-like to a Co-bulklike structure [157] with
increasing tCo. TEM measurements [157] in these Co/Au MLs
show clearly that for tCo ≤ 2 nm the Co lattice is expanded by
4.4% relative to bulk value while the Au lattice is compressed
along the growth direction. As a result, an average fcc lattice
between Co and Au layers was observed. For thicker Co layers,
the fcc Co lattice is expanded by 2.9% along the growth direc-
tion whereas no average lattice is formed in this case and both
elements exhibit interplanar spacings close to their bulk values.

The obtained variation of φ together with the nonmono-
tonic behavior of the interband parameters (Fig. 23) indicate
that the band pairs of Au exhibit a change in the singular be-

havior from a minimum critical point in pure Au (φ ≈ 5◦) to
a mixture of a minimum with a saddle point in the range be-
tween 1 < tCo < 2 nm (20◦ < φ < 40◦) that transforms to
a pure saddle critical point for tCo > 2 nm (φ ≈ 45◦). Such
changes near the high symmetry lines of the band structure
are directly related to changes in the curvature of the upper 5d
conduction band of Au, that can be reconciled with effective-
mass theory. It is worth mentioning here that the m∗ in ωp
is the free-electron mass from states near the bottom of the
s, p conduction band, whereas the curvature changes near inter-
band transitions correspond to effective masses from the top of
conduction band. Previous studies of the quantum-well states
in Cu films deposited [198] on fcc Co(001) and Ag films on
Fe(001) have shown an enhancement of the effective masses
relative to free-electron mass as a function of the NM layer
thickness. Such changes were attributed to strong modification
in the Fermi surface crossings of the quantum well states by
strong hybridization with the d bands of the FM layer [198].

However, the maximum GMR amplitude (≈ 60%) at am-
bient conditions was observed in sputtered (polycrystalline)
Co/Cu MLs [79] with (111) texture, rather than in Co/Cu(111)
superlattices [172] grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE),
which exhibit atomically smooth interfaces favoring the cre-
ation of discrete thin-film resonance states [169]. Photoemis-
sion experiments revealed [171] the spatial variation of the
quantum-well wave function within a Cu(100) film and con-
firmed that the amplitude of these spin-polarized electron waves
is modulated by an envelope function of longer wavelength.
So far, a generalized [120] RKKY model uses such an enve-
lope function with wave vector (kedge − kF) to reproduce the
oscillatory GMR period observed in (100), (110), and (111)
textured NM spacers. However, fcc NMs with (111) texture
along the growth direction of the MLs present a more com-
plicated case than NM(100). The problem with NM(111) is
that for wave vectors kedge, of s, p band edges close to the
Fermi wave vectors kF, there are no quantum-well states at the
Fermi level when the parallel wave vector to [111] direction
is 2k‖ = 2(kedge − kF) = 0 (at L critical point), while aver-
aging over all finite k‖ the different periods compensate each
other [169]. Thus, the disagreement between the observed and
calculated (with RKKY theory) oscillatory period in fcc mod-
ulated Co/Cu MLs with (111) texture [120] is due to limited
understanding of the properties of the spin-dependent electron
confinement in these structures. The theory explains how [170,
199] spin-dependent electron confinement helps the formation
of spin-polarized quantum-well states in NM(100) spacers. The
spin polarization of NM(100) levels was explained in terms of
the spin-dependent reflectivities at the FM–NM interface. For
the high symmetry direction k‖ = 0 (along the @X-direction)
of fcc Co, the spin minority �1 d band hybridizes with the
s, p bands [169, 170] and creates a gap in the vicinity of EF.
This gap defines the degree of confinement of the quantum-well
state in NM, where propagating waves will be reflected back
into the spacer layer. Since for the majority band structure the
hybridization gap is displaced to higher binding energies and
the majority NM spin states in the vicinity of EF become less
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strongly confined, then the quantum-well states that survive in
NM(100) carry minority spin.

In GMR MLs with NM(111) spacers, there are no spin-
polarized quantum-well states [169] for k‖ = 0 near the EF

at the L critical point. However, most important, there is no
sd hybridization along the [111] direction as in �1 d band of
fcc Co(100). Thus, contrary to Cu/Co(100) layers, in the case
of (111) texture there should not be quantum-well interference
due to multiple electron reflections within the FM layer. Conse-
quently, an increase of tCo should affect in a different way the
magnetotransport properties of the examined Co/Au and [134]
Co/Cu MLs because the specular reflections of the electron
waves on interface potential steps is reduced. The SE spectra
as a function of tCo provide experimental evidence for changes
in N(EF) (Fig. 23) and ωp (Fig. 22) due to changes in Co lay-
ering [133, 157]. Such changes in Co layering can cause larger
interface roughness, giving a significant contribution to inter-
face resistance [200], that implies a smaller contribution from
the interface potential steps and therefore smaller step heights
for thicker Co layers. A semiclassical model, that solves the
Boltzmann equation [180] taking into account spin-dependent
electron scattering on impurities as well as on interfacial rough-
ness, predicts a linear variation of the current-in-plane GMR
with sin2(θ/2). Within the semiclassical approach [180], the
angular variation of GMR always leads to linear dependence on
sin2(θ/2) when either bulk or interface scattering is considered
as the origin of the GMR effect. Thus, the observed quasi-linear
decrease of GMR (Fig. 18) can be understood as a progressive
increase of misalignment between the magnetic components of
adjacent Co layers with increasing tCo. The proposed angular
dependence of GMR on tCo is equivalent to contributions from
biquadratic interlayer coupling, observed [131] in low-field
GMR Co/Cu MLs due to a progressive increase of magnetic
misalignment by changes in film morphology.

In conclusion, the use of SE has made it possible to mea-
sure the concerted action of the developed film morphology
and the spin-dependent electronic structure at the Fermi level
in fcc modulated Co/Au and Co/Cu MLs with (111) texture. In
this way, common microstructural and electronic aspects that
affect the dependence of the magnetotransport properties on tCo

were studied. Both, [158] Co/Au and [134] Co/Cu MLs exhibit
a quasi-linear decrease of the GMR amplitude with increas-
ing tCo. In addition, an enhancement of the Hc and Hs values
coincides with the tCo range where the intra- and interband pa-
rameters in Figures 22 and 23 exhibit extrema. These results
indicate that both, low-field GMR, Co/Cu and Co/Au MLs ex-
hibit drastic changes in Co layering at tCo ≈ 1.5 nm. Since for
larger tCo values very small GMR amplitudes were observed,
then the SE measurements determine the tCo values where
changes in Co layer roughness increase the interface resistance
considerably. As a consequence, the smaller contribution from
the interface potential steps reduces the spin-dependent scat-
tering at interfaces and, within the limits of the semiclassical
approximation [179, 180], drives an interchange of GMR con-
tributions from interface to bulk scattering with increasing tCo.

4.3.3. TEM in Co/Au MLs

Ultrathin magnetic layers or multilayered (MLs) structures
composed of alternating Co and noble metals have attracted
a great deal of interest because they exhibit perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy [214, 215] and quantum size effects lead-
ing [79, 173] to GMR. Generally, the dependence of the film
morphology on atomic-size mismatch effects at interfaces is
of major importance for fundamental and technological rea-
sons [79, 173, 214, 215]. In particular, the influence of a large
deposit atom on small underlayer atoms, and vice versa, for
two elements which are completely immiscible in the bulk
has been largely investigated [196, 206, 214–217]. Especially,
ultrathin Co/Au(111) layers and superlattices have shown a
large diversity in magnetic domain sizes [214, 215] and related
film morphology [196, 206, 216] that depend strongly on the
deposition conditions used. It was observed [206, 196] that sur-
face reconstruction of Au(111) influences the nucleation and
the subsequent growth of Co layers. Thus, during growth on
an Au(111) surface, depending on the stacking period of the
close-packed planes, the Co structure can be either a hexago-
nal close-packed (hcp), a fcc, or a twinned fcc one. TEM and
HREM studies of Co/Au MLs, grown by other techniques as for
instance ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) physical vapor deposition or
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), have shown an hcp stacking of
the close-packed Co planes [196, 206, 216, 218–222].

Traditionally, sputtering is a simple and rapid method for
growth of polycrystalline thin films having a morphology that
can easily be adjusted by the deposition conditions. How-
ever, it has been shown [156] that sputter-grown Co/Au MLs,
with (111) texture, exhibit low-field GMR due to low magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy in Co layers. Analyses of their X-ray
diffraction and 59Co NMR spectra [133] provide indirect evi-
dence that Co layers are severely expanded along the growth
direction and exhibit an unusual Co stacking. A detailed study
of the magnetotransport and optical properties [158] as a func-
tion of Co layer thickness has also revealed a significant change
in the distribution of grain sizes with profound influences on the
variation of the GMR effect.

A study of the film morphology and the Co crystal structure
of the low-field GMR Co/Au MLs as a function of Co layer
thickness, using TEM and high-resolution-electron-microscopy
(HREM) has shown [157]:

(i) [Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 multilayers.
The [Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 MLs exhibit the maximum GMR
ratio [156]. The growth of [Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 MLs on
(001) Si, with an intervening 100-nm thick SiNx buffer layer,
is strongly textured with the (111) planes of Au oriented nor-
mal to the direction of growth, as in low-field GMR Co/Cu
MLs [131]. The MLs exhibit a characteristic columnar mode
of growth (Fig. 24a), with a highly twinned structure, where the
twin planes are the (111) planes of growth [156]. The corre-
sponding electron diffraction pattern of the MLs, in Figure 24b,
shows reflections of the [011] and the [112] zone axes of Au
and the [011] axis of the Si substrate, with the 111̄ reflection
of Au oriented exactly parallel to the 004 reflection of Si for
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Fig. 24. (a) Bright-field (BF) TEM image illustrating the columnar mode
of growth of the low-field GMR [Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 multilayers on an
Si(001)/SiNx substrate. The Co/Au layers appear as successive bright and dark
bands, respectively. (b) Corresponding diffraction pattern where the twinning
reflections reveal the existence of multiple twin planes, having as twin planes
the (111) planes of growth. Reproduced with permission from [157], copyright
2000, Elsevier Science.

both zone axes of Au. These zone axes were observed in all
diffraction patterns, which can easily be explained by consider-
ing the statistical distribution of the various orientations. Thus,
within the large field of view of the selected-area aperture of the
microscope, one always expects to find columns having these
zone axes orientations. The arc-shaped intensity of the reflec-
tions arising from the MLs, as shown in Figure 24b, indicates
that they consist of small misoriented grains within a range of
10◦, whereas the satellite reflections around the fundamental
111̄ reflection of Au verify the overall modulated structure. The
crystal structure of the MLs is rather homogeneous, since the
columns grow unperturbed over many successive Co/Au layers
or even from the bottom to the top surface of the MLs. From the

diffraction patterns, the d spacing of the (111) planes of Au was
found to be d111̄(Au) = 0.229 nm, which is smaller in respect
to the bulk Au value of 0.2355 nm. In addition, the d spac-
ing of the 200 reflection of Au was found to be d200(Au) =
0.198 nm, which is reduced by 2.5% relative to bulk Au value
of 0.2039 nm. In addition, the interplanar spacing of the 22̄0
reflection of the [112] zone axis is d22̄0(Au) = 0.141 nm, con-
tracted by 2.2% relative to its bulk value of 0.1442 nm. Since
the d111̄ spacing of Au is reduced by 2.8%, it is concluded that
there is an almost isotropic volume contraction in the unit cell of
Au, that is slightly higher along the normal to the close-packed
planes of growth.
Dark field (DF) images, taken from a plan view specimen, re-
veal [157] that the typical columnar diameters are of the order
of a few tens of nanometers while the corresponding diffrac-
tion pattern depicts the characteristic 22̄0 ring of polycrystalline
Au, as was expected from the preferred orientation of growth.
Another faint ring, closer to the central spot, with a measured
d spacing of 0.249 nm has been indexed as the (1/3)4̄22 re-
flections of Au (theoretical value of d = 0.2496 nm). These
reflections, although forbidden, often appear in gold crystals
and their presence is due to twins and microtwins between the
columnar grains, that are misoriented relative to the 〈111〉 di-
rection of growth [220, 222] by 10 to 15◦. It is worth noting,
that the d220(Au) = 0.144 nm measured from the plan view
diffraction pattern is very close to bulk value. This is due to
strain relaxation inside the MLs, since the plan view specimens
were perforated by ion milling and the substrate was completely
removed in the transparent to the electron beam area of the
specimen. However, no characteristic polycrystalline rings of
hcp or fcc Co were identified in the diffraction patterns of the
plan view specimens.
All of the foregoing, in conjunction with the absence of sepa-
rate reflections from hcp or fcc Co in the diffraction patterns
of the cross-section-TEM (XTEM) specimens, show that an av-
erage fcc lattice is formed throughout the columnar structure
of the MLs and thus Co exhibits a cubic structure. Therefore,
we concluded that Co layers were grown epitaxially over Au
and that the d spacing of the (111) planes of Co, along the
direction of growth, should be severely expanded to conform
with the d spacing of the (111) planes of the average lattice,
which is 〈d111〉 = 0.229 nm. In a first approximation, as-
suming that there are distinct nanocrystalline Co layers, the
d111 of Co can be calculated from the expression 〈d111〉 =
6/(NAu + NCo), where 6 is the bilayer thickness and NAu
and NCo are the numbers of atomic planes of Au and Co
per bilayer, respectively. Using 6 = 3.5 nm and NAu =
(2.5 nm/0.2355 nm) = 10.62 atomic planes of Au in one bi-
layer, the expression gives an NCo of 4.67 Co atomic planes
and thus d111(Co) = (1 nm/4.67) = 0.214 nm, that is larger
than the 0.205 nm of bulk fcc Co. The expansion of d111(Co)
spacing along the growth direction is 4.4% and induces severe
strain in the Co layers, reducing the atomic density of Co. Since
the data provide evidence for an epitaxial growth of Co on Au,
then a volume expansion of the Co unit cell is expected, being
more prominent along the growth direction.
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Fig. 25. Diffraction pattern from an XTEM specimen of [Co(3 nm)/
Au(2.5 nm)]30 multilayers sputter grown on an Si(001)/SiNx substrate. Sep-
arate Co reflections (primed indices) are visible, aligned in parallel to Au
reflections, that belong to the [011] and [112] zone axes. Twinning reflec-
tions of both elements are also aligned in parallel. Reproduced with permission
from [157], copyright 2000, Elsevier Science.

(ii) [Co(3 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 multilayers.
The bright-field (BF) image has shown [157] that for [Co(3 nm)/
Au(2.5 nm)]30 MLs, with a Co layer thickness larger than an
Au layer thickness, the samples exhibit a similar texture as in
the previous case. A columnar and twinned, overall, structure is
also observed here, with the same (111) twin planes. However,
plan view micrographs have shown a bimodal distribution of
grain sizes with a larger fraction of small grains relative to the
previous case. In cross-section specimens, the electron diffrac-
tion pattern of the MLs (Fig. 25) contains reflections from the
[011] and the [112] zone axes of Au and well-resolved reflec-
tions from Co, oriented exactly parallel to all the Au reflections.
It was found that the value of d111̄(Au) = 0.233 nm is much
closer to the bulk value in contrast to the results of the previ-
ous case. The d spacing of the 2̄20 reflection was found to be
d2̄20(Au) = 0.143 nm which is contracted by 1% from its bulk
value. Thus, an isotropic volume contraction of an Au unit cell
is still present.
To determine whether Co adopts an fcc or an hcp structure, the
ratios of the relative distances from the central spot and the an-
gles between the Co reflections were estimated. In this way,
it is possible to distinguish whether the expanded d(Co) =
0.211 nm value of the first-order reflection, relates to the d111
of fcc Co (0.205 nm) or relates to the d0002 (0.2035 nm) of
hcp Co. Since the Co and Au reflections are oriented in paral-
lel, then the reflections of Co in Figure 25 can be assigned to

the [011] and the [112] zone axes of cubic Co. In the first zone
axis, the measurements give a relative ratio of 1.15 and an angle
of 55◦ between the 200/111̄ reflections, which are very close
to the theoretical 1.155 and 54.74◦ values. In the [112] zone
axis, the relative ratios between the 2̄20/1̄1̄1 and the 3̄11/1̄1̄1
reflections are determined to be 1.64 and 1.93, respectively, in
agreement with the theoretical values of 1.633 and 1.915. The
measured angles are 90 and 59◦, respectively, which are also
in excellent agreement with the theoretical values of 90 and
58.52◦. If the Co structure is hexagonal, the reflections of Co
in Figure 25 should belong to the [011̄0] and the [21̄1̄0] zone
axes, taking into consideration an epitaxial growth. For the first
zone axis, the theoretical distance ratio between the 21̄1̄0/0002
reflections is 1.587. This ratio is far from the 1.64 measured
value, although the angle between these reflections is 90◦ which
matches the theoretical one. However, the measured distance
ratio between the 21̄1̄2̄/0002̄ reflections is 1.93, instead of the
theoretical 1.876 value, and the corresponding angle is 59◦, in-
stead of the theoretical 57.79◦ value. For the [21̄1̄0] zone axis, a
relative ratio of 1.15 and an angle of 55◦ are measured between
the 011̄1/0002 reflections, whereas the theoretical values are
1.045 and 61.38◦, respectively. The 011̄0-type reflections that
belong to this zone axis could not be identified in the diffrac-
tion patterns.
A diffraction pattern from a plan view specimen has
shown [157] that the 22̄0 ring of polycrystalline Au with a
d22̄0(Au) = 0.143 nm is in agreement with that measured
from cross-section specimens. This experimental value is still
smaller than the theoretical value of 0.1442 nm. Thus, despite
the perforation of the specimen, a partially relaxed state of Au
layers is expected due to larger thicknesses of the MLs. Next to
a 22̄0 ring of Au, a fainter ring with d = 0.129 nm appeared,
that was identified as the 22̄0 ring of cubic Co (theoretical
value d22̄0(Co) = 0.1256 nm) by taking into account a mod-
erate expansion of Co lattice parameters. If the Co structure
is hexagonal, this ring should correspond to the 112̄0 reflec-
tion of polycrystalline Co, having a theoretical d111̄0(Co) =
0.1253 nm, close to the measured value as well. In that case,
the viewing direction should lie parallel to the [0001] zone
axis of Co, that includes the strong 101̄0-type reflections with
a d101̄0(Co) = 0.217 nm. However, no such ring is detected
in plan view diffraction patterns. The appearance of the faint
(1/3)4̄22, 111, and 311 rings of Au can be explained again as in
the previous case.
It is obvious from the electron diffraction analysis, that the
experimental data are in agreement with the theoretical val-
ues only if the Co layers exhibit a cubic symmetry. Since the
reflections of cubic Co are oriented exactly parallel to the cor-
responding reflections of Au, it is verified that Co layers grow
epitaxially on Au. However, an average lattice cannot be con-
sidered when the Co layer thickness is close or is larger than the
Au layer thickness, because the diffraction patterns show dis-
tinct Co reflections with d111(Co) and d111(Au) spacings close
to their bulk values. The inset in Figure 25 shows an enlarged
area of the diffraction pattern, where the satellite reflections
arising from the bilayer modulation can be resolved next to the
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Fig. 26. High-resolution TEM image of the low-field GMR
[Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 multilayers, illustrating the ABCabc stacking
sequence of the closed-packed planes in Co layers. The white inclined solid
line depicts the trace of a (1̄11) plane that transverses successive Au and
Co layers without any change in orientation. Reproduced with permission
from [157], copyright 2000, Elsevier Science.

first-order 111̄ reflections of Au and Co. As mentioned earlier,
the d spacing of (111) Co planes along the growth direction
was found to be 0.211 nm, that is expanded by 2.9% relative
to the corresponding bulk value. In addition the d220 of Co is
0.129 nm, expanded by 2.7% relative to its bulk value. Thus, a
volume expansion of the Co unit cell is detected, that is slightly
higher along the normal to the close-packed planes of growth,
but overall can be considered as isotropic expansion. The Co
lattice expansion is reduced as the Co layer thickness increases
and the strain is gradually relaxed.

(iii) The growth process.
To understand the growth process of the MLs deposition,
HREM observations were performed on both types of speci-
mens. These observations were performed at the same orienta-
tion as the conventional TEM observations. Two typical cases
are presented in Figures 26 and 27. As seen from both HREM
images, the growth of Co progresses with a stacking sequence
of close-packed planes which are oriented parallel to the sur-
face of the substrate successively with the (111) planes of Au.
The MLs structures contain planar defects, as stacking faults
and twin boundaries, that are mostly lying parallel to the planes
of growth. The existence of these planar defects within the Co
layers can modify the stacking sequence of the close-packed
planes and are expected to alter the stacking along the direc-
tion of growth from fcc to hcp and vice versa. However, this
phenomenon will be localized in the defected area only and,

Fig. 27. High-resolution TEM image of the [Co(3 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 mul-
tilayers, where the ABCabc stacking sequence of the closed-packed planes in
Co layers indicates the formation of fcc Co during growth. Reproduced with
permission from [157], copyright 2000, Elsevier Science.

generally, is not expected to influence the observed long-range
fcc symmetry inside the Co layers.
As illustrated in Figure 26, the observed stacking sequence
in the undefected areas of both Co and Au layers of the
[Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 MLs is ABCABC and the d spac-
ings of the (111) planes of Co and Au are more or less the
same, indicating a large expansion of the d111(Co) relative to
its bulk value. The white inclined solid line depicts the trace
of a (1̄11) plane that transverses successive Au and Co layers
without any change in orientation. This observation supports
the results of the electron diffraction analysis, concerning the
existence of an average fcc lattice in these types of MLs. As
shown in Figure 27, the stacking sequence of close-packed
planes in Co layers of the [Co(3 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 MLs is
also ABCabc, indicating the formation of fcc Co during growth.
However, the d111(Co) here is less expanded relative to its bulk
value, whereas d111(Au) is rather close to its corresponding
bulk value. This observation also supports the electron diffrac-
tion results and excludes the existence of an average lattice in
these types of MLs.
As in Co/Cu MLs, magnetron sputtering has been success-
fully used to produce high-quality thin Co/Au MLs. These
MLs present a well-defined layered morphology, exhibiting tex-
tured columnar growth with a twinned crystal structure. For Co
layer thicknesses of 1–3 nm and constant Au layer thickness of
2.5 nm, the Co layering corresponds to fcc stacking epitaxially
grown on the (111) planes of Au. However, depending on the
Co layer thickness, an important difference in the structure was
verified. In thinner (1 nm) Co layers, an expanded fcc lattice is
obtained, while the Au lattice is compressed. In this case, both
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materials tend to form an average fcc lattice with an interpla-
nar spacing along the growth direction closer to Au d spacing.
For thicker (3 nm) Co layers an expanded fcc lattice occurs as
well, but in this case the expansion is significantly reduced and
the Au lattice is only slightly contracted. No average lattice is
formed in this case and along the growth direction both ele-
ments exhibit interplanar spacings closer to their bulk values.

4.4. Spin-Echo 59Co NMR Used for Nondestructive
Evaluation of Co Layering

4.4.1. Changes in NMR Spectra Due to Structural
Modifications in Sputter-grown Co/Au and
Co/Cu Multilayers

Spin-echo 59Co nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has prov-
ed [38] to be a powerful method that distinguishes the com-
ponents from the interfaces and the bulk Co layer [202] and
provides information about the local Co atomic packing in mul-
tilayered structures. Since the NMR spectra of sputtered GMR
Co/Cu MLs have been studied extensively [38, 202], resulting
in a unique assignment between the spectral lines and the corre-
sponding Co stacking, we decided to investigate the 59Co NMR
spectra of these, low-field GMR, Co/Au MLs in comparison
with spectra obtained from Co/Cu MLs as well. The developed
Co layering deserves further investigation because it is relat-
ing a kinetically grown Co layer structure with possible GMR
applications of Co/Au MLs. To indirectly probe the local struc-
ture differences in the Co layers of low-field GMR Co/Cu and
Co/Au MLs as a function of tCo, complementary information
from 59Co NMR and X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements
has been employed [133].

A thorough examination of the structural, magnetotrans-
port and optical properties of the Co/Cu specimens is given
in Ref. [134]. For the Co/Cu MLs, the estimated tCo values,
obtained from X-ray reflectivity spectra [134], are: 0.78, 1.26,
1.74, 2.37, and 3.12 nm while a tCu ≈ 2.1 nm is found for all the
samples. In Co/Au MLs, the layer thicknesses were estimated
by fitting the measured XRD intensities with the superlattice
refinement (SUPREX) program [228]. The resultant tCo values
are: 1.24, 1.56, 2.05, 2.46, and 3.11 nm while a tAu ≈ 2.4 nm
is found in all the Co/Au samples. Typical Co/Au XRD pro-
files are shown in Figure 28. Asymmetric peak intensities are
observed below and above the zero-order reflections, that are
indexed to (111) fcc Bragg peaks. A superlattice refinement
(SUPREX) fitting has shown that [133]:

(i) The average, out of film plane, d111-spacing distances
of Co and Au layers are expanded relative to bulk (Fig. 29 top).
Thus, the obtained dAu parameter is about 0.237 nm while the
dCo values scale linearly between 0.208 and 0.214 nm. Com-
paratively, the corresponding bulk value for fcc Au is dAu

111 =
0.2355 nm, the bulk value for hcp Co along the [0001] direc-
tion is dCo

0002 = 0.2023 nm, and the bulk value for fcc Co is
dCo

111 = 0.2047 nm. The results in Figure 29 indicate that the
strains mostly affect the Co layer structure while the Au lay-
ering is unaffected from changes of tCo. The remarkable Co

Fig. 28. Plots of medium angle XRD patterns (points) and the correspond-
ing fitting curves (solid line) obtained from the SUPREX analysis of low-field
GMR [Co(tCo)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 multilayers. The obtained Co layer thicknesses
tCo are displayed. The position of the zeroth-order reflection, indexed to the
(111) fcc Bragg peak, is marked with a bar. Reproduced with permission
from [133], copyright 1999, The American Physical Society.

lattice-spacing expansion, that is about 0.04–0.1 nm greater
than the bulk fcc or hcp Co values, shows that their layer struc-
ture is severely truncated along the growth direction.

(ii) The obtained interface roughness (Fig. 29 middle) re-
mains unchanged in the Au layer and is equal to the dAu (about
0.237 nm).

Comparatively, Figure 30 shows a high magnification TEM
image of the low-field GMR [Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 mul-
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Fig. 29. In low-field GMR [Co(tCo)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 multilayers the variation
of d111 spacings and the obtained dAu, dCo as a function of Co layer thickness
tCo is shown on top. The variation of the estimated interface roughness ti for
every Co and Au layer is plotted in the middle. The obtained changes for the
interface distance h (left axis) and the interface fluctuation width c (right axis)
with tCo are shown in the bottom plot. Reproduced with permission from [133],
copyright 1999, The American Physical Society.

tilayers, depicting the morphology of the Co/Au multilayers.
A line contrast profile shows the sharpness of Co/Au interfaces
across a series of nine successive bilayers.

In contrast to experimental techniques that measure macro-
scopic properties, zero-field NMR probes the local magnetic
environment of the resonating nuclei through the hyperfine
field, Bhf = (2π/γh)A〈S〉, A and 〈S〉 being the hyperfine
coupling constant and the average electronic spin, respectively.
Thus, NMR is very sensitive to atoms in the first neighbor shell
and probes the local environment—the kind and the number
of atoms—in the nearest neighbor (nn) shell as well as inter-
atomic distances. It is well established that Co in a regular
closed-packed environment [160] has the NMR frequency of
217 MHz for the fcc stacking and 220–226 MHz for the hcp.
This frequency can be slightly shifted if a strain is present in
a sample [161] but a fingerprint of a purely Co environment
remains a well-resolved, relatively narrow line. Such a line, cor-

Fig. 30. (a) A high magnification TEM image of a multilayer area showing
the morphology of the Co/Au interlayer. (b) A line profile showing the contrast
variation across a series of nine successive bilayers. Reproduced with permis-
sion from [156], copyright 1998.
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Fig. 31. Spin-echo 59Co NMR spectra in low-field GMR
[Co(tCo)/Cu(2.1 nm)]30 multilayers at 4.2 K. The integral spectra inten-
sity is normalized to the sample area and reflects the intensity variation with Co
layer thickness. The hyperfine frequency range is chosen to present the details
of the interface part. The inset shows the details of the bulk part. Reproduced
with permission from [133], copyright 1999, The American Physical Society.

responding to the “bulk” of the Co layer, is clearly visible in
all the recorded spectra from the Co/Cu MLs with tCo≈1 nm.
The bulk line is fully demonstrated in the inset of Figure 31,
where its frequency position is slightly below the regular non-
strained fcc Co line (212–216 MHz). The lack of structure on
the high-frequency side of this peak indicates that there is no
significant presence of hcp admixture. According to previous
studies [160], it is assumed that each Cu atom introduces a
downshift of the NMR frequency by 16 MHz as an nn in a Co
host. Thus, the extended tail on the low-frequency side of the
main Co line intensity can be assigned to Co atoms located at
the Co/Cu interfaces. Figure 31 shows details of the spectrum
that exhibit the characteristic features [202] emanating from a
Co–Cu interface mixed over several atomic layers.

A coarse estimate of the Co content in the interface region
can be made by plotting the variation of signal intensity in
the two respective parts of a spectrum with the nominal tCo
(Fig. 32). The lower frequency limit for the bulk part has been
taken at 205 MHz. The intercept of the extrapolated bulk line
indicates that about 1 nm of deposited Co atoms per layer are in-
volved in the interface signal. However, the interface line has a
cutoff at a lower value, suggesting that some intensity from the
interface is missing due to a nonmagnetic or a very weakly mag-
netic, fraction of Co atoms. In Figure 32, the sum of bulk and
interface signal intensity extrapolates to zero at about 0.175 nm.
This indicates that about one atomic plane of deposited Co

Fig. 32. The variation of signal intensity, obtained from the interface (circles)
and bulk (triangles) components of the Co/Cu NMR spectra (Fig. 31), is plot-
ted as a function of nominal tCo. The intercept of the extrapolated bulk line
indicates that about 1 nm of deposited Co atoms per layer is involved in the
interface signal. The plot representing a sum of the bulk and interface signal
intensity (squares) extrapolates to zero at about 0.175 nm. Reproduced with
permission from [133], copyright 1999, The American Physical Society.

per Co layer becomes nonmagnetic. A detailed analysis of the
spectra, discussed as follows, shows that the local Co concen-
tration that is involved in the nonmagnetic interface layers is
less than 20%. Since cross-section TEM images [131] clearly
show the Co/Cu multilayer stacking in the columnar grains, a
detailed analysis of the interface structure has been performed
by assuming symmetric interfaces, using the spectrum mod-
eling procedure described in previous studies [202, 203]. In
Figure 33, an example of spectrum decomposition into the hy-
pothetical subspectra computed for each atomic layer in the
interface is shown. A bulk Co line can be fitted at 214 MHz
(strained fcc Co) as well as a broad line at 205 MHz correspond-
ing to the grain boundaries. The obtained average concentration
profile for one bilayer is plotted in Figure 34 for the sample with
tCo = 1.5 nm, indicating CoCu intermixing due to interdiffu-
sion at their boundaries. However, the absence of a bulk Co
signal for tCo < 1 nm (Fig. 31) shows that Co does not grow in
three-dimensional islands (discontinuous layers) but grows in
the layer-by-layer mode, because the Co atoms inside the clus-
ters will give rise to bulk Co NMR intensity in the case of island
formation.

A closer examination of the spectra in Figure 31 reveals
that with increasing tCo a modification of the interface struc-
ture takes place in the frequency range above 150 MHz. This is
reflected in the hyperfine field distribution that has been aver-
aged over the entire film volume, implying that internal stresses
enhance the interface roughness for thicker MLs. To examine
this effect, NMR measurements were performed in three Co/Cu
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Fig. 33. Experimental and fitted NMR spectrum showing the interface layer
contributions and the bulk component (shaded area) from the contribution of the
fcc-Co phase. One component corresponding to the grain boundaries is added
with a broad line at 205 MHz. Reproduced with permission from [133], copy-
right 1999, The American Physical Society.

Fig. 34. Average concentration profile for the Co/Cu bilayer obtained from the
analysis of the NMR spectrum (Fig. 33) in [Co(1.5 nm)/Cu(2.1 nm)]30 multi-
layers. The dark levels show the Co percentage per atomic plane. Reproduced
with permission from [133], copyright 1999, The American Physical Society.

Fig. 35. Experimental NMR spectra from three Co/Cu samples with the same
Co and Cu layer thickness but a different number of bilayers. As shown, the rel-
ative signal intensity from the interface part of the spectrum grows significantly
as the number of bilayers increases. Reproduced with permission from [133],
copyright 1999, The American Physical Society.

samples with a different number of bilayers and the same layer
thicknesses. As shown in Figure 35, the relative signal inten-
sity from the interface part of the spectrum is growing larger
with the number of bilayers rather than with increasing tCo for
a constant number of bilayers. Consequently, it may be inferred
that an additive Co layer roughness evolves from the bottom to
the top of the Co/Cu MLs due to development of internal stress
gradients with increasing film thickness.

In Figure 36, the Co/Au MLs exhibit totally different NMR
spectra from those observed in GMR Co/Cu MLs [202–204],
showing one striking feature that is distinct from all the known
NMR spectra in Co-based MLs. Practically there is no resolved
bulk Co line even for tCo as thick as 3 nm. This feature is best
displayed in Figure 37, where the NMR spectra of Co/Au MLs
are compared with the corresponding spectra of Co/Cu MLs for
tCo = 1 and 3 nm. Thus, it is evident that in these, low-field
GMR, Co/Au MLs there is no regular Co environment [156,
158] with 12-Co neighbors located at distances characteristic to
the close-packed structures (hcp or fcc). A strong modification
of the intralayer Co structure has to be introduced to explain the
large distribution of hyperfine fields in the NMR spectra.

As a first source, it is reasonable to assume that an amor-
phous-like (topological) disorder can be induced in the Co
layers due to a large (15%) lattice mismatch between Co and
Au. However, the observed [205] NMR spectra of amorphous
CoM alloys (M-metalloids like B, P, C) exhibit a well-resolved
Co line, corresponding to Co atoms surrounded only with Co
nn. The frequency of this line is about 220 MHz, close to that
of crystalline Co, and is relatively narrow in contrast to the
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Fig. 36. The experimental (points) and calculated 59Co NMR spectra from
low-field GMR [Co(tCo)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 multilayers at 4.2 K are shown on the
top plot. The spin-echo intensity is normalized to the sample area. The ob-
tained frequency positions for the high- (f1), low- (f2) frequency zones, and
their average frequency (ftot) are plotted in the middle as a function of t2Co.
The integrated intensities for the high- (f1), low- (f2) average frequency (ftot)
zones are plotted as function of the nominal tCo (bottom). Reproduced with
permission from [133], copyright 1999, The American Physical Society.

broad and asymmetric line observed (Fig. 36) in the low-field
GMR Co/Au MLs. Thus, a glassy disordering, corresponding to
isotropic and homogeneous atomic density of amorphous ma-
terials, cannot explain the observed NMR spectra.

A second source of structural disorder may arise from a sig-
nificant doping (intermixing) of Co layers with: (i) Au atoms
due to interdiffusion and (ii) other impurities (like Co ox-
ides) from a dirty sputtering chamber. This possibility has been
investigated with two Co-rich films, grown under the same de-
position conditions: one with a pure Co(60 nm) layer and a
second Co(60 nm)/Au(20 nm) film, where the Co layer is pro-
tected from oxidation by depositing a Au layer on top. XRD
patterns from the as-deposited Co(60 nm) film revealed a broad

Fig. 37. Comparison of 59Co NMR spectra between Co/Au and Co/Cu multi-
layers tCo = 1 and 3 nm, respectively. Reproduced with permission from [133],
copyright 1999, The American Physical Society.

diffraction feature located (Fig. 38 top) near the fcc and hcp
Co Bragg peaks with Miller indices (111) and (200). How-
ever, in Co(60 nm)/Au(20 nm) the XRD spectra exhibit an
intense fcc (111) Au peak and the subsequent (222) fcc peak,
indicating that the top layer of Au is (111) textured. Postanneal-
ing of the as-deposited Co(60 nm)/Au(20 nm) film at 650 ◦C
for 4 h and postannealing of the Co(60 nm) film at 450 ◦C
for 24 h, led to recrystallization of the Co layer in the fcc
phase (Fig. 37 top). The NMR spectra from the as-deposited
and postannealed Co(60 nm)/Au(20 nm) and Co(60 nm) films
are shown in Figure 37. In addition, the XRD (Fig. 28) and
cross-section Figure 30 TEM measurements [156, 157] provide
evidence for a well-defined multilayer structure, indicating that
an extended doping or Co–Au intermixing is very unlikely.

To fit the NMR spectra, a model with two spectral compo-
nents, called “zones,” was considered. The component at lower
frequencies takes into account the observed intensity from the
interfaces, with at least 3 Au nn, whereas the bulk Co layer,
with 12 Co nn, corresponds to a high-frequency range. The line
broadening in every component was approximated by introduc-
ing the concept of magnetic vacancies. As in Co/Cu MLs, a
magnetic vacancy at the nn shell of Co is assumed to cause
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Fig. 38. Typical XRD spectra from the as-deposited and postannealed
Co(60 nm) film are shown on the top. The bottom and middle figures show the
NMR spectra from the as-deposited and postannealed single layer Co(60 nm)
and Co(60 nm)/Au(20 nm) films, respectively. Reproduced with permission
from [133], copyright 1999, The American Physical Society.

a frequency downshift of 16 MHz. The observed line broad-
ening was calculated for every component by considering a
random distribution of magnetic vacancies in the nn shell of
Co that produces a binomial distribution of intensities. In this
model, the fitting parameters were the magnetic vacancy con-
centration and the relative intensities of the respective spectral
components. The agreement between experimental and calcu-
lated NMR spectra is shown in Figure 36 (top).

The possibility to study the strain of Co with NMR arises
from the dependence of the hyperfine field on the atomic dis-
tances. In magnetic solids, the influence of the local structure
and the symmetry on Bhf, the effective hyperfine field sensed
by the nuclear spin, arises from two effects: the sensitivity of
the transferred hyperfine interaction to the local environment
and the dependence of the orbital and the atomic dipolar part
of Bhf on the local symmetry. These features enable one to dis-
criminate between fcc, bcc, and hcp phases, or stacking faults
in the pure phase, through the magnitude of Bhf, and between

fcc, hcp, and trigonal or tetragonal deformed fcc through its
anisotropy [159, 160]. Furthermore, since the Bhf is mainly
the result of a delicate balance between the spatial distribution
of the spin-up and spin-down electrons, it is also sensitive to
distortions of these spatial distributions [161] (strain effects).
Since in Co/Au MLs the linewidth of the bulk Co compo-
nent broadens significantly by decreasing tCo (Fig. 36 (top)),
then a strain gradient would exist within the Co layer, because
the strain induced shift is of the same order as the linewidth.
Incoherent Co/Ag and Co/Cu MLs exhibit a [161] shift of
Bhf with tCo that is proportional to the strain (ε) in the inter-
face plane (Bhf ∼ ε) and that is inversely proportional to tCo
(Bhf ∼ 1/tCo). A meaningful relation between these parame-
ters shows that the average frequencies, f1 (high frequency) and
f2 (low frequency), scale linearly with t2Co (Fig. 36 middle) in
Co/Au MLs. Thus, the variation of f1 and f2 frequencies does
not follow the observed [161] 1/tCo dependence for completely
incoherent MLs.

Usually, strain gradient in a film is initiated from internal
stress variations as we move from the interfaces toward the
middle of a layer. Such a case can be realized in a layer-by-
layer mode of growth where the film is subjected to a change of
interfacial stress from the bottom to the top. In Figure 36, the
variation of NMR intensity as a function of tCo resembles the
dependence of the interface distance h parameter (Fig. 29). This
may imply that either the assumed concentration of magnetic
vacancies originates from misfit dislocations at the Co/Au in-
terfaces or the excessive internal strain exists along the growth
direction of Co. Thus, the first one is expected to increase while
the second one is expected to relieve strain energy in some way
for thicker tCo. Comparatively, previous studies [206] indicate
that in semicoherent Co/Au(111) interfaces a large concentra-
tion of misfit dislocations appear inside the entire Co layer
volume, whereas Co layers on Ag(111) exhibit misfits only near
the Co/Ag interface. Additionally, it was shown [206] that mag-
netic anisotropy is very sensitive in such types of changes at the
Co/Au interfaces and the Co layer structure. Furthermore, an
NMR study performed [207] in thin Co films grown by molec-
ular beam epitaxy reveals a dependence of the structural phase
composition on the substrate and the growth temperature used,
which alter significantly the macroscopic magnetic properties.

The observed NMR spectra indicate that Co grows pseudo-
morphically [208] in the fcc phase between the Cu layers, while
in as-made Co/Au MLs a metastable nanostructure of Co is
generated. Generally, the major difference between the Co/Cu
and Co/Au MLs is the lattice mismatch of the constituent el-
ements along the 〈111〉 direction of growth. This is about 2%
for Co on fcc Cu and about 15% for Co on top of fcc Au. In
sputtered Co/Ag MLs—that exhibit a 14% lattice mismatch as
well—it is observed [159] that Ag forms bridges and discon-
tinuous Co layers for tCo < 1.5 nm. In addition, sputter-grown
Ni81Fe19/Ag MLs [209, 227] deposited above 300 K and Co
layers doped with small amounts of Ag form discontinuous
layers and immiscible solid solutions with the Co host, respec-
tively. Conversely, formation of Co–Cu solid solutions [210,
211] and metastable phases [212] were reported in thin films
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and nanocrystalline particles. Since the Co/Cu and Co/Au MLs
were grown under exactly the same deposition conditions, the
deformed Co layer structure in Co/Au MLs can be attributed to:
(i) The frequently observed stacking faults in Co films [213],
arising from the negligibly small difference in free energy be-
tween the fcc and hcp packing in two dimensions. (ii) The large
lattice mismatch between Co and Au. (iii) The unique abil-
ity [196] of the Au(111) surface to reconstruct during growth
of Co layers on Au.

Thus, structural information obtained from XRD data anal-
ysis can be used complementary with NMR spectroscopy to
indirectly probe the local structure differences in multilayers
with magnetic Co layers. Specifically, while the NMR spectra
in Co/Cu MLs reveal an fcc Co layer stacking, the low-field
GMR Co/Au MLs exhibit a broad distribution of magnetic hy-
perfine fields that cannot be assigned to any of the known Co
structures. Analysis of the Co/Au superlattice reflections from
the XRD patterns indicates that the Co layers expand signifi-
cantly along the growth direction relative to the close-packed
lattice values, with the larger expansion confined to thinner Co
layers. This Co layer lattice expansion induces a reduced den-
sity and the resultant distribution of internal stresses is reflected
in the NMR spectra.

4.4.2. The Effect of Annealing on the NMR Spectra of
Co/Au MLs

Rapidly quenched Co1−xAux films [96] form a typical phase
separation system, which can be a reference for the study
of amorphous-crystalline transformations after annealing. Ac-
cording to the so-called Ostwald rule [96], heat treatment
of quenched Co1−xAux films produces transformations from
the less stable state, with increased Au–Co atomic solubil-
ity in amorphous or single-phase metastable matrices, to a
two-phase equilibrium fcc state through a succession of inter-
mediate metastable phases of increasing stability. Thus, heating
of amorphous Co–30Au films [96] above 150 ◦C resulted in
an irreversible change from the amorphous structure to a sin-
gle metastable fcc crystalline structure, which subsequently
decomposed into equilibrium Au and Co fcc structures above
300 ◦C. Practically, it is important that annealing of Co–Au thin
films or MLs required [96, 151, 152] only 10 to 60 min to
complete structural transformations between 200 and 300 ◦C,
whereas in bulk Co1−xAux alloys the microstructural changes
continue as a function of aging time [154, 155] up to few days.

This phase separation process is applied to cosputtered [151]
Co1−xAux thin films or rapidly quenched ribbons to engineer
their magnetotransport properties after annealing. Heat treat-
ment of Co/Au multilayers (MLs) at 300 ◦C revealed [152]
a controllable way, with a profound technological impact in
magnetic-storage applications, to change the magnetic aniso-
tropy of Co by sharpening the Co/Au interfaces. However, the
observed structural transformations in the Co–Au phase dia-
gram of Co1−xAux thin films [96, 151], multilayers [152] and
rapidly quenched ribbons [154, 155] have been identified by

standard X-ray scattering and electron microscopy techniques,
but not with spin-echo 59Co NMR measurements.

The observation [156, 158] of low-field GMR in sputter-
grown Co/Au MLs has initiated the study [133, 157] of Co
layering in these MLs. Investigation of the as-made [Co(1 nm)/
Au(2.5 nm)]30 MLs, which exhibit the maximum [158] GMR
effect, with conventional and high-resolution TEM has
shown [157] that the Co layer structure mainly adopts an
expanded fcc lattice without misfit dislocations and Co–Au al-
loying (without excluding dilution-partial intermixing at the
interfaces). These measurements show that the Co lattice is
expanded by 4.4% relative to the known closed-packed Co.
Remarkably, 59Co NMR spectra of the as-made MLs have re-
vealed [133] a unique profile that could not be assigned to any
of the known bulk crystalline or glassy Co structures. In addi-
tion, NMR measurements have been used as the microscopic
technique to investigate [153] the effect of postannealing on the
microstructure of the as-made [Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 MLs.

Six separate MLs of [Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 were grown
on Si(100)/SiNx(70 nm) substrates that were thermally isolated
from the water cooled supporting table during deposition. The
amorphous SiNx buffer layer provides an atomically smooth
surface where the (111) texture adopted (Fig. 39) by the Co/Au
MLs is not induced by the substrate [157]. Five samples were
postannealed separately inside the deposition chamber at 200,
300, 350, 400, and 600 ◦C for 1 h.

Figure 39 shows the low-angle superlattice Bragg peaks
and the grouping of the satellite peaks around the zeroth-order
(111) peak, from the average (overall) out-of-plane lattice spac-
ing. The low-angle XRD spectra reveal that the multilayered
structure persists up to 400 ◦C. It is worth mentioning that the
XRD spectra (Fig. 39) remain the same for longer postanneal-
ing times (up to 24 h) at 200 and 300 ◦C. The observed strong
intensity of the superlattice peaks after annealing at 200, 300,
and 350 ◦C can be attributed [152] to interface sharpening. The
medium angle spectra show that at 350 ◦C an extra phase of
pure Au coexists with the MLs whereas at 400 ◦C the lay-
ered Co/Au structure is significantly suppressed, exhibiting an
almost complete decomposition into Au and Co crystallites. Al-
though the (200) Bragg peak of Au (d200 = 0.2038 nm) cannot
be resolved from the (111) peak of fcc Co (d111 = 0.2047 nm)
or the (0002) peak of hcp Co (d0002 = 0.2023 nm), the ob-
served peak intensity above 350 ◦C (centered at 2θ = 44.404 ◦
or d spacing = 0.20385 nm) indicates that the diffracted inten-
sity from Co crystallites exhibits a vast peak broadening. Since
at 400 ◦C (Fig. 39) there still exists one low-angle superlattice
Bragg peak, it can be argued that the Co layers become discon-
tinuous by forming pancake-like clusters, as in [159] Co/Ag
MLs.

59Co NMR spectra from the as made sample and from sam-
ples annealed at 200, 300, and 350 ◦C are shown in Figure 40.
As seen in Figure 40, annealing up to 300 ◦C induces only
very small changes in the spectral line shapes with respect to
the spectrum of the as-made sample. These changes concern
the narrowing of the NMR intensity distribution and the shift
of the gravity center of the spectrum, from 167 MHz in the
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Fig. 39. The temperature evolution of the satellite peaks around the zeroth-
order (111) peak from the average Co/Au lattice is shown at the bottom plot for
the low-field GMR [Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)]30 multilayers. The corresponding
low-angle XRD spectra are shown on top.

as-made film to 179 MHz for the sample annealed at 300 ◦C.
However, the general profile of these spectra is maintained and,
as reported earlier [133], it is characterized by a broad inten-
sity distribution in a frequency range that is well below the
characteristic frequency range of the known crystallographic
phases [159, 160] of Co.

A dramatic change in the NMR spectrum is observed
(Fig. 40) after annealing at 350 ◦C. Both, the spectral line shape
and its radio frequency (rf) power dependence indicate that the
multilayer becomes magnetically inhomogeneous. In the NMR
experiment, such inhomogeneities are detected by the presence
of multiple maxima in the signal intensity as a function of the rf
field strength. Thus, samples annealed at 200 and 300 ◦C exhibit
only one maximum of the signal intensity at each frequency,
whereas the sample that is annealed at 350 ◦C exhibits two such
maxima in the NMR signal intensity, each observed at a differ-
ent power of the rf excitation pulses. This behavior indicates
that there are two ferromagnetic components in the sample,
differing considerably in their magnetic stiffness. The decon-
volution of this spectrum is shown in Figure 40. Remarkably,

Fig. 40. The spin-echo 59Co NMR spectra, recorded from the as-made Co/Au
sample and from samples annealed at 200, 300, and 350 ◦C are shown. The
350 ◦C spectrum is decomposed into a low T and a high T (open triangles)
subspectrum.

the spectrum of the magnetically stiffer component is almost
identical with the spectra observed from the samples annealed
up to 300 ◦C. Thus, Co atoms contributing to the intensity of
this spectrum must be located in these parts of the Co layer
that retain the nanostructure of the as-made multilayer, which
is named the low T structure.

Further insight into magnetic inhomogeneity and magnetic
stiffness of the studied system has been obtained by introducing
the concept of the restoring field [163] (Hrest), which describes
the response of local Co magnetization to external rf field exci-
tations. Thus, each value of Hrest is determined by the rf field
strength that corresponds to a maximum NMR signal and is
proportional [163] to magnetic stiffness of the MLs. Now, de-
pending on the source of magnetic stiffness the Hrest can be
related to the anisotropy field of a single-domain sample, the
coercive field resulting from domain-wall effects, the exchange-
biasing or dipolar fields at interfaces, and any combination of
these fields. Figure 41 shows that the Hrest increases consider-
ably at the initial stages of annealing whereas the low-angle
XRD spectra (Fig. 39) show an increase of Co/Au interface
sharpness, which is accompanied by the appearance [152] of
surface anisotropy due to symmetry breaking. Thus, the ob-
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Fig. 41. The average restoring fields, estimated from the low T and high T
NMR subspectra (Fig. 40) of Co/Au multilayers, are plotted as a function of the
annealing temperature. At 350 ◦C, the low T and high T components coexist,
defining a stiff and a soft magnetic phase, respectively. The lines are guides to
the eye.

served increase of the average Hrest should be interpreted as
an enhancement of interface anisotropy due to improvement of
Co/Au interface sharpness. Consequently, the steep decrease of
Hrest, that remains constant with the annealing temperature at
350 ◦C and above (open circles in Fig. 41), can be explained by
the bridging of Au layers through Co.

Figure 42 shows the subspectrum of the high T structure
at 350 ◦C together with NMR spectra from samples annealed
at 400 and 600 ◦C, where the subspectrum of the low T struc-
ture disappears. The observed (Fig. 42) spin-echo intensity can
be fitted with three components, centered at the characteris-
tic Bhf of Co/Au interface coordination, of fcc- and hcp-Co
structures [160]. The integrated intensities of the fitting lines
show that the fraction of hcp-Co stacking increases from 38%
in the sample annealed at 350 ◦C to 69% in the sample annealed
at 600 ◦C. This implies that the shift of Bhf upon anneal-
ing proceeds by a transition to a structure where hexagonal
Co stacking dominates. A plot of the gravity center of each
NMR spectrum against the annealing temperature (Fig. 43)
clearly shows the separation of the low T structure from the

Fig. 42. The NMR spectra of the high T phase are shown for the three
annealing temperatures of 350, 400, and 600 ◦C in Co/Au multilayers. The ob-
served spin-echo intensity can be fitted with three components, corresponding
to Co/Au interface (dot line), fcc (solid line), and hcp (dashed line) Co struc-
tures.

thermodynamically stable, close-packed structures of Co at
350 ◦C.

In conclusion, the complementary use of two nondestruc-
tive, one macroscopic (XRD) and one microscopic (NMR),
techniques has revealed that polycrystalline [Co(1 nm)/
Au(2.5 nm)]30 MLs with (111) texture exhibit two regimes with
respect to the microstructural characteristics of Co. In the low
T structure, the kinetically grown Co layering is characterized
by: (i) continuous layers after postannealing up to 300 ◦C, and
(ii) NMR spectra that cannot be assigned to any of the iden-
tified structures of Co, indicating the formation of a distorted
structure. Postannealing above 350 ◦C transforms the low T Co
structure and modifies the Co layering into a high T configura-
tion, that is characterized by: (i) a microstructure that forms a
layered granular film due to penetration of Au across the thin-
ner Co layers, and (ii) NMR spectra, indicating that inside the
pancake-like clusters of Co the lattice adopts the known fcc and
hcp structures.

A characteristic of the low T Co structure is that the an-
nealing temperature of ∼350 ◦C, above which our Co/Au MLs
(Fig. 42) exhibit the usual NMR spectrum of bulk Co, is com-
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Fig. 43. The gravity center of each NMR Co/Au spectrum is plotted against
the annealing temperature. At 350 ◦C, the low T and high T components coex-
ist, defining two separate gravity centers.

parable with the temperatures where the transformation of bulk
hcp Co to fcc stacking occurs (∼420 ◦C) and the amorphous
Co1−xAux thin films decompose [96] into equilibrium Co and
Au structures (>300 ◦C). Thus, besides that the featureless
NMR spectrum of the low T nanostructure cannot be assigned
to a specific Co coordination [133, 153], its thermal stability
up to 300 ◦C and the TEM measurements [157] indicate that an
unusual Co nanostructure can be formed when Co layers grow
on top of amorphous buffer layers while the substrate temper-
ature is close to room-temperature (RT) during deposition. In
general, the importance of these results relies on the fact that
makes possible the separation of magnetic inhomogeneites and
secondary magnetic phases from complex NMR spectra.

4.5. Structural, Magnetic, and Magnetotransport
Properties of NiFe/Ag Multilayers

In NiFe/Ag discontinuous multilayers (DML), consistent an-
nealing is required to produce consistent grain-size distribu-
tions [223, 209] for optimization of the GMR effect (≈5% at
RT). A systematic change in the saturation magnetostriction
(λs ) and GMR have been observed [224] as a function of an-
nealing temperature (Tan). The increase of λs from negative
to positive values as a function of Tan suggests that the films
are under tensile stress in the as-deposited state. This stress is

gradually reversed with annealing and for λs ≈ 0 the GMR
is maximum. It is believed that the relieved intralayer strain ef-
fects accompanied by grain boundary separation in NiFe layers,
after annealing at 340 ◦C, give rise to micromagnetic changes
that favor an increased interlayer antiferromagnetic (AF) ex-
change coupling JAF.

The observed oscillations in GMR of [232] Ni81Fe19/Cu
and [79] Co/Cu multilayers as a function of Cu spacer thick-
ness, measured at 4.2 and 300 K, provide evidence for the
dependence of JAF from the saturation magnetization Ms in
magnetic layers. In both cases, well-defined oscillations in
GMR are found at 4.2 K for increasing Cu thickness. For the
Co/Cu system, similar oscillations are found at all temperatures
from below 4.2 K to above 400 K whereas in NiFe/Cu only
a single oscillation is observed at RT for magnetron sputtered
multilayers. This might be a consequence of the AF coupling
since in the former system JAF at the first oscillation peak weak-
ens by only 25% between 4.2 and 300 K, whereas in the latter
system JAF changes by a factor of 2.5. Since the JAF is related
to Ms , to the saturation field Hs and the thickness tF of the
magnetic layers as [226]: JAF ≈ −HsMs tF /4, it is reasonable
to argue that in NiFe/Cu multilayers at low temperatures, where
the AF coupling is considerably stronger, it is likely that more
oscillations in coupling will be observed than at higher temper-
atures where the coupling may be weak compared to direct FM
coupling via defects. As-deposited NiFe/Au multilayers [201]
exhibit oscillatory variations in saturation MR as a function
of tAu at RT and present the largest magnetic field sensitivi-
ties yet reported. However, the estimated JAF is much weaker
than in similarly prepared NiFe/Cu and NiFe/Ag multilayers.
Consequently, for this category of NiFe/NM (NM = Cu, Ag,
Au) multilayers the contribution of JAF in the GMR effect is
not always the same. Of particular interest are sputter-grown
NiFe/Ag multilayers, deposited at RT. Although they exhibit a
significant change of the MR effect from RT down to 5 K, an
AF layer coupling was not observed at any temperature [227].

The variation of the higher angle diffraction patterns in the
vicinity of 〈111〉 and 〈222〉 Ag superlattice peaks is displayed
in Figures 44 and 45 for tF ≈ 2 nm as a function of tAg and
for tAg ≈ 4 nm versus tF , respectively. The continuous line
is the calculated profile from SUPREX refinement [228]. The
observed spectra display two important features:

First, the intensity (In) of the n = 0 Bragg-peak (I0) is in-
sensitive for the samples with tF ≈ 2 nm as a function of Ag
thickness while for those with fixed tAg ≈ 4 nm I0 tends to zero
as tF increases from 1.6 to 2.5 nm and I−2 becomes stronger at
the same time. For tAg = 4 nm and tF = 3 nm, I0 almost disap-
pears while the I−1 and I−2 components become very intensive.
It is known that interface roughness effects such as layer thick-
ness fluctuations and interfacial diffusion can cause damping,
broadening, and shifting of the n = 0 satellite peaks but they
cannot reduce the n = 0 peak to be less intensive than the satel-
lites. Therefore, stress effects are responsible for the damping
of the I0 peak.

Second, in Ag 〈222〉 peak position there is a double Bragg
reflection for tF = 1.6 nm which merges to a single peak as
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Fig. 44. XRD profiles of NiFe/Ag multilayers with different Ag layer thick-
ness. The solid line is a fit from SUPREX. The position of the zero-order
satellite peak is marked as I0.

the NiFe layer becomes thicker for constant tAg ≈ 4 nm. For
tF ≈ 2 nm as a function of tAg, the Ag 〈222〉 peak is lost
in the background for tAg = 1.3 and 1.9 nm while only for
tAg = 4.2 nm an additional reflection is clearly seen. Conse-
quently, residual stresses and nucleation of Ag grains through
NiFe grain boundary diffusion [225, 201] might be related to
the observed variations of the spectra. The estimated values
from SUPREX for the lattice expansion of the atomic planes
of NiFe and Ag near the interface are plotted in Figure 46. The
zero layer in Figure 46 corresponds to the bilateral plane that
separates the first atomic layer of each component at the inter-
face.

In Figure 46, there are two major results: (i) The expan-
sion of NiFe layer is always considerably large (about 0.04 nm)
compared to the moderate relaxation of Ag (about 0.01 nm)
except for tF = 2.1 nm and tAg = 1.3 nm. The large NiFe in-
terface expansion may arise from both strain effects and varied
alloy composition. For (Ni, Fe) phases [JCPDS, No. 23-297]
the lattice constant varies from 0.35956 nm (d111 = 0.2076 nm
for 39 atom % of Ni) to 0.35238 nm (d111 = 0.2034 nm for Ni
100%). These values are considerably smaller to those obtained

Fig. 45. XRD profiles of NiFe/Ag multilayers with different NiFe layer thick-
nesses. The position of the zero-order satellite peak is marked as I0. The solid
line is a fit from superlattice refinement (SUPREX) analysis.

and therefore strain effects are eminent at interfaces. (ii) For
thinner NiFe (<2.5 nm) and Ag (<4.5 nm) layers, the expan-
sion on the top of every layer (dark symbol) is more pronounced
relative to the bottom layer which implies that the multilayer
film has a concave bending relative to the Si substrate. Since a
lattice expansion is apparent in both the top and the bottom of
NiFe and Ag layers, their presence can be explained by misfit
dislocations and/or atomic intermixing of NiFe with Ag atoms.
The fact that the refined roughness parameter is always less than
the average (df+dAg)/2 value is an indication that chemical in-
terdiffusion occurs. However, NiFe and Ag are immiscible and
hence the interdiffussion can be considered as a penetration of
atoms into grain boundaries at the interface. For thicker layers,
the strain effects, in [NiFe(3 nm)/Ag(4.8 nm)]20, are likely to
equilibrate since the expansion of the bottom Ag layer exceeds
that on top and vice versa for the NiFe layer. This results in a
better matching of NiFe/Ag layers (see left bottom in Fig. 46)
by creating tensile and compressive interlayer strain in NiFe
and Ag layers, respectively. The change in intensities of the
superstructure pattern (Fig. 44 bottom) clearly shows the differ-
ence. A possible interpretation of changes in elastic strain with
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Fig. 46. Estimated values from superlattice refinement (SUPREX) analysis
for the lattice expansion of the atomic planes of NiFe and Ag near the interface.

increasing thickness is the approach [229] to critical thickness
tc, where the df and the dAg relax to its bulk crystal spacing.

An alternative explanation fits better with the study of mi-
crostructure and magnetoelastic (ME) coupling coefficients in
ultrathin Ni80Fe20/Ag films [230]. It is observed that the effec-
tive ME coefficientsBeff of polycrystalline films have a surface-
dependent component which varies inversely with film thick-
ness tF . This component can change the sign of Beff and can
dramatically increase its magnitude for tF < 2.6 nm, whereas
it is close to zero for tF ≈ 3 nm. In [NiFe(2 nm)/Ag(5.1 nm)]20,
while there is a more pronounced expansion of the bottom NiFe
layer that matches the expansion of the top Ag, a mismatch
of the top NiFe and the bottom Ag appears. Since interfacial
roughness is yet experimentally difficult to distinguish from
interfacial diffuseness, the present data are not sufficient to pro-
vide a complete explanation of interface structural modulation.

In Figures 47 and 48, MR measurements are shown at
RT for [NiFe(tF )/Ag(4 nm)]20 and [NiFe(2 nm)/Ag(tAg)]20
as-deposited films, respectively, with the external magnetic
field direction parallel (right) and perpendicular (left) to film
plane. It is observed (Fig. 47) that the MR effect is isotropic
for tF = 1.5 nm while the maximum MR is achieved for
[NiFe(2 nm)/Ag(4 nm)]20, which exhibits a characteristic
sharpening of the curve around zero field in the parallel direc-

Fig. 47. MR measurements at RT for [NiFe(tF )/Ag(4 nm)]20 as-deposited
films, with the external magnetic field direction parallel (left) and perpendicular
(right) to film plane.

tion. There is only one maximum of �R/R at zero field and
the rounding of the curve for the perpendicular field direction
is caused from film shape anisotropy. MR measurements were
performed at 5 K and the observed curves are shown in Fig-
ure 49 for some selected samples. A considerable change in the
response of transport properties to magnetic field variation oc-
curs relative to RT measurements. In [NiFe(2 nm)/Ag(4 nm)]20,
the effect is almost isotropic. Two common features appear
in these measurements: (i) Saturation of the MR effect is not
achieved and there is a linear decrease with an increasing field
above 0.5 T. The linear variation might be attributed to su-
perparamagnetic NiFe particles. (ii) Two maximum values of
�R/R exist for nonzero negative and positive fields. Note that
at RT an optimum MR effect of 1.5%, with Hs = 100 Oe,
has been observed in [NiFe(2 nm)/Ag(4 nm)]20 multilayers af-
ter 3 h annealing at 400 ◦C. In all annealed samples, a coercive
field Hc was apparent at the maxima of �R/R loops.

Isothermal magnetic measurements were performed with the
field applied parallel (H‖) and perpendicular (H⊥) to a film
plane at 300, 100, and 5 K. The loop shape was character-
istic of ferromagnetically (FM) coupled material without any
detectable coercive field (Hc) above 100 K. Figures 50 and 51
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Fig. 48. MR measurements at RT for [NiFe(2 nm)/Ag(tAg)]20 as-deposited
films, with the external magnetic field direction parallel (left) and perpendicular
(right) to film plane.

display the observed loops at 5 K where a significant Hc has
been observed. It is worth noting that for a pure Ni81Fe19 (100-
nm thick) film on Si(100), coercivity of more than 1 Oe was
not observed at any temperature. A comparison of loops, with
H‖, for samples with variable tAg (Fig. 50 left) to those with
variable tF (Fig. 51 left) shows that Hc remains higher than
10 Oe and oscillates as a function of tAg (Fig. 52) whereas a de-
crease from 24.4 Oe to a bottom value of about 4 Oe is observed
with increasing tF . ForH⊥, the loop shape is similar to that ex-
pected for uniaxial particles with their easy axes (EA) randomly
oriented with an exception for [NiFe(2 nm)/Ag(4 nm)]20 and
[NiFe(2.5 nm)/Ag(4 nm)]20, where rotation of magnetic mo-
ments out of the film plane is “easier” and the shape anisotropy
does not modify the loop like in the other samples. For both
samples, with H⊥ geometry, an Hc ≈ 16 Oe is obtained with
a reduced remanence Mr/Ms = 0.18 and 0.03 for tF = 2
and 2.5 nm, respectively. The variation of df , Hc, and Mr/Ms

as a function of tAg and tF at 5 K is presented in Figure 52.
The resemblance of df andHc oscillations is seen as a function
of tAg but not for variable tF . The dependence of df and Hc
with tF in Figure 52 indicates that there is no direct relation-
ship between them caused from variable strain. In addition, for

Fig. 49. MR measurements at 5 K for selected NiFe/Ag as-deposited films,
with the external magnetic field direction parallel (left) and perpendicular
(right) to film plane.

df larger than the relaxed 0.2048-nm value theHc approaches a
low limit as a function of tF probably due to proportionality of
Hc with the anisotropy field HA = αK/Ms (α = grain shape
and domain dependent constant) in a first approximation. The
reported [150] variation of Ms with tF (for tF < 5 nm) may
explain the observed Hc versus tF dependence. Since the XRD
analysis excludes the possibility of “bridging” among NiFe lay-
ers through Ag, that might vary Hc as well, variations in Hc
and df with tAg can be understood in terms of stress-induced
anisotropy in thin magnetic films.

In thin films, it is realized, with qualitative reasoning, how
stress-induced reorientation of magnetization on the hystere-
sis loops parameters [231] causes a reduction or an increase
of Mr and Hc. In this case, it is assumed that the initial films
are roughly isotropic. This means that the local anisotropy,
which determines the domain structure (crystalline and local
stresses anisotropy), has an isotropic distribution of the lo-
cal intrinsic easy axes (EA) for an assembly of noninteracting
domains. Accordingly, it is shown [232] that in Ni films the
effect of stress on the coercive force can be understood by
considering two different micromagnetic reversal processes: ir-
reversible rotation and domain-wall motion. Using these two
mechanisms for magnetization reversal and the influence of the
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Fig. 50. Hysteresis loops measured at 5 K for [NiFe(2 nm)/Ag(t6g )]20 as-
deposited films, with the external magnetic field direction parallel (left) and
perpendicular (right) to film plane.

magnitude of the antiferromagnetic coupling, the shapes of MR
curves in both cases have been calculated for Fe/Cr films as
well [226].

In NiFe/Ag samples deposited at RT, it has been shown that
the variation of tAg creates different residual stresses. There-
fore, the reorientation of magnetization can be modified in a
similar manner with the externally applied stress case. The
key point is that stress gives rise to the appearance of an EA
in a nearly otherwise isotropic film. In Ni films [232], it is
shown that an EA induced by stress is consistent with the rel-
ative value of the anisotropy energies involved. If the order of
magnitude of the crystalline anisotropy energy Ku is compa-
rable to the stress-induced anisotropy Ks , then it is expected
that the second will produce noticeable effects. The residual
stress may cause additional negative or positive magnetostric-
tion λs even [150] in Ni81Fe19, that induces a preferable EA
in every layer. By this action, for a material having a ho-
mogeneously positive magnetostriction, as in γ -(Ni, Fe), the
originally isotropic distribution of domain orientations will be
squeezed into a narrower distribution along an EA parallel or
vertical to film plane if the induced strain is tensile or compres-

Fig. 51. Hysteresis loops measured at 5 K for [NiFe(tF)/Ag(4 nm)]20 as-
deposited films, with the external magnetic field direction parallel (left) and
perpendicular (right) to film plane.

sive, respectively. The observed loops in Figure 51 indicate that
the EA lies in the film plane but for [NiFe(2 nm)/Ag(4 nm)]
and [NiFe(2.5 nm)/Ag(4 nm)], where magnetization reversal is
easier for H⊥, may imply that Ks is minimal and the isotropic
distribution of domain orientations is maintained. Figure 51
shows that only these two samples exhibit an abrupt low-field
GMR effect, obviously related to easy magnetization rever-
sal.

In this class of GMR MLs, the spin-dependent scattering
is obviously derived from the magnetic layers, but of particu-
lar importance is whether this spin-dependent scattering (SDS)
occurs within the interior of the magnetic layers (bulk scatter-
ing) or predominantly at the interfaces between the magnetic
and spacer layers (interfacial scattering). The interfacial scat-
tering was examined by inserting a third material (Co) at the
interfaces of NiFe/Cu films [240] and the MR effect has been
dramatically enhanced at RT and 5 K. This has been attributed
primarily to reestablishment [232] of AF coupling at RT but it
was granted to interfacial scattering at 5 K. Further analysis of
these results [234] in terms of mean-free paths for bulk SDS and
interface SDS transmission coefficients is inclined that SDS in
FM–Cu is mainly bulk in NiFe, a mixture of bulk and interfacial
in Co/Cu and mainly interfacial in Fe/Cu.
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XRD data analysis of NiFe/Ag as-deposited MLs provides
evidence that there is significant interface strain which is mod-
ified as a function of layer thickness. The observed splitting
of the 〈222〉 Ag superlattice peak for tF < 2.5 nm is as-
signed to Ag interdiffusion between NiFe grain boundaries.
The MR and hysteresis loop data show that for tF about 1.8
to 2.5 nm and tAg about 3.8 to 4.3 nm the film is magnet-
ically isotropic and exhibits easy magnetization reversal for
low applied fields. The oscillatory variation of Hc and Mr/Ms

as a function of tAg can be explained in terms of prefer-
able EA directions in every NiFe layer induced from residual
magnetostriction. The hysteresis loop shapes are typical of
FM-coupled layers and exhibit a nonzero coercive field below
100 K. The increase of the GMR effect and the �R/R field
sensitivity at 5 K shows that an enhancement of the average
magnetic moment and hardening of magnetization reversal in
individual NiFe layers (bulk scattering model) have a major
contribution. Thus, an isotropic EA distribution of magnetic
domains—due to small residual intralayer strain effects—is
in favour of low-field GMR in sputtered NiFe/Ag multilay-
ers.

Fig. 52. Variation of the estimated df (top), observed Mr /Ms (middle), and
Hc (bottom) values as a function of tAg (left) and tF (right) at 5 K. Solid lines
are guides to the eye. Squares are for H‖ and circles are for H⊥ directions.

5. COLOSSAL MAGNETORESISTANCE IN
MANGANESE PEROVSKITE FILMS

5.1. Materials Properties

Perovskite is the name of a mineral with the composition
CaTiO3. Replacing Ti by Mn+3 we also have other perovskite–
manganate oxides MMnO3, where M represents a large ion
such as La+3, Ca+2, Ba+2, or Sr+2. The basis of the crys-
tal structure is an NaCl-type lattice composed of O−2 and
M+n, and a small Mn+3 ion goes into an octahedral site
surrounded by six O−2 ions (Fig. 53). Many years ago, the
magnetic studies of MMnO3 perovskites reported that, usu-
ally, these oxides were antiferromagnetic, but in solid solu-
tions of La+3Mn+3O3 and Ca+2Mn+4O3; La+3Mn+3O3 and
Sr+2Mn+4O3; La+3Mn+3O3 and Ba+2Mn+4O3, ferromag-
netism appeared [235]. At that time, the magnetic phase dia-
gram of the saturation magnetization against the Mn+4 content
has shown that in the composition range of 20 to 40% Mn+4

of the solid solution the magnetic moments of Mn+3 (∼4µB)
and Mn+4 (∼3µB) are aligned ferromagnetically. In this range,
the electrical conductivity becomes very large. Zener [236]

Fig. 53. Schematic of the LaMnO3 perovskite.
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explained this phenomenon in terms of double-exchange inter-
actions: in this composition range Mn+3 and Mn+4 coexist, so
that conduction electrons carry electric charges in the common
d band, thus resulting in high conductivity. Since conduc-
tion electrons keep their spins during itinerant motion, Mn
ions align their localized spins parallel to those of conduction
electrons through the s–d interaction, thus resulting in ferro-
magnetic alignment. This idea was formulated by Anderson and
Hasegawa [236]. Different from the usual exchange or superex-
change interaction, this double-exchange theory indicates that
electron or hole transfer from site to site depends on the rel-
ative angle of the spins at the two Mn sites, θij -hopping goes
as cos(�θij ) and is most likely for parallel spins. Therefore,
if antiferromagnetic superexchange interaction acts in addition
to double-exchange interaction, spin canting is expected to re-
sult [237]. The colossal MR effect then comes from the applied
field reducing the spin misalignment, thus decreasing the re-
sistivity. The parallels of this field dependence of conductivity
with that of ferromagnet–insulator–ferromagnet tunneling, spin
valves, and spin switches is noteworthy.

The antiferromagnetic superexchange interaction has first
been verified in MnO. The crystal structure of MnO is such
that Mn ions form an fcc lattice and oxygen ions are located
between each Mn–Mn pair. The direct exchange interaction be-
tween Mn ions is very weak because it is interrupted by the
interstitial O−2 ions and the superexchange interaction acts be-
tween Mn ions through the O−2 ion as follows: The O−2 ion
has electronic structure expressed by (1s)2(2s)2(2p)6. The p or-
bit stretches toward the two neighboring Mn ions (named Mn1
and Mn2). One of the p electrons can transfer to the 3d orbit of
one of the neighboring Mn ions (say the Mn1). In this case, the
electron must retain its spin, so that its sense will be antiparallel
to the total spin of Mn+2, because Mn+2 has already had five
electrons and the vacant orbit must accept an electron with spin
antiparallel to that of the five electrons (Hund’s rule). On the
other hand, the remaining electron in the oxygen p orbit must
have spin antiparallel to that of the transferred electron because
of the Pauli exclusion principle. Thus, the exchange interaction
with the other Mn ion (Mn2) is negative. As a result, the total
spin of Mn1 becomes antiparallel to that of Mn2. The superex-
change interaction is strongest when the angle Mn1–O–Mn2 is
180◦, and becomes weaker as the angle becomes smaller. When
the angle is 90◦, the interaction tends to become positive.

The interest in magnetoresistance in doped perovskite man-
ganites was initiated by the discovery of a large (�R/R >

60%) negative room-temperature magnetoresistance in a 7-tesla
field, in epitaxial La0.67Ba0.33MnOx thin films [238]. This was
followed by a report [239] that thin-film La0.67Ca0.33MnO3
exhibits a �R/R ≈ 127,000% at 77 K in a 6-tesla field.
This large magnetoresistance effect has been called colossal
magnetoresistance (CMR). Thin films with large magnetoresis-
tance at room temperature (Fig. 54) open up new possibilities
for applications in diverse areas of technology such as mag-
netic RAMs and read heads for hard-disk drives. Thin-film
deposition technology for complex oxide materials has rapidly
progressed due to the effort spent on commercialization of the

Fig. 54. Resistivity as a function of temperature, measured in 5 tesla and in
zero applied field, from a La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 thin film, 100-nm thick, grown
on LaAlO3(100) substrate. The CMR ratio �ρ/ρH = [ρ0 −ρH ]/ρH is plotted
as a solid line.

high-temperature superconductors, which are a class of doped
cuprate perovskites with materials characteristics similar to
those of the doped manganate perovskites.

In both bulk and thin-film CMR materials, the basic phenom-
ena of the CMR effect are similar. The resistivity peaks near the
Curie temperature, around which the largest magnetoresistance
is obtained. Note that the system goes through a metal-insulator
(semiconductor) transition at a temperature where a weak mag-
netic moment still exists. The low-temperature metallic phase
shows a resistivity that increases with increasing temperature
whereas the opposite is true when the Fermi energy lies in
a gap as in a semiconductor or an insulator. The resistivity
peaks at this metal-insulator transition but the field induced
resistance change, �R(H)/R, peaks below this transition.
Application of a field expands the ferromagnetic phase, displac-
ing to higher temperatures the metal-insulator transition and
hence displacing the sharp increase in metallic resistivity. Thus,
the CMR ratio is proportional to the temperature derivative
of the R(T ) curve times the field derivative of the metal-
insulator transition by a derivative chain rule: �R(H)/R ≈
(1/R)(dR/dT )(dTc/dH) dH . Consequently, the sharper the
resistivity transition and the stronger the field dependence of
that transition, the greater will be the CMR ratio. In addition,
there is a correlation among resistivity, magnetization, and the
pseudoperovskite cell size. Usually, a larger cell size seems to
correlate with a lower Curie temperature, and a lower Curie
temperature leads to a higher resistivity peak, which is accom-
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Fig. 55. Magnetic phase diagram of La1−xCaxMnO3. CAF is the canted an-
tiferromagnet, AF is the antiferromagnet, FM is the ferromagnet, PM is the
paramagnet, FI is the ferromagnetic insulator, CO is the charge ordering.

panied by a larger CMR effect. Thus, a larger CMR effect
involves the preparation of the materials in such a way as to sup-
press its resistance-peak temperature (Fig. 54) to below 150 K.

The perovskite manganites L1−xAxMnO3 (L = lanthanides
and A = alkaline earths) present a remarkably complicated
phase diagram as the relative concentration of Mn3+ and Mn4+
changes [240, 241]. For example, the ground state of the
undoped compound LaMnO3 is an antiferromagnetic (AF) in-
sulator. Doping the system with holes, that is substituting Ca2+
for La3+, the AF state is suppressed for a ferromagnetic (FM)
metallic state (0.2 < x < 0.5) that shows colossal negative
magnetoresistance (Fig. 55). The spin of the eg (S = 1/2)
extra electron in Mn3+ (3d4) is ferromagnetically coupled to
the t2g (S = 3/2) local spin according to Hund’s rule, thus
making it energetically favorable for the eg charge carriers to
hop from one ion to the next without changing their spin di-
rection. For x > 0.5, the AF superexchange interaction in
the Mn3+(4+) O−2 Mn3+(4+) bonds dominates over the FM
double exchange in the Mn3+ O−2 Mn4+. At half-doping
(x = 1/2), the system undergoes a paramagnetic (insulating) to
FM (metallic) transition at Tc = 225 K and then to an AF (in-
sulating) state (Fig. 55) at TN = 155 K. The low temperature
AF state presents an unusual charge- and spin-ordered struc-
ture, called the CE type [240], where real space ordering of
Mn3+ and Mn4+ takes place.

The application of a magnetic field can melt the charge-
ordered AF insulating lattice, through a first-order melting tran-
sition, into an FM metal. For La0.5Ca0.5MnO3, Xiao et al. [242]
experimentally determined the magnetic phase diagram in the
H–T plane. It is practically the same with those previously
reported for [243] Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 and Pr0.5Sr0.5MnO3, ex-
cept that in the La compound, at low temperatures, the field
induced FM state is stable even after removing the applied
field. Tokunaga et al. [244] determined the phase diagram of
L1−xCaxMnO3 (L = Pr, Nd) for fields up to 400 kOe, utilizing
a non-destructive long pulse magnet. The existing consensus is
that the thermodynamically ferromagnetic (“liquid”) and anti-

ferromagnetic charge-ordered (“crystal”) states correspond to
two local minima in the free energy with large and small
magnetization values, respectively, which are separated by a
potential barrier U . So, an external magnetic field tends to sta-
bilize the high M state due to the gain (−M · H ) in the free
energy rather than the AF charge-ordered state (M � 0), and
hence the potential barrier is expected to vary with the field.
For the AF–FM transition to occur, the sum of the Zeeman and
thermal energies should cover the energy difference between
the AF and FM states. This explains why the value of the field
needed to melt the charge-ordered AF state decreases with in-
creasing temperature.

5.2. Low-Field Magnetoresistance in Manganites

CMR is a different physical effect than GMR but has a sim-
ilar formal dependence on magnetization orientation; aligning
the moments on adjacent cation sites (AF to FM) causes the
resistance to decrease. This is due to the increase in hop-
ping conductivity of the cation eg electrons for parallel spins.
The field dependence of the CMR effect is not a function of
the M–H curve; many of these compounds show apprecia-
ble magnetization in fields of order 100 Oe, but the CMR
effect still requires tens of kilogauss. The saturation mag-
netization field necessary to achieve a full CMR effect in
the generic material is large, usually of the order of several
tesla. This limitation has been overcome at lower temperatures,
where large magnetoresistances in low fields were demon-
strated in trilayer manganite/SrTiO3/manganite using a current-
perpendicular CPP geometry [245]. A resistance change of a
factor of 2 was obtained with a switching field of less than
200 Oe at 4.2 K. The structure was lithographically fabricated
with trilayers of La0.67Sr0.33MnO3/SrTiO3/La0.67Sr0.33MnO3.
The mechanism of the spin-dependent transport process across
SrTiO3 is yet to be fully understood [46].

The likelihood of a strongly spin-dependent transport at an
interface with misaligned magnetic moment prompts the search
for isolation of a single interface by experimental means. Mag-
netic domain boundaries are considered natural candidates, and
the observation of pinning of magnetic domain walls at grain
boundaries has led to the investigation of magnetotransport
studies in polycrystalline materials, as well as in thin films
grown on polycrystalline substrates. An investigation [246]
of the possible consequences of magnetic domain boundary
pinning by polycrystalline grain boundaries has shown an en-
hanced magnetoresistance at low temperatures compared to
that observed for epitaxial thin films grown on single-crystal
substrates. Large low-field magnetoresistance has also been re-
ported [247] in a layered manganite La1.4Sr1.6Mn2O7 single
crystal. Transport measurements with current perpendicular to
the Mn–O planes revealed a magnetoresistance as high as 240%
in fields below 1 kOe and at temperatures below 100 K. It
has been argued that interplane spin-dependent tunneling might
cause the observed low-field magnetoresistance.

Another approach is to fabricate [248] a pair of ferro-
magnetic flux concentrators attached to a ceramic piece of
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La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 to locally focus the magnetic field seen by
the manganites. This device has achieved an enhancement of
magnetoresistance response by a factor of 5900 in fields be-
low 10 Oe. Alternatively, two-dimensional MBE growth was
used [249] to fabricate lateral superlattices of manganites with
different composition, targeting on interface related magnetic
scattering of carriers. An in-plane anisotropic magnetoresis-
tance was observed with a low-field magnetoresistance slope
(sensitivity) of (1/R)(dR/dH) = 36 per tesla.

5.3. Exchange Bias in La–Ca–Mn–O Multilayers

The existence of unidirectional anisotropy due to exchange
coupling between a ferromagnetic and an antiferromagnetic
phase was first reported in oxide-coated fine particles [250]
of Co. Characteristically, exchange anisotropy results in a dis-
placed magnetic hysteresis loop when the sample is field cooled
through the Néel temperature of the antiferromagnetic phase.
In early studies, this loop displacement has been explained
by assuming an ideal ferromagnetic–antiferromagnetic inter-
face with uncompensated moments in the atomic-plane of the
antiferromagnetic layer at the ferromagnetic–antiferromagnetic
boundary [250]. Up to date exchange anisotropy effects have
been studied mainly in AF–FM systems consisting of transition-
metal alloys and metallic oxides (e.g., ferromagnetic = Co,
NiFe, Fe3O4, and antiferromagnetic = CoO, FeMn) [250–257],
where the ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic interactions are
due to direct-exchange coupling.

In addition to the scientific interest for investigating the
mechanism of ferromagnetic–antiferromagnetic coupling, a
great deal of attention has been focused on the technologi-
cal applications of the resultant exchange bias in spin-valve
magnetic field sensors and nonvolatile memories for magnetic-
storage devices [38, 24]. Additionaly, a large amount of
work has been generated to evaluate the applicability of La
manganites, presenting the colossal magnetoresistance (CMR)
effect, in spin-polarized tunnel junctions [258] as well as
in spin-polarized current injection devices [259]. Fabrication
of these heterostructures involves contact of the conduct-
ing La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 oxides with another perovskite material.
Since the La2/3A1/3MnO3 (A = Sr, Ca) layers are FM, their
contact with AF perovskite layers may give rise to exchange
coupling and, subsequently, in exchange-biasing effects at the
ferromagnetic–antiferromagnetic interfaces that may alter the
magnetotransport properties of the junctions.

Several studies have focused on mixed valence manganite-
based artificial superstructures [260–268]. The magnetic and
transport properties of these structures are not a simple super-
position of the response of the individual layers as interface
scattering [260, 261], interlayer interactions [262, 263], and
strain-driven effects due to lattice mismatch at interfaces [260,
264] considerably modify their magnetotransport properties.

The existence of exchange biasing has been observed [268]
on La–Ca–Mn–O multilayers with alternating layers of fer-
romagnetic (FM) La2/3Ca1/3MnO3(6/2) and antiferromag-
netic (AF) La1/3Ca2/3MnO3(6/2) compositions [269, 270]

(6 is the bilayer thickness) grown either on (001)LaAlO3
or on (001)SrTiO3 single crystals. These multilayers were
prepared by pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) of bulk stoichiomet-
ric La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 (FM) and La1/3Ca2/3MnO3 (AF) targets
on (100)LaAlO3 single-crystal substrates. Both, structural and
chemical compatibility between the employed AF and FM lay-
ers were important for the coherent growth of atomically perfect
interfaces that allowed the development of exchange biasing at
low temperatures. The maximum exchange-biasing field (HEB)
was observed for multilayers grown on top of (001)LaAlO3.
In comparison, high-quality [La0.6Sr0.4MnO3(FM)/La0.6Sr0.4
FeO3(AF)]20 superlattices, grown on (001)SrTiO3, have
shown [262] that the AF spin arrangement in the AF layers can
modify the FM spin arrangement in adjacent FM layers but ex-
change biasing is not reported.

The preceding results indicate that significant changes oc-
cur in the magnetoelectronic properties at the interfaces, arising
from the competition between the magnetic ordering struc-
tures. Specifically, the novel physics involved in exchange-
biased [24, 271] FM–AF perovskite contacts focus on the
mechanism that leads to a unidirectional anisotropy as the
double-exchange coupling switches to superexchange cou-
pling [272, 273] between juxtaposed FM and AF atomic
layers. Thus, the strength of spin coupling at the AF–FM
interfaces, relative to their exchange coupling with spins in-
side the FM or AF layers, seems to be essential for the
exchange-biasing mechanism in these heterostructures. Investi-
gation [274] of the interface related mechanism of spin coupling
in [La1/3Ca2/3MnO3(tAF)/La2/3Ca1/3MnO3(tFM)]15 multilay-
ers reveals that the exchange-biasing strength and the CMR
effect can be engineered by independently varying the AF (tAF)
and FM (tFM) layer thicknesses.

Magnetic hysteresis loops, measured at 10 K after cooling
down from 300 K in zero-field cooling (ZFC) and in 10 kOe
(FC), are shown in Figure 56 for an LaAlO3/[FM(4 nm)/
AF(4 nm)]15 film and an SrTiO3/AF(40 nm)[FM(4 nm)/
AF(4 nm)]15 film. It is evident that the ZFC loop is symmet-
ric around the zero field, while the FC loop is shifted toward
negative fields. This effect can be attributed to exchange bi-
asing at the AF–FM interface, since single-layered FM films
do not exhibit any loop displacement after the FC process. If
H1 is the lower and if H2 is the higher field value where the
average film magnetization becomes zero, then the exchange-
biasing field is defined as the loop shift HEB = −(H1 +H2)/2
and the coercivity is defined as the half-width of the loop
Hc = (H1 − H2)/2. Thus, for the FC loop on LaAlO3 (LAO)
we find an HEB = 780 Oe with Hc = 680 Oe, and on SrTiO3
(STO) an HEB = 690 Oe with Hc = 1000 Oe.

In Figure 57, the variation of the normalized resistivity as a
function of temperature, measured in 50 kOe (ρH ) and in zero
applied field (ρ0) is shown. The resistivity increases drastically
as we cool down from 300 K, spanning almost 4 orders of mag-
nitude for the LaAlO3/[FM(4 nm)/AF(4 nm)]15 film whereas
for the SrTiO3/AF(40 nm)[FM(4 nm)/AF(4 nm)]15 sample is
less than an order of magnitude. The �ρ/ρH = [ρ0 − ρH ]/ρH
ratio gives an estimate of the CMR effect. This ratio becomes
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Fig. 56. Magnetic hysteresis loops, measured at 10 K after ZFC from 300 K
and FC in 10 kOe, for an LaAlO3/[FM(4 nm)/AF(4 nm)]15 multilayer.

maximum at ∼70 K for the multilayer film grown on LAO
and at ∼120 K for that on STO. Thus, in both films the mag-
netotransport properties exhibit a number of different features
relative to pure FM thin films [275, 276]:

(i) The temperature variation of ρH , ρ0 and the resultant
CMR curve exhibit their maxima at temperatures well below
the ordering temperature (Tc) of the FM layers. The presence
of the insulating AF layers of La1/3Ca2/3MnO3 within the
multilayered structure may explain the steep increase of resis-
tivity [277] below 150 K that changes the shape of the curves
near the maxima. In addition, the observed [275] magnetoresis-
tive curves of 100-nm thick LAO(001)/La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 films,
grown under the same deposition conditions, have shown that
there are no significant grain boundary and/or low-crystallinity
effects [252, 278–280]. Thus, in this case there is no experi-
mental evidence indicating that the increased low-temperature
resistivity in Figure 57 originates from grain boundary effects.

(ii) The large differences (Fig. 57) observed in the CMR
ratios between films grown on LAO and STO substrates show
that the specific deposition conditions favor the enhancement of
CMR on LAO. This can be attributed to strain relaxation inside
the AF layers, since the AF film exhibits a pseudocubic lattice
spacing (ap = 0.381 nm) comparable to that of (100) LAO

Fig. 57. Resistivity, normalized to the 300-K value, as a function of tem-
perature, measured in 50 kOe (ρH ) and in zero applied field (ρ0) for a
[FM(4 nm)/AF(4 nm)]15 multilayer grown on LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 substrates.
The CMR ratio �ρ/ρH = [ρ0 − ρH ]/ρH is plotted as a solid line.

(ap = 0.379 nm). Thus, the lattice mismatch along the (100)
LAO–AF direction is about 0.5% while in the (100)STO–AF
interface the lattice mismatch is about 2.2%. Assuming similar
surface roughness in both substrates, it is evident that the lower
lattice mismatch favors pseudomorphic growth with less strain
inside the deposited layers.

The temperature dependence ofHEB andHc values is shown
in Figure 58 for 6 = 8 nm. These values were estimated from
isothermal loops measured in constant temperature intervals,
after FC the sample from 300 K down to 10 K in 10 kOe and
then warming up. It is evident that HEB decreases and disap-
pears around the so-called blocking temperature TB about 70 K.
The Hc values exhibit a similar trend, indicating a connection
between the mechanisms that give rise to coercivity and loop
displacement. The excess coercivity observed below TB is in-
duced by random exchange fields at the AF–FM interfaces.
This low-temperature anisotropy can be treated as an additional
energy barrier in the magnetic free energy, as in the case of su-
perparamagnetic particles [149]. Thus, by applying the same
model we derive an equation that describes the temperature
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Fig. 58. Temperature dependence of HEB (open circles) and Hc (solid
squares) observed in LaAlO3/AF(40 nm)/[FM(4 nm)/AF(4 nm)]15 multilayer.
The solid line presents a fitting curve according to Eq. (18).

variation of Hc(T ) with T ,

Hc(T ) = Hc(0)[1 − (T /TB)1/2] +Hback (18)

where Hback (≈70 Oe) takes into account the observed coer-
civity above the obtained TB at 75 K. In Figure 58, a good
agreement between the experimental data (open circles) and
the fitting curve (solid line) is observed. The existence of an
Hback term can be explained from the magnetic phase dia-
gram [269], showing that bulk La1/3Ca2/3MnO3 undergoes a
charge-ordering transition [277] below 260 K, whereas the
long-range AF order sets in below 150 K. Thus, above TB
a large Hback may arise from magnetic disorder at the AF–
FM interfaces due to short-range magnetic interactions inside
the La1/3Ca2/3MnO3 layers that persist up to charge-ordering
transition of the multilayer. Accordingly, below TB the en-
hancement of Hc is due to exchange anisotropy related to
long-range AF interactions at the interfaces.

In Figure 59, the ZFC and FC measurements of the magne-
tization, normalized to the total FM volume of the sample, are
shown for different 6 as a function of temperature. Both mea-
surements were performed by warming up in 1 kOe after having
cooled in zero field and 10 kOe, respectively. The ZFC and FC
curves coincide at temperatures higher than 100 K and become
zero at about 250 K, where the Curie point Tc of the FM layers
is expected. The ZFC curve exhibits a broad peak around the
TB ∼ 70 K, whereas the FC curve exhibits a steep increase just
below TB . It is reasonable to assume that in the FC measure-
ment an increase of magnetization results from the alignment
of interfacial magnetic moments, giving rise to unidirectional
anisotropy [254] below TB . Hence, the observed hump below
TB in the ZFC curve can be attributed to thermally activated
magnetic rotation over energy barriers caused by random ex-
change coupling at the AF–FM interfaces.

Figure 60 shows the variation of the normalized resistivity
as a function of temperature, measured in 50 kOe (ρH ) and in
zero applied field (ρ0). The resistivity increases drastically as

Fig. 59. ZFC and FC measurements of magnetization for a series of
LaAlO3/AF(40 nm)/[FM(6/2)/ AF(6/2)]15 multilayers.

we cool down from 300 K, spanning almost 4 orders of mag-
nitude. Additionally, the CMR ratio becomes maximum in the
temperature range below TB (≈70 K). In Figure 60, the steep
increase of resistivity at low temperatures is in contrast with the
decrease of ρ observed in epitaxial FM films [275, 276]. This
provides further experimental evidence that the insulating be-
havior [277] of the AF layer is dominant at low temperatures.

This extra contribution in ρ is different for every specimen
and modifies the shape of the resultant CMR curves (Fig. 60).
Clearly, the multilayers with 6=5 and 8 nm exhibit a peak in
the CMR response, indicating a special arrangement of spins
at the AF–FM interfaces. As a consequence, the characteristic
CMR peak, that is usually reported near the ferromagnetic Tc
of La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 films [241], is not observed in the ρ0 ver-
sus temperature curve. This behavior is in agreement with the
magnetothermal measurements (Fig. 59) where it is evident that
the most drastic change of the average film magnetization does
not occur near the Tc of the individual FM layers but at TB . To
answer why TB remains more or less the same in the examined
range of 6 values, it is reasonable to consider that interfacial
spin ordering is confined within a few atomic planes near the
AF–FM interfaces, defining an active film volume Vint. Since
TB results from a thermally activated process, following an Ar-
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Fig. 60. Resistivity, normalized to the 300-K value, as a function of temper-
ature, measured in 50 kOe (ρH ) and in zero applied field (ρ0) for a series
of LaAlO3/AF(40 nm)/[FM(6/2)/AF(6/2)]15 multilayers. The CMR ratio
�ρ/ρH = [ρ0 − ρH ]/ρH is plotted as a solid line.

rhenius law [149], its value depends on the active volume at
the interfaces (TB ∝ Vint) which emerges to be similar in the
examined multilayers.

Generally, the enhanced coercivity Hc observed [250–252],
in exchange-coupled FM–AF layers relative to the uncoupled
FM layer is an unresolved theoretical issue. Figure 58 shows
that the observed behavior ofHc and HEB with increasing tem-
perature can be attributed to the complex mechanisms through
which charge and spin ordering occurs in the La1/3Ca2/3MnO3
layers [269, 277]. In particular, the temperature dependence
of the size of the magnetic domains inside the AF layers
should be of key importance in exchange-biased mangan-
ites. Another study [274] of [La1/3Ca2/3MnO3(tAF)/La2/3Ca1/3
MnO3(tFM)]15 multilayers grown with variable AF–FM compo-
sitions (one series with constant tAF = 3 nm while tFM = 1.5,
3, 4.5, 6 nm and the other with constant tFM = 3 nm while
tAF = 1.5, 3, 4.5, 6 nm) reveals that there are two impor-
tant issues associated with exchange-biased CMR-manganite
multilayers. One is the physical origin of the exchange-biasing
mechanism itself and the other is the observed independence of
TB on tAF or tFM.

Zero-field-cooling and field-cooling magnetic measure-
ments [274] have revealed that TB is independent from the
FM and the AF layer thickness, indicating that composi-
tional modulation at the La1−xCaxMnO3 interfaces are of key

importance to the exchange-biasing mechanism in La–Ca–
Mn–O-based multilayers. The compositional modulation that
occurs at the La1−xCaxMnO3 interfaces is important because
the type of magnetic interactions is defined by the competition
between the double-exchange FM coupling and the AF su-
perexchange interactions [272, 273]. Geometrical (topological)
roughness and interdiffusion between adjacent atomic planes
with x = 1/3 and 2/3 stoichiometries produces an artificial
change of concentration to x ≈ 0.5 at the interfaces. Thus, the
sequence of magnetic phase transitions might be altered at low
temperature in regions with La1/2Ca1/2MnO3 stoichiometry.
Bulk measurements [241, 269] at x ≈ 0.5 composition show
that the high-temperature FM-conducting phase is followed by
a charge-ordering transition, resulting in an AF insulator be-
low 120 K. Furthermore, a theoretical study [281] shows that
the charge ordering observed in 50% doped manganites corre-
sponds to an unusual AF-spin ordering, which exhibits a unique
electronic structure with a band-insulator behavior. As a re-
sult [281], strong anisotropy of short-range double-exchange
interactions is formed at the charge-ordering transition. Since
both the TB and the exchange anisotropy fields appear at about
70 K, that is well below the low-temperature magnetic phase
transition for bulk La1/2Ca1/2MnO3, it is reasonable to assume
that the appearance of exchange biasing depends on the mag-
netic ordering of interfacial atomic planes inside an interface
volume with x ≈ 0.5 doping. These interface boundaries define
a critical volume where thermal-activation energy becomes less
than the low-temperature magnetic energy of La1/2Ca1/2MnO3
at a certain TB value. Consequently, nearly perfect interfaces
(small roughness) will always correspond to the same interface
volume with x ≈ 0.5, giving the same TB . Since the interface
volume with x ≈ 0.5 doping is fixed for all thicknesses of AF
(x = 2/3) or FM (x = 1/3) layers, this model describes the
observed independence of TB on tAF or tFM.

Exchange biasing has been observed either in multilayers
with alternating layers [268, 274] of FM La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 and
AF La1/3Ca2/3MnO3 compositions or in La0.67Ca0.33MnO3
(FM)/La0.5Ca0.5MnO3(AF) bilayers [282] below a blocking
temperature (TB), which is much less than the magnetic or-
dering temperatures of the AF (TN ) and the FM (Tc) layers.
Generally, the temperature dependence of exchange bias and
coercivity at low-T can be modeled by considering two possi-
ble factors [284, 285]: (i) the temperature dependence of the
magnetic anisotropy coefficient KA in the AF layer, the ex-
change stiffness constant AAF in the AF layer, and the energy
of a domain wall σAdw in the AF (ii) thermally activated switch-
ing of AF grains. The former has been attributed [284–286]
to magnetization reduction that is basically controlled by long-
wavelength spin waves at low-T . The latter causes there to be a
blocking temperature TB that is well below the TN . Above the
TB the AF order in the grains is not stable, [284] and no uni-
directional anisotropy (exchange bias) develops. Below the TB ,
the AF order becomes stable and the unidirectional anisotropy
at low-T depends [284] on the ratio of the average interfa-
cial coupling energy to the domain wall energy. Furthermore,
it was observed [285, 286] that exchange-coupled layers with a
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Fig. 61. Magnetic hysteresis loops, measured at 10 K after ZFC from
300 K (dashed line) and FC (solid line) in 50 kOe on La1−xCaxMnO3(FM)/
La1−yCayMnO3(AF) multilayers. For brevity, we named the samples by the

Ca2+ concentration ratio x/y used.

TB < TN exhibit assymetric hysteresis loops due to irreversible
transitions of the AF order in the AF grains.

Compositionally modulated structures consisting of La1−x
CaxMnO3 FM layers (x = 0.33, 0.4, 0.48) and La1−yCayMnO3
AF layers (y = 0.52, 0.67, 0.75) were grown on (001)LaAlO3
to investigate [283] the effect of interfacial composition on the
temperature dependence of exchange bias and coercivity at low-
T . For brevity, we named the samples by the Ca concentration
ratio x/y used. The coercive- and exchange-biasing fields were
derived from isothermal loops at low temperatures after zero-
field cooling (ZFC) from 300 K and FC in 50 kOe. Typical FC
and ZFC loops taken at 10 K are shown in Figure 61. Below

70 K, the ZFC loops are symmetric around zero, whereas the FC
loops are shifted toward negative fields, evidencing exchange-
biasing mechanisms in all the samples. The HEB is defined as
the loop shift and the Hc as the halfwidth of the loop. Thus,
if H1 and H2 are the fields for which the descending and as-
cending parts of a hysteresis loop intercept the abscissa, then
HEB = −(H1 +H2)/2 and Hc = −(H1 −H2)/2.

The magnetothermal ZFC and FC curves in Figure 62 were
performed by warming up in 100 Oe after having cooled in zero
field and 50 kOe, respectively. In all samples, the bifurcation of
the FC and the ZFC magnetizations occurs at temperatures Tbif ,
ranging between 155 K and 215 K, whereas exchange biasing
can be detected only below 70 K. Apparently, all the FC curves
exhibit a steep decrease of MFC between 5 and 70 K, which
defines [263] a blocking temperature TB . In particular, the mag-
nitude of the MFC at TB becomes about three times less than
the MFC at 5 K, whereas the MFC at 5 K is very close to those
expected from the saturation magnetization Ms of the corre-
sponding [287] FM layer. These magnetothermal properties are
reminiscent of those observed for an ensemble of fine magnetic
grains [288]. Thus, strong thermal fluctuations of magnetic do-
mains are responsible for the observed decrease of magnetic
moments in the FM layer. According to literature [284, 285,
289] such an effect comes from the coupling of a FM layer, that
exhibits uniform magnetization, to a polycrystalline AF layer
with small enough AF grains that they do not break up into do-
mains.

To investigate the dependence of HEB and Hc on the HFC,
a sequence of FC loops has been measured by warming up
at 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 K in six rounds of FC pro-
cesses. Each sequence is using one of the six HFC = 5, 10,
20, 30, 40, 50 kOe. Each loop in a sequence is performed at a
maximum field equal toHFC used. Figure 63 shows the temper-
ature dependence of H1 and H2 values, where the average film
magnetization becomes zero in a FC loop, on each of the HFC
used in the 0.40/0.67 sample. Similar results were observed in
samples with (x + y)/2 ≥ 0.5. Initially, it seems that the depen-
dence of HEB on HFC is due to minor-loop effects. However,
in Figure 63 the H2 is strongly enhanced below ∼70 K by in-
creasing the applied HFC from 5 up to 50 kOe, whereas the H1
is the same, resulting in a constant sum HEB +H FC

c = H1 as a
function of HFC at a given temperature. Thus, such assymetric
hysteresis loops cannot be attributed to minor-loop effects. In
addition, above 70 K (≈TB) the HEB approaches zero, whereas
the HFCc converges at similar values, indicating that the ap-
plied HFC affects in a different way the micromagnetic state
only when the exchange-biasing sets in the AF/FM interfaces.

Figure 64 shows the variation of HEB and Hc at low tem-
peratures. Both exhibit an exponential, rather than a power-
law [284–286], decrease as a function of temperature. Such
an exponential thermal decay of Hc has been observed in
some rare-earth pseudobinary compounds [290] and amorphous
materials [291], showing that at low temperatures: Hc(T ) =
H 0
c e−bT with b a constant and H 0

c the extrapolation of coerciv-
ity at 0 K. It is worth noting that an exponential decay function
fits both the HEB and Hc for all the examined cases, whereas
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Fig. 62. ZFC and FC magnetothermal measurements performed in a field of 100 Oe on La1−xCaxMnO3(FM)/La1−yCayMnO3(AF) multi-

layers. For brevity, we named the samples by the Ca2+ concentration ratio x/y used. The magnetization is normalized to the total FM volume
of its sample. The inset shows the ZFC curves.

Fig. 63. The temperature dependence of H1, H2 at different HFC values
applied in exchange coupled La0.6Ca0.4MnO3(FM)/La0.33Ca0.67MnO3(AF)
multilayers.

Eq. (18) is limited only inHc values only for the 0.33/0.67 sam-
ple.

Generally, the ground state of the La1−xCaxMnO3 system
is either FM or AF, depending on Ca doping x that deter-

mines the Mn3+:Mn4+ ratio, the phase boundary being at
x ≈ 0.5. In the compositionally modulated multilayers con-
sidered here, the interfacial Ca concentration x crosses the
phase-diagram boundary at x ≈ 0.5. For x ≈ 0.5 their
properties are very sensitive to the application of magnetic
fields [292], affecting both the crystallographic and magnetic
phases as a function of temperature. Specifically, the behav-
ior [292] of bulk La1−xCaxMnO3, with x = 0.5 or x = 0.53,
shows that below 200 K a FM and an AF phase coexist mi-
croscopically, and they transform from one to another as a
function of temperature or magnetic field. Furthermore, the AF
superexchange (interaction between localized spin moments
of Mn3+–Mn3+ ions) and the FM double-exchange (transfer
of electrons between neighboring Mn3+–Mn+4 ions) interac-
tions compete with each other via interface exchange [293].
The existence of frustration due to competing interactions
is known to lead to an exponetial decay of Hc, HEB as
it has been observed in amorphous/crystalline NiFe2O4 fer-
rite [294] and FM/spin-glass Ni/Ni76Mn24 bilayers [295]. Thus,
it is reasonable to fit the observed HEB and Hc (Fig. 64)
with:

HEB(T ) = H 0
EB exp(−T/T1)

Hc(T ) = H 0
c exp(−T/T2) (19)
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Fig. 64. Temperature dependence ofHEB (open circles) andHc (solid circles)
after field cooling in 50 kOe. The solid lines are fits from Eq. (19).

Figure 65 shows the obtained H 0
EB, H 0

c , T1, and T2 val-
ues against the average (interfacial) Ca nominal composition
ξ = (x + y)/2. These plots reveal a quasilinear increase
(decrease) of H 0

EB and H 0
c when the Mn4+ concentration y

increases (is constant) in the AF layers, while the Mn4+ con-
centration x is constant (increases) in the FM layers. However,
the variation of T1 and T2 parameters does not follow a sys-
tematic dependence on ξ , and their values are less than the
observed TB , where HEB = 0, in each sample. This result
can be associated with a continuous distribution of blocking
temperatures due to statistical distribution of superparamag-
netic domains. The fact that all the examined samples exhibit

HEB = 0 above the same temperature (at about 70 K) indi-
cates that there is a similar distribution of superparamagnetic
domains. In NiFe/NiO bilayers [296] such a distribution of lo-
cal TB’s was related with a variety of exchange paths that is
caused by inhomogeneous interfaces due to interfacial disorder
and fluctuating atomic arrangement. In (La,Ca)MnO3 multilay-
ers, similar interface effects can be related with the induced
change of Ca2+ concentration from x to y.

Today, two of the unsolved issues [5, 24, 284, 289] that are
associated with the exchange biasing effect concern the shape
and the location of the domain wall in the FM or the AF layer.
The present study shows that the exchange coupling properties
of (La,Ca)MnO3 FM/AF compositionally modulated structures
are related, as expected, with these two issues but exhibit an un-
expected exponential thermal decay. The observed exponential
thermal decay cannot be reconciled with a model that is usually
applied [284, 286, 289] for the temperature dependence of ex-
change coupling and domain wall σAdw energies in the AF layer.
This model assumes that the properties of the FM layer and the
exchange coupling at the AF/FM interface are temperature in-
dependent, whereas the AAF, σAdw and KA parameters exhibit
thermal demagnetization by long-wavelength spin waves [284,
286].

A major result is that the thermal variation of HEB and H FC
c

cannot be reconciled with models that use [284, 286] spin-
waves as collective modes of spatially correlated thermal fluc-
tuations in the AF layer. Thus, the exponential thermal decay
indicates that the observed magnetic history depended (ZFC,
FC) effects and the associated exchange biasing properties can
be described by a thermal fluctuation model where short-range
ordering or a spin-glass-like [24, 294] magnetic disorder is es-
tablished in AF/FM interfaces. Another distinct feature of the
examined multilayers is the observed (Fig. 63) asymmetry of
H1 andH2. Direct experimental observations [289] of the mag-
netization reversal in exchange coupled NiO/NiFe bilayers has
showed that the thin film remagnetization proceeds by domain-
wall nucleation and motion. In this system, the observed [289]
asymmetry in the activity of domain nucleation centers of
NiO/NiFe bilayers has been attributed either to local variations
of AF-anisotropy or crystal lattice defects. In parallelism, it can
be assumed that such defects [297] can be associated with the
asymmetry of H1 and H2 observed in (La,Ca)MnO3 FM/AF
multilayers on application (Fig. 63) of differentHFC.

5.4. Advantages, Drawbacks, and Prospects of CMR Films
in Applications

The observation of a large negative magnetoresistance in thin-
film manganites at room temperature has made this class of
materials-potential candidate for magnetic sensing applica-
tions. The magnitude of magnetoresistance in manganate thin
films can be orders of magnitude larger than that of metallic
multilayers such as Co/Cu. However, large low-field magne-
toresistance has been demonstated only at reduced temperature,
whereas the mechanism that governs the large spin-dependent
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Fig. 65. The obtained values of H 0
EB, H 0

c , T1 and T2 at T = 0, after fitting the observed Hc(T) and HEB(T) with Eq. 19, against ξ = (x + y)/2. Dot-lines are
guides to the eye.

transport in the doped manganites is not yet fully under-
stood.

Thus far, the most promising property of doped manganate
perovskites for applications is the huge magnetoresistance ob-
served by crossing the Curie temperature of the materials used.
Some issues that face the major drawbacks for the applicability
of this class of materials are listed below.

(i) Low-field magnetoresistance in the manganites has
been observed only at reduced temperatures. A possible origin
of this effect is that at room temperature a large leakage cur-
rent across a defect-populated barrier layer acts as a shunt to
the magnetoresistance [300].

(ii) Commonly used deposition techniques for perovskite
oxide deposition include laser ablation, reactive sputtering, re-
active ion-beam sputtering, coevaporation, MBE, and CVD
(chemical vapor deposition). Laser ablation is most widely used
in a laboratory environment for the deposition of such complex
oxides because of the ease of obtaining stoichiometric transfer
of material from target to substrate [301]. A major drawback
for laser ablation is its limited scalability due to short target-to-
substrate distance, demanding a substantial engineering effort
for the deposition of films with >2-in diameter. Reactive sput-
tering excels in the deposition of large-area films. However,
deposition of such complex oxides, involving more than one

alkaline metal cation, becomes challenging because of the prob-
lem of nonstoichiometric transfer due to the resputtering effect.
Reactive molecular beam epitaxy using thermal evaporation has
been gaining momentum for large-area deposition.

(iii) One striking feature of the manganite films, epitaxial
or polycrystalline, is the extreme sensitivity of their properties
to postdeposition heat treatment [287]. This is probably related
to the strong mutual dependence of the magnetic state and the
local lattice configuration, especially that of the Mn O Mn
bond length and bond angle.

(iv) Since a good lattice matching between the substrate
and the manganite film is required for epitaxial growth, most
commonly used substrates are single crystals of SrTiO3 and
LaAlO3. However, there is progress in the successful growth
of high-quality epitaxial thin films on buffered silicon sub-
strates [302], which might be more interesting for technological
reasons.

6. OUTLINE

Semiconductors are ubiquitous in device electronics because
their charge distributions are easily shaped and controlled to
make logic gates. Efforts to improve computational power have
led to miniaturization of electronic devices to ever-shrinking
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sizes that may soon bring additional complications in the form
of quantum mechanical effects. These effects will introduce un-
predictable fluctuations in essential design parameters, such as
charge distribution, because quantum systems tend to behave
statistically. Therefore, quantum statistical fluctuations will af-
fect a chip’s performance as device sizes shrink. In the near
future, miniaturization may ultimately force the industry to
consider alternative schemes for electronics and to embrace
nonclassical electronic behavior by controlling the electron
spin, rather than its charge—the basis for the new field of spin-
tronics.

The use of spin effects in metallic GMR multilayers has
led rapidly to commercial applications [301] such as magnetic
field sensors, spin-valve read heads for hard-disk drives, GMR
gradiometers, magnetic RAM, and GMR isolators. It is per-
haps remarkable that in the last few years, magnetic multilayers
have evolved from a scientific curiosity to become materials
of significant technological importance. This class of magnetic
multilayers has revealed a considerable number of scientific
insights while the study of their properties has led to signifi-
cant developments in the preparation of ultrathin (one or two
atomic layers thick) magnetic multilayered structures that can
now be routinely produced for commercial applications. Cur-
rently, there still exist some important subjects for research and
development in GMR multilayers or spin-valve structures that
may considerably improve the performance of their devices.

In particular, the effect of grain size and crystalline ori-
entation on magnetic switching, magnetoresistance, micro-
magnetism, and domain-wall scattering is becoming a topic
of great current interest in Co-based thin films that exhibits
columnar grain morphology or stripe domains. This has been
initiated from the relatively large negative magnetoresistance
observed [304] at room temperature in epitaxial (0001)-oriented
hcp-Co thin films with stripe domains and have been interpreted
in terms of a giant domain-wall scattering contribution to the
resistivity. In contrast, measurements of the resistivity for cur-
rents parallel and perpendicular to domain walls of epitaxial
hcp Co indicate that the large negative room-temperature MR
is due to the film micromagnetic structure and ferromagnetic
resistivity anisotropy whereas the intrinsic effect of domain-
wall interface scattering is minor. This result is consistent with
the fact that the GMR in layered structures is not an intrin-
sic quantum mechanical effect of the constituents, but is an
interface related effect evidencing macroscopic quantum phe-
nomena. The importance of film morphology and interface
roughness has been clearly demonstrated in the case of epitax-
ial Co/Cu(111) and polycrystalline multilayers. Polycrystalline
GMR multilayers based on fcc Co magnetic layers are of par-
ticular interest in sensor applications due to the larger GMR
ratios at ambient conditions. Thus, understanding the magnetic
switching characteristics of patterned film elements is critical
to the performance of small size magnetoresistive devices. Not
only are the geometric shape and the intrinsic magnetic prop-
erties important to magnetic switching, but also are the film
microstructures as well. Section 4 shows how the orientation,
texture, and size of the crystallites affect the switching (hystere-

sis and saturation fields) properties. Micromagneting modeling
of patterned fcc-Co film elements shows [177] that large grains
result in a large switching field for a polycrystalline Co film el-
ement. In addition, the switching field is much higher in (001)-
and (110)-oriented single-crystal elements than that of (111)-
oriented elements.

Currently, two-dimensional phenomena in ultrathin-film
magnetism attract a considerable interest and activity now fo-
cuses on the complexities of exchange coupling and anisotropy
to understand the unusual hysteresis loops that appear in mag-
netic multilayers. There is steadily accumulating experimen-
tal evidence that growth-induced surface roughness can pro-
foundly affect magnetization reversal and coercivity in ultrathin
films. Scanning tunneling microscopy graphically demonstrates
that roughness at the monolayer scale is the best that can be
achieved for any coverage of deposited material [305]. For
this reason, even the best as-grown or annealed ultrathin films
have some step edges associated either with the perimeter of
monolayer-height islands that nucleate during growth or with
the steps of an intentionally miscut substrate. This is significant
because the magnetic anisotropy at sites of reduced crystallo-
graphic symmetry can compete successfully with the intrinsic
anisotropy of the flat surface and thereby can control coercivity
and magnetization reversal. Such effects can be advantageous
in the design of spin-valve sensors. As described in Section 2,
growth of few atomic layers of Co on a stepped Cu substrate
(miscut by 0.1◦ with respect to the (100) orientation) defines an
easy magnetization parallel to the step edges. This preferred
anisotropy axis can replace the external biasing process re-
quired to achieve the 90◦ orientation between the magnetization
directions of the pinned and free magnetic layers in spin valves.

A major problem in spin-valve sensors is magnetic stabiliza-
tion because small-geometry MR sensors exhibit a spontaneous
tendency to break up into complicated multidomain states
which result in serious (Barkhausen) noise problems during
sensor operations. Past studies [306] had shown that, among
many factors, the shape demagnetization effect is the primary
cause for multidomain formation. This understanding has led
to the development of tail stabilization, in which the read re-
gion of the sensor is stabilized in a single-domain state by
preparing longitudinally aligned tail regions on both sides of
the read region [307]. These longitudinally aligned tail regions
can be created by exchange biasing of a soft magnetic layer with
either an antiferromagnet (i.e., NiFe/FeMn) or a hard ferromag-
net (NiFe/Co75Pt12Cr13) or by using a longitudinally aligned
hard magnet (i.e., Co75Pt12Cr13) as the only magnetic layer
in the tail region. However, exchange-biased bilayers exhibit a
number of unusual properties [308], such as positive exchange
bias, perpendicular coupling, rotational hysteresis at high fields,
magnetic training effects, measurement-dependent loop shifts,
memory effects, and asymmetrically shaped hysteresis loops.
Furthermore, the remanent magnetization of a hard ferromag-
netic Co75Pt12Cr13 layer is progressively decreased by repeated
switching of a neighboring soft magnetic layer due to domain-
wall induced coupling between the ferromagnetic layers [309].
To avoid such exchange-bias problems, a novel [310, 311] ap-
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proach uses an alternative design by modifying the shape of the
sensing element from rectangular to “end-tapered” spin valves
or to “eye-shaped” ferromagnetic layers. This patterning pro-
cess promotes the coherent rotation of magnetization reversal
within the sensing area. In this way the problem of multido-
main breaking during the magnetization reversal process can
be solved.

Today, the emerging field of magnetoelectronics promises
huge enhancements of the speed, reliability, and power con-
sumption of solid-state memory. Ongoing research is fo-
cused on developing materials systems consisting of hybrid
magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ) that combine ferromagnetic
transition metal (i.e., Co) and manganate perovskite (i.e.,
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3) electrodes separated by an insulating, ultra-
thin oxide (i.e., SrTiO3) barrier. Such MTJ exhibit TMR ratios
of ∼50% at 5 K which reduce to ∼5% at room tempera-
ture [312] due to the low Curie temperature of the strongly
spin-polarized La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 electrode. However, other types
of oxides of the double-perovskite family combine [313] elec-
tronic properties similar to those of manganites with a definitely
higher Curie temperature. The challenge to build TMJ struc-
tures from double-perovskite materials (i.e., Sr2FeMoO6) may
open the way for a new generation of tunnel junctions with very
high magnetoresistance for room-temperature applications.

In the world of storage, success means enabling users to
reliably store and to manage a seemingly endless amount of
data as effortlessly as possible, whether it be in a commer-
cial data warehouse, a home computer, or a portable computer
on the road. As magnetic disk drives and solid-state mag-
netic memories become smaller, cheaper and more capacious,
new applications will become feasible. Surely, sometime in
the twenty-first century, it will become commonplace for peo-
ple to wear a variety of electronic devices, all communicating
with each other and all demanding more storage. The steady
improvement in magnetic data storage and retrieval technol-
ogy raises the question: How long can progress continue? Are
there any intractable limits that threaten to prevent future ad-
vances? In the future, disk-drive designers are approaching a
limit determined by fundamental physics, not engineering in-
genuity. As the volume of magnetic material within a single
bit (reading head) shrinks to increase areal density (resolu-
tion), there comes a point beyond which random jiggling of the
electron spins due to temperature is likely to cause the direc-
tion of a bit’s (head’s) magnetization to undergo spontaneous
reversals within the expected lifetime of the disk drive. This
superparamagnetic limit will eventually limit the progress we
can achieve by simply scaling down existing technology. How-
ever, it is difficult to estimate when the superparamagnetic limit
will be reached, because it depends on many factors, includ-
ing specific properties of the particular materials being used.
A first estimation for the upper limit of magnetic storage de-
vices can be encountered at densities of somewhere between
40 to 100 gigabits per square inch, which is about two to five
times greater than those available today. The more promising
technologies likely to achieve substantially higher storage den-
sities and product-level performance include those based [314]

on holography and molecular-scale devices, as well as other
novel techniques, such as scanning interferometric apertureless
microscopy.
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